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l.

ÏNTRODUCTION

Preamble

t -1

Ttris hearíng hras called by the ontario Energy
Board (ttre Board or the OEB) in order to pro_
vide a forum for the discussion of a number of
generar and specifíc concerns which have arísen
over the last few years regarding municipal
franchise agreements for the ttistribution of
gas in ontario. r'l"e Board wanted to determine
whether the existing forms of franchise agreements between municipalities and gas distributing companies are adequate, and whether the
brays in which these agreements are entered ínto
are appropriate.

L.2

The hearing hras ín part a response to questions
raised as a resuÌt of the OEB's decision in the
Lambton case (f.e.a. 464 et aI), to issues to
be considered in the OEB's forthcoming Blenheim/

r/L
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(g.e.a. 472), and to a Brief adopt_
ed by the Association of MunicipalÍties of
ontario and direeted to the Ministries of Energy
and of Municipal Affairs (Appendix A). The
Board bras persuaded that the underrying principles as well as some recurring contentious
issues needed a review by arr the parties involved the municipalitíes, the gas distribu_
tors, the gas consumers and the OEB itself.
Lambton case

1-3

of the problems which needed consideration
have a historical base. Municípar franchise
agreements for the distribution of gas hrere
first introduced in ontario around the turn of
the century, although the majority of them r^rere
estabrished after r9s7 whgn naturar gas from
tfestern canada bras first transmitted to ontario
and large-scare gas distribution became possible. Irrhire a significant number of probrems
arise in the union Gas Limited franchise area
in southwestern ontarior, whích contains most of
the oldest gas distributing facilities,
there
are many aspects of franchise agreements in
generar which need reconsideration in the right
of changing circumstances and po1ícies.

r.4

fhis hearing provided a fresh opportunity for
the parties to understand each other's position.
The specific issues which hrere to be addressed
at the hearing are listed later in this chapter.

Many

L/2
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The more general problems which hrere revealed
in the course of the hearing were:

o

o

the eoncerns of municipalities, particular_
Iy smaller, lower-tier municipalities re_
garding theír relations and their negotiating position with the gas distributors;
the importance of the municípalities having
a clearer unclerstanding of the roler pob/êrs
and policies of the OEB in relation to
various aspects of municipal franchise
agreements;

o

o

1.5

an appreciation of the concerns of the gas
distributors ín protecting their initial
and continuing capital investment in their
franchise areas i
the concerns of the large volume gas users
that they may be restricted in how and
where they may purchase gas by the terms
of the franchise agreements in the municipalities in which they are located.

The Board is gratefut to alI participants at
the hearíng for their generous and instructive
contributions. In particular, the many municipalities which hrere ably represented throughout
the public hearing are to be commended for increasing the Board's understandingr êfrd that of
the other participantsr ërs to the present day
concerns of the municipal authoritieq about the
presence of utility ptant in municipal rights
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of hray. Appreciation is also extended to the
gas utility
companies and other participants
for theír constructive contributions which
helped to clarify the spectrum of íssues.
1.6

fhe Board believes that the hearing itself was
useful to all the partÍes who took part in it.
It should be emphasized that the most valuable
consequence of the hearing is not analysed in
the body of this Report. Ttris $ras the process
of mutual education and understanding between
the participants that developed during the hearing ín the course of discussion of a number of
major íssues. Ttris is a process that should
continue beyond the period of the hearing.

r.7

A major recommendation ín this report is the
establishment of a special Municipal Franchise
Agreement Committee (ttre recommendation appears
in chapter 8). The MFA Committee is to be made
up of representatíves from the municipalities,
the gas distributing companies and the Ontario
Energy Board, and it will be requested to
resolve a number of the questions about municipal franchíse agreements which r^rere raised
origína1ly at the hearing but which would be
most constructively answered through discussion
and negotiation rather than by decisions or
orders of the Board.

L/4
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1.8

fn effect, the MFA Committee will extend the
process of dialogue between the municipalÍties
and the gas distributors that took place during
the hearing. This MFA Commíttee should also be
seen to mirror, ât the representative level,
the hray that Utility Coortlinating Committees
operate nob¡ to great advantage in many
municipalities.

1.9

fn general r rnost of the issues raised at the
hearing do not have a very signifícant financial impact in the short term for the parties;
it is the future implications of certain policies that see¡n threateníng. For example r so[lê
municipalities believe that a change in the
principles of sharing relocation costs of gas
pipelínes might lead to alarming increases of
costs to their ratepayers in the future. Likewise the gas distributors resist the principle
of introducing permit fees for excavations in
municipal rights of bray because they believe
such fees could become a significant additional
cost for the utility
companies and the gas
customers.

1.10

In a generic hearing of this sort held by the
Board, the findings of the Board as stated in
its Report are not legally binding on its future
deliberations, but are an expression of the
Board's policies or guidelines on the various
issues discussed.

L/s
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Contents of the Report
1. 11

The remainder of this chapter gives details of
the hearing itself, including the Notice, the
list of suggested concerns, lists of participants and lists of Wítnesses.

L.L2

Chapter 2 outlines the historical

background to
natural gas franchise agreements and Ctrapter 3,
"The Legislative Background", describes the

major pieces of Ontario legislation which have
a bearing on questions relating to municipal
franchise agreements.
1.13

Chapters 4, 5, and G deal with the specific

issues raísed at the hearing. fn Chapter 7,
"The Nature of Franchise A^reements,', the more
general questions raised in the hearing are
analysed. Chapter I describes the role of the
Municípal Franchise Agreement Committee.

Notice of Public Hearing
L.14

The Board made a decision to inquire into and
review the form of natural gas franchise agree-

ments and certificates of public convenience
and necessity. Accor<língLy, Notice of public
Hearing hras published on August ]-6, l9B5 in 43
Ontarío daily ner^rspapers. Concurrently, personaI notíces r4rere mailed to the 838 munícipalities
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and aII the natural gas distribution companies
in Ontario.

1.15

The Notice invited interested individuals,
citizens' groups, municipalíties, associations
and companies to participate in the hearing and
outlined the participation procedure. Fortyseven letters rÂrere received by September I3,
1985 indicating intentions to participate in
the public hearing.

1. r6

A mailing 1Íst of alt participants and a list
of suggested concerns h/ere attached to the
Amended Notice of Publíc Hearing dated September
24,1985.

List of Suggested
I.L7

Concerns

A list of suggested concerns hras provided by
the Board to assist participants ín considering
common issues which could be examined at the
hearing. These issues brere suggestions only.
No one hras conf ined to thi s list, nor did
everyone address every issue. The líst is as
follows:
1.

Franchise exclusivity and flexibility.

2.

Obligation of the franctrised gas utility
to provide service to the entire franchise
area.

L/7
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3.

Obligation of the franchised gas utility
to purchase and distribute gas produced
Iocally.

4.

Ttre implications of a f ranchise wíth a
regional or county government as compared
to a franchise with a local municipality
(city, etc. ) and the nee<i, if âDy, f or
varying provisions in the respective agreements.

Note:

fn most cases, the regional or county
franchise relates to a transmission
line using the regional or county
road or rights-of-way and ís associated with an application for leave to
construct. The local municipal franchise relates to the distribution
system wíthin the local municípality
and is associated with an application
for certificate of public convenience
and necessity.

5.

Elements of. franchise agreements that
be standardized.

6.

Duration of franchise agreements and uníform expíry dates.

7.

Complíance by gas utilitíes

r/8

may

with municipal
by-laws of general application.
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8.

Procedures and rights of renewal of franctri se agreements.

9.

Filing with the road authority of plans
and specifications of all gas distribution
works before and after construction.

10. Safety and ottrer implications of pipelines
crossing private property.
11.

Abandonment

of pipe.

12. Notíce by the gas utility

of all

emergency

excavations.

13. Responsíbility of the gas utility to gÍve
prompt service for line locations when a
ruptured water or sewer pipe has to be
replaced.

L4. Required particípation of the gas utility
in any committee to coordinate operations
of all underground utilities.
15. fndemnification and liabiLity
I6.

Allocation of responsíbility for payment
of costs of relocation of old and ner^, gas
lines recogni zing:
a) any differences in the treatment
between transmission and distributíon
systems,

L/e
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b)

associated upgrading of the pipeline,

c)

any temporary arrangement for
pipeline location, and

d)

any existing unwrítten agreements.

L7. Need for separate agreements for
bridge on whích a gas pipeline
instatled.

the

each

is

18. fmpact of cost-sharing for relocation of
lines on the munÍcipality and the 9as
ut iI ity.
19. MunicipaÌ control over interference with
highways within a certain period after the
initial construction of such highways.
20. Municipal control over the locations of
utility
installations
underneath the
travelled portion of highways and other
municipal property.

2L. Municipal control of the timing and manner
of construction of utility
works under
highways and other municipal property.
22. Payment of permít fees for installation,
maintenance and repair of lines to defray
the cost of municipat inspection and
supervision of such operations.
r /Lo
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23. Need for a provision in the franchise
agreement specifying that proposed marginal service lines in the franchise area
may require contributions to construction
from the prospective customers.
24. Failure to comply with the terms of franchise agreements.
25. Existing unwritten and other written agreements.

26. fmpact at local and provincial levels that
proposed revisions may have on existing
and future franchÍse agreements
27. Implications of the proposed revisions
wíth respect to existing tegislation.
28. Ottrer concerns.
Submission of Briefs
1.18

Twenty-six submíssions hrere received by the
Board by October'22, 1985. A procedural Order
dated October 17, 1985 instructed the participants on the procedure and timÍng for obtaining
from one another information and material that
I^ras in additíon to a particular brief filed and
that was relevant to the purpose of the hearing.

r
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A late application for participant status hras
received from the rndependent petroleum Association of canada and, in the absence of objection, hras approved by the Board.
Participants

The participants for purposes of appearance
htere arranged Ín the followÍng categories:

1.19

o
o
o

Municipalities
Gas Users and Other Interested
Gas Utility Companíes

parties

Municipalities
r.20

The municipalities which actively participated
in the hearing and their counsel or representative hrere as follows:

Several Cities and Counties in Southwestern Ontario represented by Mr. A.C. IVright
o

Corporation of the Town of Blenheim
(elenheim) and Corporation of the County
of Lambton (Larnbton) represented by Mr.
W.R. Herridge, e.C. and Ms. E.J. Forster.
Regional Munícipality of Ottawa-CarIeton
and Corporation of the City of Ottawa
(RMOC) represented by Mr. W.E. Duce, e.C.
and Mr. P. Hughes.

L
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o

Corporation of the City of Sudbury represented by Mr. Vl.F. Dean

o

Regional Municipality of Sudbury represented by Mr. R.M. Swiddle

o

Federation of Northern Ontario Municipalitíes represented by Mr. B.Vl. Cameron

o

Corporation of the Township of Norfolk,
without counsel, represented by Mayor
C.H. Abbott

o

Corporation of the Township of London,
ürithout counsel, represented by Mr. A. F.
Bannister, Administrator and Cterk

o

Corporation of the Township of Zorra,
without counsel, represented by Mayor I^¡.Vü.
Hammond

l.2L

The followíng municipalities filed briefs but
did not actively participate in the Ïrearing:
o

Corporation of the Township of Brantford
represented by Mr. ,J. F. Longley, Township
Engíneer

o

r
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Corporation of the City of London represented by Mr. R.A. Blackwell, e.C.
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o

Corporation of the Township of Malahide
represented by Mr. R. R. Mil-lard, CIerkTreasurer

o

Corporation of the City of North york
represented by Mr. C.E. Onley, e.C. and
Ms. N. Koltun

o

County of Oxford represented by Mr.
Tatham,

L.22

L.23

C.

Vüarden

o

Corporation of the City of peterborough
represented by Mr. R. Taylor

o

Corporation of the City of St. Catharines
represented by Mr. T.A. Richardson

The following municipatities filed 1etters of
intent but neÍther filed briefs nor participated
in the hearinq:
o

County of Brant

o

Regional Municipality of Niagara

o

County of Simcoe

The severar cities and counties in southwestern
Ontario, also referred to as the Southwestern
Ontario Municipal Committee (SVÍOMC), comprises

L
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the Cities of St. Thomas, lilindsor, Ctratham and
Sarnia and the Counties of Elgin, Essex, Kent,
Lambton and Middlesex. Supporters of the SI^IOMC
are the constituent members of the aforementioned counties plus the Regional Municipalities of
Haldimand-Norfolk and Waterloo plus the Counties
of Brant, Grey, Huron, perth and VüeIIington,
and, to a limited extent, their constituent
municipalities including the Cities of Brantford, Nanticoke, Or,,ren Sound, Woodstock, Stratford and Guelph. In total, the SVTOMC comprises
or is supported by at least l5f municipalities
throughout southwestern Ontario.

L.24

'

The Townships of Brantford and Malahide and the
County of Oxford r4rere supporters of the brief
submitted by the Several Cities and Counties of
Southwestern Ontarior ês b¡ere the Townships of
Norfolk and London who spoke to their respective
briefs at the hearing as weIl. The Regional

Municipality of Niagara indicated that its
interests hrere adequately coverecl in the briefs
of the Regional Municipalíties of Ottawa-Carleton and Sudbury.
L.25

The Federation of Northern OntarÍo Municipali-

ties (FONOM) is a federation of 73 cities,
towns, townships, Villages and improvement
distrícts that are the constituent municipalities of the Districts of Nipissing, parry Sound,

r/L5
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Sudbury, Algoma, Cochrane, Manitoul-in and
Temiskaming and the Regional Municipality of
Sudbury.
Gas Users and Other

L.26

Interested Parties

The following gas customers and other interested

parties participated actively

in the pubtic

hearing:

o

Fernlea Flowers Limited represented by

Mr.
o
I.27

,f .

R. Tyrrell,

Q. C.

fndependent Petroleum Association of Canada
(IPAC) represented by Ms. J.A. Snider

The following interested parties filed briefs
but did not actively participate in the hearing:
o

Inco Limited represented by
Mr. T.G. Andrews

o

Industrial

Gas Users Association ( IGUA)
represented by Mr. P.C.P. Thompson, e.C.

o

Mr. Alphonse G. Mahew on behalf of himself

o

Nitrochem Limited represented by
Mr. R.C. van Banning

L
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r.

The following interest,ed parties filed letters
of intent but neither filed briefs nor participated actively in the hearing:

28

C-f-L Inc. represented by Ms. p.D. .Jackson
o

fnc. represented by
Mr. J. de Pencier, Ms. J. Ryan and
Ms. K. Robinson

o

Mr. J. I. Davidson on behalf of himself

o

Eneroil Research Ltd. represented by
Mr. T. Ferenczy

o

TransCanada PipeLines Limited represented

Clzanarnid Canada

by Mr. C.C. B1ack

r-29

.

T{re common concern of the large vorume gas
users dealt with direct purchase arrangements
which, they hrere advised at the outset of the
hearing, would be the subject of a separate
subsequent hearing. Consequently, ãtry further
interest in this hearing was reduced for them
to the question of whether any condition of gas
franchise agreements might preclude future
direct purchase arrangements. Only IpAC,s
counsel expl0red this issue with the various
witnesses throug?rout the hearing. Final arguments hrere made on this issue by rpAc and Nitrochem.

r /L7
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Gas

Utility

1.30

1.31

Companies

The gas utilities

participated as follows:

o

The Consumers' Gas Company Ltd.
(consumers' ) represented by
Mr. P.Y. Atkinson

o

Union Gas Limited (Union) represented
Mr. J.B. Jolley, O.C. and Mr. A. Mudryj

o

Northern and Central Gas Corporation
Limited (Northern) (as of May 5, 1986,
(Ontario) f.ta. )
changed to ICG Utilities
represented by Mr. P.F. Scully

o

Ontario Natural Gas Association
represented by Mr. P.Y. Atkinson

(OUCa¡

Natural Resource Gas Limited, without counsel,
represented by Mr. K. Greenbeck, neither submitted a brief nor participated in the hearing
except in an observer capacity.

Ontario Energy Board'

L.32

by

Special Counsel was Ms. C.L. Cottle.

L
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Appearance and

f.33

List of Tilitnesses

The sequence and identity of witnesses are list-

ed as follows. In the cases of organizations
having more than one witness, the witnesses
appeared as panels.

Southwestern Ontario Municipal Comurittee

R.

Fou1ds

Clerk Administrator
The County of Kent

J.D. Ferguson

County Engineer
The County of Kent

I. Nethercot

Head

Subsidy Àdministration

and

Operation

Municipal Roads Office
Ministry of Transportation
and Communications
W.E.C. Coulter

City Engineer
ftre City of Ctratham

D.H. Husson

County Engineer

Middlesex County

R.E. Davies

Engineer

The Regional Municipafity
of Haldimand-Norfo1k

r /Le
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C.K. Domker

Commissioner of Works
The City of St. Thonas

D.M. Packwood

Ministry of Transportation
and Communications

The Corporation of the Town of Blenheim and
the Corporatíon of the County of Lambton

D.hI. Derrick

County Engineer
The County of Lambton

P. Shillíngton

Council
Town

A.C. Gault

Member

of Blenheim

Clerk Treasurer
Town of Blenheim

Regional Municipality of Ottawa-Car1eton

.I. Becking

Director of Operations
Transportation Department

D.C. Marett

Ctrief Structural Engineer

B.L.h7. Hendricks

Construction Engineer

L. Russell

Deputy
Director

Treasurer
of Budget

Accounting Services

L/20
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Vü.

Spooner,

Q.

C.

partner
Gowling and Henderson

G.G. McFarlane

President
MarIin Engineering Limited
Vice President
SMP Engineering

D.

Chairman, Bridge Manager
C. C. Parker Limited

Cramm

K.L. Kleinsteiber

Ministry of Transportation
and Communications

c. Phíllips

President

Canadian Subaqueous pipeLines Limited
Corporation of the Township of Norfolk
C.H. Abbott

Mayor

Corporation of the Cíty of Sudbury

H.A. Proudly

Manager

of

Development,

Property and Technical
Services

Regional MunicipaLity of Sudbury
,J.

C. Flook

L/ zt
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Corporation of the TownEhip of London

A.F. Bannister

Administrator and Clerk

Federation of Northern Ontario MunicipalitieE
R.

H.

Pope

Financial Consultant
Ross, Pope &

Company

Corporation of the Township of Zorra
Vt.Ìr¡.

Hammond

Mayor

Fernlea Flowers Limíted
M.Vü. Bouk

Director of Finance

and

Operations Manager
The Consumersr Gas Company Ltd.

N. Harte

Manager of Planning and

Technical Services,
Eastern Region

J.B. Graham

Ctrief Engíneer

H. Townsend

Regional Manager, Eastern
Region

L/22
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UnÍon Gas Limited
D.

'J.

B.J.

Moore

Vice-Presídent, Operations

Kemble

Manager, Engineering

Northern and Central Gas Corporation Linited
G. Laidlaw

Company

,f. Hunter

Director, Controller

M.A. Wolník

Vice-President, Operations

Solicitor

Hearing Duration
1. 34

The hearing

started on November 13, 1985, continued in Toronto to November 22, 1985 and concluded in London on November 25, 1985. There
htere nine public hearing days.

Transcripts and Exhibits

1.35

A verbatim transcript was made of aII the proceedings. fhe full transcript of L477 pages and
all the exhibits filed wíth the Board in connection with thié hearing are held at the

Board's offices and are available for public
examination.

L/23
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FinaMlritten Subníssions
1. 36

Final written submissions, although entirely
optional, hrere invited by December 6,1985 to
provide an opportunity for any participants to
respond to the oral submissions of others and
specific questions raised by the Board during
the hearing. Fina1 submíssions hrere filed by
Blenheim/Lambton, RMOC, FONOM, Fernlea
Flowers, IPAC, Nitrochem, Consumers' , Northern
and Union.
S!ìIOMC,

L/ 24
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2.

Gas

BACKGROUND

Distribution in Ontario

2.L

There are three rna jor gas distributors in
Ontario which toget?rer serve approximately
L,462,000 customers. Each gas distributor is
granted franchises to operate as a monopoly
within a given area: Consumers' operates in
southern, central and eastern Ontario, Northern
operates in northwestern, northern and eastern
Ontario, and Union operates within southwestern
Ontario. Ttre enclosed maps illustrate these
three operating areas.

2.2

In L984 the combined assets of the three companies totalled about $g.S billion and the
total revenue of these utilities
$ras approximately $9.7 billion.

2/L
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Reasons
2.3

for Regulation
Ttre distribution of natural gas within Ontario
to residents, businesses and industry is funda-

mental to the economy of the province. It is
an essential- service, and consequently one with
which the Legislature Ìras long had a deep
concern.

2.4

of the cost of installing the extensive
network of gas mains and associated works, the
capital required is so great that no gas distributíon company would commence its endeavour
unless it hras granted a distribution monopoly
to assure its investors an opportunity to earn
a fair return on their investment. Accordingly,
the Legíslature ?ras granted the three major
distribution companies a monopoly framework
within which to operate.

2.5

Since the distribution and sale of natural gas
within Ontario are performed by gas utitities
which operate as monopoly businesses created in
the public interest, the gas utilities
have
traditionally been subject to provincial regul-atíon through legislation established primarity in the Ontario Energy Board Act and the
Municipal Franchises Act.

Because

2/2
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2.6

Some

characteristics

common

to public gas utili-

ties are:
An essential service provided to customers i
o
o
A physical connection between the utility
system and the customer' s equiprnent ;
o
A hígh capítal investment in utility plant;
and

o
2.7

Unit costs that tend to decrease with expanding scale of operation.

In the absence of competition amongst gas distributors, the customer is protected by the
regulation of the gas distributor's entry into
the area, construction of its plant, and its
rates. The regulatory board must also ensure
that the gas distributor maintains a sound
financía1 position.

Requisites for Distribution
2.8

A gas franchise agreement is a contract between
an individual municipal corporation and a gas
distribution company. There are two aspects
of a franchíse agreement, gas supply and use
of road allowance.

2.9

fhe gas supply clauses of the agreement grant
municipal permission for a specified term to
the gas utilíty to supply gas to the inhabitants of the municipality and to enter upon all

2/3
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the highways under the jurisdiction of the
munícipal corporatíon and to construct, operate
and maintain a system for the supply, di stri bution and transmissíon of gas in and through
the municipality. Ttre foregoing relates to the
privileges extended by the municipality to the
gas utility.
2.ro

How

2.II

The rargest part of the agreement dears wíth
the duties of the gas utility to cornply with
specific municipal requirements related to the
occupancy of gas utility plant in and on municÍpal roads and rights of bray.

a Franchise Agree¡nent is Established
If

the gas distributor and the municipality
have agreed on the proposed terms and conditions
of a new franchise agreement, or on the terns
and conditions of the renewal of an agreement,
the procedure is substantially the same.
(a) A draft franchise agreement is prepared by
the gas distributor and delivered to the
municipality.
(b) Discussions between the municipality and
the utility then occur regarding the draft
franchise agreement.

2/4
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c

) In the event the rnunicipality agrees to
the proposed franchise, the municipality
is usually asked to pass a resolution
approving the proposed form of agreement.

(a

) hlhen passedr ârr application must then be
prepared by the gas distributor and filed
with the Board. For each case, the Board
opens a file and issues directions regarding its hearing procedure.

(

(e) Upon receipt of the Board's directions by
the utility,
notices of application and
hearing must be sent by registered mail
and published in a local nehrspaper by the
utility.
(f)

The hearing ís subsequently convened. In
most cases the munÍcipality does not have
a representative attend the hearing.

(g) Following a hearing, if the Board approves
the francTríse and íssues an order, the
franchise must be sent back to the municipal council, a by-Iaw must be passed and
the agreement signed. A copy of the bylaw and agreement must be delivered to the
Board. The assent of the electors required
by the Municipal Franchises Act may be dispensed with by the Board.
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2.12

Under seetion 9 of the Municipal Franchises Act
the Board is required to either approve or not
approve the agreement. fhe terms of the Act do
not expressly give the Board the power to impose
an agreement on the parties.

2.L3

In the case of a renewal of a franchise agreement, if the utility and municipality cannot
agree on renewal terms, the Board has jurisdiction under section 10 of the Act to order
that the agreement be extended on such terms
and conditions as the Board deems to be in the
public interest. Such an order is deemed to be
a valid by-Iaw of the municipalityr assêntêd to
by the electors.

Pipeline Construction Approval process
2-r4

The pubric hearing process by the oEB for the

following pípeline construction applications is
concurrent with the franchise agreement approval
process described above:

(a) leave to construct a transmission pipeline
is sought in accordance with the Ontario
Energy Board Act, and/or
(b) a certificate of public conveníence and
necessity for the construction of works is
sought under the Municipal Franchises Act.
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2.LS

In dealing with an apptication for l-eave to
construct a pipeline or for a certificate of
public convenience and necessity, the Board
must decide whether it is in the public
interest that the facilities be constructed.
The Board requires the Applicant to identify
the least-cost alternative, having regard to
relative cost, operational constraints, market
access and environmental impact. Other matters
that the Board considers include the safety and
availability of pipe, security of gas supply,
abíIity to fund the project, construction
practices, environmental factors and right of
bray concerns.

MunicÍpal Structure of Ontario
2.L6

A municipality is an area whose Ínhabitants are
incorporated. Its poürers ?re exercised by a
council composed of indíviduals elected by the
electors of the municipality. T?re purpose of
municipal government is primarily to ensure
Iocal political
authority and control over
services provided in the local area.

2.r7

Local- municipality means a city,

town, village
or township. It is the basic form of local
government in Ontario to which is vested the
soil and freehold of the road allowances within
jurisdiction (section 258 of
its territorial
the Municipal Act). Local municipalities are
also referred to as lower-tier municipalities.
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Roads and municipal rights of hray at the local

municipal level often include within their
boundaries a complex of utilities
9âs, telephone, electricity, water, ês well as sehrers.
Together they demand stringent engineering and
planning
2.L9

A County is a municípality which is a federation
of the towns, villages and townships within its
borders r êrid. is al-so ref erred to as an uppertier municipality. Desígnated members of the
elected loca1 municipal councils combine to
form the county councíI which is responsible
for a limited number of functions, with major
roads being the most important one.

2.20

Cities and separated towns, even though
geographically part of the county, do not
participate in the county political system.

2.2I

T\rpically, county roads are arterial roads that
run between municipalities within the county
and beyond the county's boundaries. Some
county roads remain within the county road
system as they pass through an urban constituent
'local municipality. Hor¿ever, in some counties,
the county road is vested in the urban constituent municipality as it passes through the
local municipalíty on the basis of a connecting
link agreement.
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2.22

A regional municipality, Iike a county, is an
upper-tier munícipality and a federation of all
the local municípalities within its boundaries.
The major differences between a regional municipality and a county are:
o

the regional municípality is created by
special act of the Ontario Legislature;

a

the regional councils have more responsibilities than do county councils,. and
o

cities are full participants in the regional system, in contrast to their separate status in the county system.

2.23

The regional councils are responsible for
regional-scaIe functions such as overall landuse planning, social services, major roads, and
trunk sehrer and water systems.

2.24

Territorial districts are divisions of that part
of Ontario which does not have county organization.

Association of l,lunicipalities of Ontario
2.25

The As,sociation of Municipalities of Ontario
(auO) is a voluntary organization which promotes
the values of the municipal government system
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and the status of the municipal level of government as a vital and essential component of the
total intergovernmental franework of Ontario
and Canada.
2.26

fhe AMO represents 611 of the 838 municipal
governments throughout Ontario contaíning 95 per
cent of Ontario's population. The AMO acts as
the collective voice of Ontario's municipal
governments and is organized to accornplish
through cooperation and coordination, what the
majoríty has neither the time nor the resources
to do individually.

2.27

The following assocíated sections of the AMO
form an important part of the AMO's structure
and ptay an important part in its activities in
terms of the Board of Directors and program and
policy development:
County and Regional Section;

Large Urban Section;

Northern ontario Section (rOrou/ltoMA)

;

Rural Section (nOUa);
Organization of Small Urban Municipalities
Section.
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2.28

The A¡{O did not take a collective position at

this hearing, nor did it participate'directly.
Rather, it deferred official participation in
the proceedings to its member municipalities,
individually and by groups. Many parties
included in theír briefs submitted to the Board
a copy of the paper prepared by the AMO and
presented to the Ministríes of Energy and of
Municipal Affairs (Appendix A).
Ontario Natural Gas AesocÍation
2.29

ONGA, the

Ontario Natural Gas Association,
represents the natural gas industry in Ontario
and includes the three major gas utilities,
The
Consumers' Gas Company Ltd., Union Gas Limited
and Northern and Central Gas Corporation Limitêd, as well as TransCanada Pipelines Limited.
One of ONGA's stated objectives is to promote,
assist and encourage the development and efficiency of the gas industry, including supply,
production, transmission, storage and distribution, to the end that it may serve to the
fullest possible extent the best interests of
the public in Ontario.
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3.

3.1

THE LEGISI,ATIVE

BAEKGROUND

This chapter describes in general terms the
major pieces of legislation which, with their
regulations, affect gas distribution and munícipal franctrise agreements in Ontario. Ttrese are:
The Municipal Franchises Act
Itre Ontario Energy Board Act
The Municipal Act
The Public Service Vlorks on Highways Act
The PubIic Utilities Act
The Energy Act
The Occupational Health and Safety Act
The Ontario Municipal Board Act

fhe Planning Act,
The Drainage Act
The Assessment Act
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The Municipal Franchises Act

3.2

fhe Municipal Franchises Act (R.S.O. 1980,
chapter 309) is a<lministered by the Ministry of
Municipal Affairs.
It sets out how arrangements are to be made by a municipal corporation
for the supply of services by a public utility
to the inhabitants of the municipality. "Public
utility"
is defined to include gas works and
distríbuting works of every kind.

3.3

The Act establishes in subsection 3(1) that in

order for a municipatity to grant to a gas
distributor the right:
1. to occupy a municipal highway (by laying a
pipeline along a municipal right-of-way);
2. to construct or operate a public utility; or
3. to supply gas to the corporation or its
inhabitants;
a by-Iaw must be assented to by the municipal
electors.
3.4

This by-Iaw must contain the terms and conditions of the grant and the period for which the
right hras granted. Ttri s by-Iaw is, in ef f ect,
the franctrise agreement between the municipality
and the gas clistributor.
Ttre agreement must be
approved by the Ontario Energy Board before it
is submitted to the electors. fhe OEB holds a
hearing before making an order granting its
approval or refusing to do so.
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3.5

An application is made under section 9 of the
Municípal Franchises Act for a first-time agreement, or on a renewal where the parties have
reached agreement on the terrns of the renewal.
On a section 9 application the OEB has only the
pohter to approve or reject the application. On
a section 9 application the OEB may dispense
with the assent of the electors.

3.6

Sectíon 10 of the Act is used when the parties
cannot agree on the terms of a renewal or
extension. Again the OEB holds a hearing
before it makes an order renewing or extending
the right; the duratíon and terms and conditions
are as prescribed by the Board. The OEB may
ref use to rener^r or extend the right if the
public convenience and necessity do not warrant
the renewal or extension. This Ontario Energy
Board order is deemed to be a valid by-law of
the municipality consented to by its electors.

3.7

Section I of the Act provides that any person
who constructs works to supply or supplies gas
in a municipality must obtain a furtÏ¡er approval
of the OEB in the form of a certificate of
public convenience and necessity.

3.8

Section 6 provides that the Act does not apply
to a by-law granting the right to pass through
a municipality for the purpose of continuing a
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line, work or system benefitting another municipality, the right to pass through in order to
transmit gas not distributed in the municipalíty, or the right to construct or operate works
. required for the transnission of gas not intended for use or sale within the municipality.
Ttre Ontario Energy Board Act

3.9

fhe Ontario Energy Board Act (R.S.O. 1980,
chapter 332) ís administered by the Ministry of
Energy. In 1960 this Act brought ínto existence
the Ontario Energy Board. The OEB is a regulatory tribunal acting in the public interest and
its jurisdiction is set out in a number of statutes including the Munícipal Franchises Act.

3.10

The OEB oversees the supply, saIe, transmission,
distribution and storage of natural gas and. the
construction of pipelínes and works to supply
gas. The Board does not regulate the rates of
municipal gas distribution systems.

3.11

In the event of conflict, this Act prevails over
any other general or specific Ontario statute,
including any by-law passed by a municipality.

The Municipal Act
3.L2

The Municipal Act (R.S.o. 1980, chapter 3O2) is
the foundatíon upon which municipal government
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in Ontario is built.
It is administered by the
Ministry of MunÍcipal Affairs. The Act establisl.es that each elected municipal council acts
in the name of the electors and ratepayers of a
municÍpality by resolutions and by-laws. The
Act provides that, with certain exceptions, the
municipal council cannot grant an exclusive
franchise right.
3.13

Councils of local municipalities may pass byIaws in regard to the laying, maintenance and
use of gas pipelines on highways under section
210 of the Municipal Act, subject to the Municipal Franchises Act. Councils of counties may
pass by-laws permitting and regulating the laying of gas pipes under county highways under
section 225 of the Municipal Act, again subject
to the Municipal Franchises Act. Regions have
a similar por4rer pursuant to individual regional
acts.

Ttre Public Service ltorks on Highways Act

3.I4

The Public Service hTorks on Híghways Act (R.S.O.
1980, chapter 42O) $ras originally proclaimed in

L925, and is administered by the Ministry of
Transportation and Communications. Section 2
of the Act provides that, in default of agreement, when a municipality wis?res to construct,
change ¡ ot improve one of its roads and the
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hrorks of a gas di stributor are on the highway
and will be affected, the "cost of labour,, will
be borne by the municipality and the gas distributor in equal proportions.
3.15

This formula of cost sharing has been used
extensively in municipal franchise agreements
which are of much more recent vintage than the
Act, when there is no explicit agreement between
the parties on the costs of pipeline relocation.
It should be noted that it is the "cost of
labour" whi.ch is to be shared. When a municipality requires a relocation of gas utility
works for other than road work purposes, the
municipality, in the absence of any agreement
to the contrary, will have to bear the total
cost.

3.16

The Act provides that the municipality or the
gas distributor may apply to the OMB for relief
against such equal distribution of costs where
such apportionment is "unfair or unjust".

The Pub1ic Utilities
3.17

Act

Act (R.S.O.198O, chapter
423) is a consolidation of numerous statutes
dealing wíth public utilities;
"public utility"
is defined in the Act to mean works to transport
water, artificial
or natural gâs, el-ectrical
pohter or energy, steam or hot water.
The PubIic Utilities
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3.18

Parts IV and V apply to all companies owning or
operating public utilities or supplying a public
utility.
Sectíon 54 imposes a duty on a gas
distributor to supply all buildings within a
municipality which are close to a gas line,
upon request.

3.19

Under section 57, a gas distríbutor

requires a
by-law of the municipal council, passed with
the assent of the electors as required in the
Municipal Franchíses Act, to enable it to
exercise its statutory poh¡ersr ês found in the
the Public Utílíties Act, within the munÍcipality. Section 58 establishes that a gas distributor can stop supplying gas to a consumer with
48 hours notice when the consumer fails to pay.
Sections 60 and 2I establish that a gas distributor has the prima facie authority to lay down
its works on highways, subject to other legislative requirements.

The Energy Act
3.20

The Energy Act (n.S.O.1980, chapter 139) is
administered by the Ministry of Consumer and
Commercial Relations. This Act deals with
safety aspects of hydrocart¡ons (gas ) . Subsection 18(I) imposes a duty on persons to
obtain a "locate" before excavation. (A locate
is a service offered by the gas distributor to
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determine the exact position of a line. ) Every
person who interferes with a pipeline htithout

authority, or damages it, is guilty
offence (sections 19 and 27).

of

an

3.2r

Subsection L8(2) imposes a duty on the gas
distributor to províde a locate within a reasonable time after receiving a reguest for the
same. The gas distributor is required under
section 6 of Ontario Regulation 45O/84, Gas
PÍpeline Systems, to file a manual of its
standard practices which includes procedures
for locating pipelines.

3.22

Under sectíon 2A of the Energy Act, the Lieutenant Governor in Council has the pobter to
make regulations with respect to the handling
and use of hydrocarbons and may adopt by reference any code and may require compliance with
such an adopted code. The Canadian Standards
Association Standard 2184-M1983, Gas Pipeline

systems, (csA-2I84) (5th edition) is a code
which generally provides minimum requirenents
for the design, fabrication, installation,
inspection, testing, operation and maintenance
of gas pipeline systems. eSA-ZlB4 b¡as adopted
as part of ontario Regulation 45O/e4 (o. Reg.
45O/84).
3.23

fhe Energy Act and its regulations prevail over
any nunicipal by-law.
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llhe OccupationaL Health and Safety Act

3.24

The Occupational Health and Safety Act (R.S.O.
1980, chapter 321 ) is administered by the

Ministry of Labour. Of particular significance
to this Ïrearing is section 53 of Ontario ReguIation 659/79 (o. Reg. 659/79), dealing with
the safety of the worker on exeavations. A gas
distributor shallr orl reguest, locate and mark
the gas service; where necessary, shut off or
discontinue the gas service; and, if that cannot be done, shall supervise the uncovering of
the service. Further to subseetion 53(2), gas
pipes are to be supported to prevent failure or
breakage at an excavation.
lltre Ontarío Municipal Board Act
3.25

T.he Ontario Municipal Board (oMB) is an inde-

pendent tribunal established under the Ontario
Municipal Board Act (R.S.O. 1980, chapter 347)
whích is administered by the Ministry of the
Attorne! General. It $ras originally established in the 1930s to oversee the budgets of

municipalities.
Since that time it has
acquired very broacl pohlers derived from many
acts. fn addition to the oMB's jurisdiction
over land-use planníng, its other pohters
include matters dealing with ¡rater and sebrage
service provided by one municipality to another,
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railways, public utilities,
assessment appeals,
municipal boundary adjustments and municipal
amalgamations and annexations.
3.26

The OMB has pobrers under the Municipal Franchises Act. However, where the franchise is a
gas franchise, the Ontario Energy Board takes
the place of the OMB. tltre OMB's authority
relating to natural gas distribution comes
through the Planning Act, 1983, and the Drainage
Act, and also under the Public Service ltlorks on
Highways Act which gives the OMB the authority
to re-apportion the cost of labour.

1Ihe Planning
3

.27

3.28

Act,

1983

The Planníng Act, 1983 (S.O.1983, chapter 1)
is administered by the Ministry of Municipal
Affairs.
Originally íntroduced in the 1950s,
it requires that Ontario municipalities must
have an official plan.
I¡lhere the OEB is exercising its auttrority in

a

affect a planning matter, it must
have regard to any policy statement issued by
Further,
the Minister of Municipal Affairs.
the Board, before it authorizes an undertaking,
must also have regard for the planning policies
of the relevant municipalíty. ffiis could reIate, for instance, to the building of abovehray which may

3
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ground facilities for gas transmission Iines,
or the need for road right of $rays which ?rave
not been approved under the official plan.
The Drainage Act
2to

The Drainage Act (R.S.O. 1980, chapter L26) is
administered by the Ministry of Agriculture and
Food. Drains are of major importance in agri-

culture areas, particularly in southwestern
Ontario. From time to time gas pipelínes intersect with drainage systems and ttrere may be a
conflict between the function of the drainage
system and of the gas line.
3. 30

Drainage works may be constructed by mutual
agreement (section 2), by requisition (section
3) or by petition (section 41. In the latter
fwo instances, an engineer is appointed to
assess the benefit, outlet liability
and injury
liability in a report to the respectíve municipal council (section 2L). Ítris report may be
adopted by by-law.

3.

Section 26 of the Act provides that a public
utility or road authority may be assessed for
all the increase of costs of a drainage work
caused by the existence of the public utility
or road authority in addition to other sums
assessed, and notwithstanding that the public

31
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utiJ-ity or road authority may not be otherwise
assessable under the Drainage Act. Assessments
imposed under the DraÍnage Act are deemed to be
taxes and the Municipal Act appl-ies, subsection
6L(4).

3.32

The persons affected by the assessment may
appeal to the Court of Revision (section 46).
An ohrner of land or a public utility affected
by the engíneer's report may appeal to the
referee under section 47 or appeal to the
Ontario Drainage Tribunal pursuant to section
48-

The Assessment Àct
3. 33

The Assessmen! Act (R.S.o. 1980, chapter 31) is

administered by the MinÍstry of Revenue. All
real property in Ontario is liable to assessment and taxatíon, subject to the statutory
exemptions found in the Act.
Land, real
property and real estate are defined to include
"all structures and fixtures erected or placed
upon, in, over, under or affixed to a hÍghway,
lane or other public communication or h¡ater".

3.34

The gas distributor is subject to a "business
assessment" pursuant to paragraph 7(1) (h);
namely, a sum equal to 30 percent of the assessed value of the land excluding pipeline liable
to assessment under sections 23 or 24.
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Section 23 provides for assessment of the
distribution pipelines whether or not situated
on a highway, street,, road, Iane or other pubtic
place at market value. The assessment of transmission pipelines is pursuant to the rates
established in section 24.
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4.

MUNTETPAL RIGHT OF YOAY EONTROL

rntroduction

4.r

ftre Legislature of Ontario has established
local, county an<1 regional municipal corporations to exereise delegated authority with
respect to many matters of local interest,
inclucling negotiating agreements for natural
gas distribution franchises. A municipal gas
franchise gives the right to a gas distributor,
subject . to conclitions and terms of the f ranchise agreement, to distribute and supply gas
to a gÍven munícipality and, in orrler to do sor
to place gas pipelínes within the road allowances of the municipality.

4.2

Lower-tier municipalities generally view a gas
franchise as dèaling with the distribution of
gas to its local citizens and busínesses,
thereby necessitating the use of local munici-
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pal road allob¡ances. Upper-tier municipalities
usually perceive the gas franchise as dealing
with the use of their arteríal road allowances
by gas lines in order to supply local municipalities both within and outside of its boundaries; they are not directly concerned with the
distribution of gas to consumers. Nevertheless, both upper- and lower-tier municipalities
have a common direct interest in the use by gas
works of their respective road allowances. In
this regard, a number of issues were raised at
the hearing by the municipalities. On some of
these issues, the positions of the parties $rere
modified in part duríng the proceedihgs, as
each better understood the position of the
other. The issues are presented as follows:
o

The RoIe of Utility

o

Filing of Plans and Specifications prior
to Construction, Location Approval
Post-construction Filing of As-Built

Coordinating Committees

Drawings
o
o
o
o

4.3

Safety

Timing anti Methods of Construction; Right
of Vüay Restoration and Maintenance
Crossings - Bridges
Crossings - Drainage Ditches and Drains

A further major issue, the question of the
sharing of costs of gas line relocatíons, is
discussed in Cl'rapter 5.
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The RoIe of Utility
4-4

Coordinating Committees

lftre role of a coordinating committee at the
regional and municipal leve1 is to ensure an
orderly development of utility services within
the road and street allowances. Utility coordinating committees, where they exist, are
composed of representatives from the municipality and the various utilities
which use the
roa<l allowances. The utility
coordinating
committees address the day-to-day issues together with the planning of future projects.
Position of tÌ¡e Municipalities:

4.5

All municipalities hrere in favour of such committees, even those municipalities which have
none in existenee. The Southwestern Ontario
Municipal Committee (ShToMC) submitted that all
utility
eoordinating committees ought to be
voluntary and no provision should mandate municipality and utility participation.
Position of the Utilities:

4.6

The gas distributors htere in favour of utility
coordinating committees and encouraged their
formation. Union contended that the municipality should be responsible for establishing such
a committee. Union further proposed that in
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smaller municipalities where the volume of work
is low, the road superintendent may be made
responsible for coordinating all underground
activíties hrithout the need of a full-fledged
committee.

4.7

Union agreed with the SVüOMC that there is no
need to insert a clause in a franchise agreement
about gas distributor and municipal participation on a utility coordinating committee.

Position of the Board:
4.8

The Board agrees that it is not necessary to
include in a franchise agreement a clause making

it mandatory for both parties to participate in
a utility coordinating committee because voluntary participation enhances the worth of these
committees. However, the Board urges municipalities and utilities to establish these committees where they are practicable. lIhe Board
encourages smaller municipalitíes where this
type of committee is not feasible, to communicate their concerns, problems and future plans,
even on an informal basis, to the gas distributor. Conversely, the gas distributors should
be receptive to the concerns of the municipalities.
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Filing of Plans and Specifications prior to
Construction ; Location Àpproval
4-9

The munícipalities and the gas distributors
agreed that pre-construction drawíngs and specifications should be filed with the municipalities. As well, the location and relocatíon of
lines should have the concurrence of the Road
Superintendent or the municipal Engineer. Some
municipatities, however, advocated their ultimate right to designate the locations of pipeIínes in case of a dispute.
Position of ttre Municípal-ities:

4.10

It was submitted that except in case of emergencies, line location and eonstruction timing
should be controlled by the munícipalities.
The munícipalities see themselves as or^rners or
custodians of the road allowance. They take
the position that the municípality is the sole
body to coordÍnate effectívely the activities
on, above, along and under roads, and is the
sole body which shoutd approve or control the
location of gas plant within the road allowance.

4.11

The Southwestern Ontario Municipal Committee
submitted thàt when åisputes aríse between
utilities
and municipalities regarding line
location (including depth), the municipalities
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ought to ?rave the right to apply to the Ontario
Energy Board to resolve the disagreement. The

also submitted that a gas di stributor
ought not to be given a pre-emptive right to
Iocate pipeline in road allowance by a franchi se agreement, and that a rnunicipality ought
to have the authority to refuse permission to
lay pipes in the road allowance.
SI^loMc

Position of the Utilities:
agreed to the filing of plans and
specifications and to obtaining the approval of
the Road Superintendent before undertaking
works except in emergencies.

4.L2

The utilities

4.I3

Vtith regard to the location of lines within the
road allowance, Union believed that its current
standard franchise agreement and the proposed
standard agreement of the Ontario Natural Gas
Association are adequate because they do not
give either the municipality or the utility the
unilateral right to force a specific location
upon the other. Union submitted that both
agreements give the gas distributor the right
to propose a location for its distribution or
transmission lines and the municipality Ïras the
right to approve such location or to refuse it
if it interferes with existing or planned
municípal works.
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4.r4

Union interpreted the role of the municipal
Engineer or the Road Superintendent as a coordinator for the orderly utilization of the road
allowance, but brithout the authoríty to dictate
specific locations for the placement of utility
p1ant.

4.15

Northern suggested that sections 2L and 60 of
the PubIic Utilities
Act give legislative
support to the utilities'
right to locate gas
líne in ".
any highway, lane or other
public communication
Northern did not
. ".
believe that the Ontario Energy Board should be
given the jurisdiction to be the arbiter of any
<lisputes over the interpretation of franchise
agreements or the enforcer of their provisions.
Northern is of the view that franchise agreements already ?rave certain built-in controls
to handle non-compliance and that the courts
should settle any questions of contract law.
Position of ttre Board:

4.L6

The Board recommends that pre-construction
drawings and specifications should be filed
wíth the Road Superintendent or municipal
Engineer.

4.L7

The Board believes that the municipality is the
custodian of the road allowance and should have

the responsibilit,y of coordinating the location
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of utilities
on its property. Therefore it
must be consulted and should agree to the 1ocation of ne$¡ plant (including depth of cover),
to the construction technique to be used,
especially for crossiDgs, and to the timing of
the work to be performed.
4.18

The Board is of the view that the gas distribu-

tor should not be given a pre-emptive right by
franchise agreement to locate íts plant in the
road allowance. It7ith regard to Northern' s
interpretation that sections 2I ancl 60 of the
PubIic Utílities Act give the gas distributor
the primary right to locate gas lines in the
road al-Iowance, the Board is of the opinion
that ttrese statutory provisions do not give any
overriding entítlement to tl.e gas dístributor
to use the right of v,ray to the detriment of the
munic ipal i ty.
4.L9

In the Board's opinion plant location should be
negotiated by the gas distributor and the municipality on a case-by-case basis. The Board
should not be placed in the position of interpreting franchise or road user agreements; that
is the role of the courts. The Board could,
however, Ïrave a role as an arbitrator in instances where there is a dispute involving line
location and there is no other bray to resolve
the dispute. The Board, therefore, recomnends
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that the proposed Municipal Franchise Agreement
Committee established by this Report consíder
the means, whether by legislation or otherwise,
by which the Board could assume a limited
arbitration role for Iine location disputes.
Post-Construction Filing of As-Buit-t Dra@.
4.20

The issue of as-built drawíngs $ras raised by
the municipalities which hrere concerned that
these be provided by the gas distributor ín
order to confirm that pipeline installations or
relocations ?tave been carried out at the approved location within the road allowanceThese plans also serve as a reference in the
planning of future road construetion and the
construction of other utility works.

4.2L

The expression "as-built drawing" in this
Report is used to describe a plan of a street,
road allowance, ete. on which the location of a
transmission or distribution line, after being
constructed, has been determined by a
technician or an engineer, in contrast to a
certified land surveyor. No elevation, geodetic data or depth of cover is provided orl
such an as-built drawing.

4.22

As-bui1t drawings are an important element in
the planning of road reconstruction, âs well as
in the planning of other municipal works which
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use the road allowance. In addition, they
assist the municipalities ín planning the
development of the road allowance to its ful1
potential.
Position of the Municipalities:
4.23

The opinions ranged from obtaining from the gas

distributor as-buiIt drawings upon reguest, to
making the gas distributor responsible for
providing as-built drawings with geodetic
information.
4.24

fhe amount of detail in as-built drawings
reporting the location of tínes varies depending upon the complexity and the specific location of the line. As-built drawings covering
line location in a rural area have fewer details than a drawíng showing the location of a
Iine in a congested intersection of a downtown
core. The municipalities seemed to agree that
the amount of detail to be given on any such
drawings shoul-d be left to the municipality on
a case-by-case basis. The municipalities betieved that the level of detail to be shown on
as-built drawings including servíce laterals
should be a term or condition of municipal
approval.
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4.25

During the ?rearing some municipalities changed
their position and most agreed that an as-built
drawing of the type provided by Uníon during
the hearing and depicted in Appendix E would be
adequate for their purposes.

4.26

The municipalities conceded that only in excepbe
tional circumstances should the utilities
requested to indicate geodetíc information or
depth of cover on'such drawings.

4.27

The munÍcipalities agreed that as-built drawings ought not to be used as a substitute for a
gas company's duty to identify the location of
its own pipeline upon request.
Positíon of the Utilitíes:

4.28

All three gas distributors strongly advocated
that geodetic data should not be required on
as-built drawings for the following reasons:
of cover is prescribed by O.
Reg. 45O /.84. Línes are buried to minimum
depth unless some 'abnormalities are encountered along the path of the gas line.

1)

Minimum depth

2)

Third party contraetors building other
utilities
or performing road works might
rely on the geodetic data and depth of
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cover information, and use mechanical
equipment in close proximíty to the gas
line thereby increasing the risk of
damaging the pipeline.
3)

Even if

depth of cover measurements urere
provided, over time the depth might be
altered making the depths shown on drawings rni sleading.

4)

Providing geodetic information on existing
Iines would cost millions of dollars and
cause great disruption by necessitating
the digging up of roads.

s)

Atl gas distributors not'r províde, f reeof-charge, on-site location (including
depth of cover) of atl their plant.

4.29

The gas distributors also submitted that asbuilt drawings are available upon request but
that they are not intended to be a substitute
for an on-site location service provided by the
gas distributors.

4.30

Union state<l that, by law, gas distributors are

required to ascertain line locatíon when a
third party undertakes work in the vicinity of
a gas line. Union also stated that when precise
information with regard to depth is a critical
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factor, this information is obtained by uncovering the line. This service is a part of the
locate service provided by Union and is also
free of charge.
4.3I

Consumers' recognized that exceptions do exist
where geodetic data may be required, such as
the major downtown intersections in cities

where there is a congestion of underground
plants of various utilities.
4.32

Northern agreed with the views of the other two
utilities in that it hras opposed to a requirement for geocletic data on as-built drawings.

Position of the Board:
4.33

The value of the depth of cover data shown on

an as-built drawing provided at time of constructíon ís dubious. As pointed out by the
gas distributors, depth of cover may change
over time due to erosion or grading work. On
the other hand, there are certain advantages to
having as-buílt drawings with geodetic data
certified by a licensed land surveyor as
follows:
a)

4/L3
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b)

If a municipality plans to reconstruct
roads or híghways or wants to deepen
drainage ditches, the exact location of
all gas plant is available to the municipalit,y and thus facilitates the design and
construction of municipal works.

4.34

fn general, these advantages are overshadowed
by the fact that line location and actual depth
of cover information is provided free of charge
by the gas distributors, thereby reducing the
necessity for geodetic data. In addition, in
order to minimize third party damage, it is the
practice of the gas distributors to expose
their linesr or to have ttrem exposed under
their supervision, by ?rand, prior to any construction work undertaken by others. The Board
agrees with Consumers' that only in special
circumstances would the cost of geodetic data
be justified.

4.35

fhe Board is encouraged that the municipalities, during the course of the hearing, htere
able to agree that as-built drawings of the
type illustrated in Appendix E are adequate and
acceptable.

4.36

A number of municipalities, through the efforts
of their utility coordinating committees, have
established location standards for all utitities and special requirements for pavement cut

4
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hrork, crossings and permits. Union Ïras consolidated this information in booklet form for
the guidance of its field construction workers.
The Board commends these practices and urges
alt municipalities and gas distributors to
follow t?rese examples of sound practice.

4.37

that gas distributors make
available to all municipalities in their franchise area, a list of information and services
provided free of charge, such as the availability of as.-built drawings and locate service
for pÍpeline locatíon and depth of cover. Some
municipalities indicated that they I^¡ere not
ab¡are of the services that are noh, available to
them. lÍhe Board is of the opinion that suctl
conduct witl help to improve communication
links between the gas distributors and the
municipalities.
T'he Board recommends

Safety
4.38

ontario Regulation 45O/84 establishes essential
requirements and minimum standards for the
design, installation and operation of gas pipeline systems.

4.39

fhe requirements of the o. Reg. 45O/e4 are
adequate for the design and safe operation of
gas pipelines in situations normally encoun-
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tered in ontario. Requirements f.or abnormal or
unusual conditions are not specifically provided for, nor are all details of engineering and
construction prescribed. It is intended that
aII work performed within the scope of the O.
Reg. 45O/84 should meet or exceed the safety
standards expressed in it.
4.40

At the hearinq, two subjects related to safety
ttre
r^rere addressed by the municipalities:
abandonment of línes and locates.

4.4L

In addition to o. Reg. 45O/84, a regulation
under the Occupational Health and Safety Act
and other sections of the Energy Act play an
important role with regard to worker safety
during construction, operation and maintenance
of gas pipelines and all gas distributors are
bound to comply wíth their requirements.
Position of the MunicipaLities:

4.42

Few municipalities presented recommendations
regarding the disposition of abandoned lines
but those addressing the matter advocated their
removal. The reason given bras the possible
confusion in identifying the abandoned line
from one which is in use.
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4.43

The Regional Municipality of Sudbury submitted
that Northern did not respond promptly on a
number of occasions to emergencies involving
locates, and at times erroneous information had
been provided. Ítre Regional Municipality
suggested that there should be a responsibility
placed upon gas distributors to give prompt and
accurate service for line location.

Position of the Utilities:
4.44

The three gas distributors testifíed that all
lines which are abandoned are subject to the
conditions set out in the CSA-2184, which requires that gas be purged and the segment to be
abandoned must be disconnected from the rest of
the system. Therefore the gas distributors
maintained that with all these precautions, an
abandoned line does not create a hazard.

4.45

Under normal conditions, where the line does

not interfere with other works, the gas distributors submitted that depth of cover is set
by the code.
4.46

Northern refuted the claims of the Regional
Municipality of Sudbury and stated that most of
the alleged emergency Ìocates htere routine
matters.
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4.47

4.48

4.49

With regar{d to providing locates, Union emp}rasized that section f8(2) of the Energy Act puts
the onus on the gas distributors to provide
this service. Subsection f8(2) reads:
Tthere the ohtner of a PiPeline is
requested by any person about to dig,
bore, trench, grade, excavate or
break ground with mechanical equipment or explosives to give the location of a pipeline for the purpose of
subsection (1), he shall within a
reasonable time of the receipt of the
request and having regard to all the
cifcumstances of the case, furnish
reasonable information as to the
location of the PiPeline
Furttrer, Union stated that subsection 18(1) of
the Energy Act and subsection 53(1) of O- Reg.
659/79 under the occupational Healttr and Safety
49! ptohibit a third party from conducting work
in the proxirnity of a gas line without first
accurately locating it. The Energy Act subsection 18(1) reads:

No person shall dig, bore, trench,
grade, excavate or break ground with
mechanical equipment or explosives
without first ascertaining the location of any PiPeline that may be
interfered with.
o. Reg. 659/79, subsection 53(1) reads:
Gas, electrical and other services
that are likely to endanger a worker
having access to an excavation shall
be:
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accurately located, marked and
where practicable the olâtner of
the utÍlity shall be requested
to locate and mark the service;
(b) where necessary, shut off and
disconnected prior to the commencement of the work on the
excavationt and
(c) where an extreme hazard is known
to exist and the service cannot
be shut off or disconnected the
shall be
o$rner of the utility
requested to supervise the uncovering of the service.

(a)

Position of the Board¡
4.50

No work should be undertaken in the vicinity

of
a gas 1íne b¡ithout first travíng determined its
location. The responsibility of formulating
such a request to the gas distributor rests on
the municipalíty or its contractors, and the
gas distributor's obligation ís to provide,
upon request, the location of its plant. The
Board ttrerefore finds that the present safety
requirements relating to gas line locates are
adequate.

4.5L

ís the Board's view that gas distributors
and municipalities ought to have a coordinated
emergency plan covering in detail the steps to
be followed to secure the location of a gas
line in the event of a gas line break. A utiIt

4
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lity
coordinating committee wou1d, in the
Board's opinion, be the best body to formulate
such plan.
4.52

As long as a line ís abandoned in accordance
with o. Reg. 45O/84, it does not create a
hazard. However, in exceptional eircumstances,
ít can be envisaged that a segment of line
should be removed. It may be desirable to
remove sectíons of an abandoned line for aesthetic reasonsr particularly where the line ?ras
been constructed above ground or on a bridge.

4.53

The Board wistres to emphasize that although O.
Reg. 45O/84 establishes safety requirements for

pipelines, including minimum depth of cover,
this does not give carte blanche to the gas
distributor to construct new lines at the minimum dépth hrithout considering other concerns
and the needs of other parties.
Timing and Methods of Construction, Right of lilay
Restoration and Maintenance
4.54

All activities undertaken within the road allowance need to be coordinated ín order to
fhis apavoíd conflicts amongst utilitíes.
plies to the period of construction as well as
to restoration of the right of b¡ay after construction.
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Position of tbe Municipalities:
4.55

The municipalities submitted that they are in
the best position to manage and coordinate the
timing, construction, maintenance and right of

bray restoration within t'he road allowance.
They claimed that they can best arrange traffic
detour and minimize public inconvenience. As a
coordinating body, they may help in sequencing
construction, repair and maintenance work
and themselves when road,
amongst utilities
se$rer and water main works are undertaken,
thereby reducíng road cuts and excavation.
4.56

Municipalities also suggested that they should
provide some input on construction methods used
by the gas distributors to ensure that road
maintenance costs as well as problems associated with soil erosion are minimized in the
future.

4.57

The municipalities proposed that gas distributors be required to seek approval from the Road
Superintendent for the timing and installation
method for any major work performed within the
road allowance and that the Road Inspector Ïrave

the right to inspect the work, including the
quality of restoration work as it is underway.
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Position of the Utilities

c

4.58

As a matter of operating practice the gas
distributors submitted that they coordinate
their work with the municipalities and other
utilities and schedule construction and repair
work coincident with other works performed in
the road allowance. The gas distributors also
stated that they accept the requests of the
applicable road authority in regard to traffic
interruptions.

4.59

construction codes is the
responsibílity of the gas distributors which
have engineers and licensed inspectors fully
abrare of the many government regulations dealing with gas pipeline construction. lFtre gas
distributors further submitted that it is not
necessary for a municipality to have an ínspector overseeing pipeline construction, ãs the
municipal inspector does not have the necessary
training and experíence in pipeline construction.

4.60

With regard to right of htay restoration, the
gas distributors submitted that the municipatÍties are adequately protected by the standard
clause found in each franchise agreement.
Furttrer, ONGA proposed on behalf of the three
çtas distributors the following clause for any

Compliance with
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proposed standard franchise agreement. This
clause is a consolidation of each of the distributors' standard clauses, otherwise there is
no change in substance:
Ttre Gas Company shall well and suf-

ficíentIy restore, to the reasonable
satisfaction of the Engineer, alI
highways which it may excavate or
interfere with in the course of laying, constructing, repairing or removing its gas system, and shall make
good any settling or subsidence
thereafter caused by such excavation
or interference. If the Gas Company
fails at any tine to do any work
required by this paragraph within a
reasonable period of time, the Corporation may have such work done and
the Gas Company shall, on demand, paY
any reasonable account therefor as
certifÍed by the Engineer.
Position of the Board:
4.6L

As stated earlier in this chapter, participation

eoordinatíng committee should
a utility
anshrer many of the rnunicipalities' concerns in
regard to public inconvenience caused by duplication of road cuts and excavation, and also in
improving right of way restoration.
in

4.62

The Board is of the opinion that the municipal-

ities are adequately protected with regard to
the restoration of road allowances because alI
franchise agreements provide that restoration
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h¡ork ís subject to the satisfaction of the Road
Superintendent or Road Inspector (or Engineer).
Construction, repair and maintenance of a gas

line are the responsibility of the gas distributors; the Road Superintendent or Road Inspector is not, in the Board's view, qualif ie<l to
oversee pipeline construction. Hot{ever, the
Road Superintendent or Road Inspector has pobter
over road construction and repair methods as
well as material usecl. He should be consulted
about the construction techniques to be used by
the gas distributor in crossing roads in order
to minimize potential damage to the road bed.
He should be consulted and approve the quality
of the road back-fi11 material and its compactíon requirements and ascertain that the
road bed has been properly graded and that
asphalt and asphalt thickness meet specifications.
Crossings - Bridges
4.63

The installation of gas lines on bridges is a
matter of convenience and cost saving to the
gas distributors but it can create inconvenience
and additional construction and maintenance
expenses for the obrner of the bridge.

Position of ttre Municipalíties:
4.64

The Regional Municipality of ottawa-Carleton in
particular submitted that the use of a briclge
4
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to support a gas line gives rise to many problems which range from aesthetics to cost and
safety. ftre structural integrity of the bridge,
with the added load caused by the pipeline,
must be maintained. As welI, the feasibility
of attaching or supporting the line nust be
determined and aesthetics must be considered.
The difference in ttrermal expansion between the
pipeline and the bridge and access to any part
of the bridge and pipeline for maintenance and
safety reasons must be provided for in the
design. The RMOC submitted that most of the
costs associated with these matters are absorbed
by the Regional MunicipalitY
4.65

further submitted that each request
made by a gas distributor to use a bridge
should be considered on a case-by-case basis
because conditions differ from one bridge to
another. Therefore, it argued that bridges
shoul-d be excluded from the franchise agreement
and be the subject of a separate agreement.

4.66

The inclusion of bridges in franchise agreementsr particularly in southwestern Ontario,
$ras a matter addressed in the AIvIo Brief . Union
has been allowed by municipalities to use
bridges, mainly because the cost sharíng
arrangements that exist in franchise agreements
require Union to pay 100 per cent of all relo-

The
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cation costs. If the municipality is made
responsible for a certain percentage of all
relocation costs, this will violate the initial
terms of acceptance of franchises. These terms
represent the basic reason fot the municipality
granting permission to a utility to use bridges
in the first instance. fherefore if all0cation
of relocation costs is changed, the AMo submitted that bridges should be the subject of a
separate agreement.

4.67

In the meantime, the southwestern ontario
Municipal committee modified Íts position from
thatoftheAMo.TheslvoMcrecognizedthe
concerns expressed by ottawa-carleton but it
now contends that a separate bridge agreement
is not necessary because "...our [proposedJ
agreement would accommodate the kinds of
requirements that ottawa-carleton is concerned
about " .

Position of the Utilities:
4.68

The gas distributors argued that exÍsting franchise agreements include "bridge" within the
definition of highways and there is no reasorl
f.or changing this. lfhey observed that the use
of a bridge generally is the most economically

feasible and environmentalLy effective method
of extending gas service. An implied alter-
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native is to lay the gas line under the riverbed. Consumers' acknowledged that if a bridge
crossing is not feasible, then a water crossing
must occur ; but r gêrlêfallY, bridge crossings
are substantially l-ess costlY and ought to be
encouraged whenever possible.

Posítion of ttre Board:
4.69

With regard to the submission of the Regional
Municipality of Ottawa-Carleton, the Board does
not believe that the costs in regard to pipeIines on bridges should be absorbed by the
municipality. It would seem equitable that all
these extra costs, where they occur, should be
charged to the gas distributor since these
expenditures are triggered by the mere presence
of the line.

4.70

many bridges, ?tas acquired a
considerable amount of experience with the
multitude of problems associated with the construction, maintenance and operation of bridges
The Board appreciates
supporting gas lines.
the argument that lines on bridges create different condítions if the bridge is in the

RMoc, with its

design stage, in which case the line ean be
more easily incorporated in the design of the
bridge. However, if the bridge is under repair,
necessary modifícation can be made at an ad-
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ditional cost without creating much inconvenience to the traf f ic. Ttre Board sees some
merit though in excluding some bridges from
franchise agreements because of their particular conditions which might indicate that they
cannot be treated in a general franchise agreement.

4.7L

As a general rule, the Board is of the opinion
that bridges should remain in a franchise
agreement. Hohtever, the Board recommends that
provision be made in any franchise agreement to
accommodate future bridge crossings where
extraordinary circumstances may be encounterecl.
Clause 23 in the SWOMC proposed agreement
al_lows for such other or special conditions in
a particular franchise agreement. If this is
impractical a separate agreement may be necesFurthermore, the Board
sary for each bridge.
recommends that costs incurred because a neht
gas line is being instatled on a bridge ¡ ot
because an existing line on the bridge must be
relocated should be borne by the gas distributor.

Crossings - Drainage Ditches and Drains
4.72

In agricultural areas there are extensive
publÍc and private drainage projects draining
farm land and these projects are often located
in the road allowance. Gas Iines occasionally
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interfere with the deepening of open ditches or
conflict with drain lines.
Position of the Municipalities:
4.73

The Township of Zotra, the County of Lambton
and the Townstrip of London $tere all concerned
about gas lines interferring with drainage
works and Zorra submitted that a gas distributor should seek approval fron the Drainage
Superintendent prior to building or relocating
plant. ftris step $tas proposed in order to
minimíze the interference of a pipeline with
planned drainage work.

4.74

These municipalities btere also concerned with

the question of financial responsibility for
engineering and constructing drainage works
"around" gas lines and the costs incurred by
correcting flow characteristics of the drain
upstream of a gas line.
Position of the UtiLitles:
4.75

Union, the gas distributor most affected by
drainage works, submitted that when it is
assessed under the Drainage Act, it has paid
any amounts assessed. UnÍon pointed out that
where a gas distributor Ïras a pipeline in the
ground which causes the cost of the drainage
works to increase, the gas distributor is
assessed for that increase in cost.
4/2e
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Position of the Board:
4.76

Ttre position taken by the Township of Zorra
which would require the gas distributor to file
drawings and specifications for a proposed line
with the Drainage Superinten<lent is a step
that, in the future, would decrease the amount
of interference of gas lines with drainage
works and would reduce costly works to engineer
drains "around" pipelines. The Board recommends, therefore, that ne$t construction and
relocation drawings should be filed with the
Drainage Superintendent

.

4.77

It is anticipated that the Drainage Superintendent wiif actively participate with the
coordinating committee which, in the
utility
view of the Boardr cêrl provide a "clearing
house" function with regard to any new projects
planned within a municíPalitY.

4.78

lrlhen gas

lines are exposed due to the deepening
of work performed by a municipality, the Board
recognizes that it has no jurisdiction to
require a gas distributor to lower its line in
these circumstances, ês thÍs falls under the
jurisdiction of ttre Ministry of Consumer and
Technical Standard
Commercial Relations,
Division, Fuels SafetY Branch.
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5.

5.1

SHARING THE C1CSTS OF GAS LTNE RELOCATION

The question of the appropriate sharing of the

costs of relocating existíng gas pipelines hras
one of the most contentious issues raised at
the hearing and it tras been one of the most
vexing problems between the municipalÍties and
the gas distributors arising out of the franchise agreements. There are great variations
from one situation to another, and there is an
absence of an appropriate, generally recognized
set of principles . Ttre municipalíties r parti cularly the smaller ones, do not consider themselves in a strong negotiating position regarding this issue. A1thougÌr the actual sums of
money at issue are not Ìarge, it would seem
that the absence of mutual confidence and the
absence of an accepted standard have caused
this problem.
5.2

Gas pipelines are generatly laid along municipal road rights of btay. From time to time a
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municipality requires that gas Iines be relocated in order to accommodate improvement projects. In upper-tier municipalities the relocation of gas lines invaríably results from
roadwork. In local municipalities other works
involving sel4rers, $¡ater l ines, drain systems,
as well as roadwork and redevelopment of downtown core areas ean necessitate the relocation
of gas lines.
gas line relocation?
The basic position of the gas distributors is
that the municipality should share with the
company the cost of labour of any gas line
relocation required by roadwork, and bear the
entire cost of relocations caused by non-roadwork. ltre municipalities contend that the gas
di stributor strould bear the enti re cost of
relocation of gas pipelines caused by any
municipal works except during the first five
years following construction or relocation.
During that time, the entire cost would be
borne by the municipalities.

5.3

Who should pay for this

5.4

There are in fact a wide range of practices
regarding the allocation of costs of gas Iine
relocatíon and these are described below under
the heading Formulae for Relocation Costs Payment. fhis is followed by the Traditional
Practices of the three major gas distributors
in Ontario and the positions of each group of
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parties, followed by the Board's position and
recommendations. The Table at the end of this
chapter provides a tally of the relocation cost
provisions by gas utitity.
Formul-ae

for Relocation Costs Payment
Utility

5.5

Pays:

The costs of relocation in this situation are

borne entirely by the gas utility.
This has
been the historic practice of Union. "Utility
pays" refers to those franchise agreements that
contain a clause that explicitly calls for the
gas distributor to pay 100 per cent of gas
pipeline relocation costs occasioned by municipal roadwork and non-road projects such as
sehrers. This was the practice of Union in some
municipalities even when the franchise agreement þ¡as silent on the question of relocation
costs.

Public Service lÍorks on Highways Act
applies:
5.6

( PSüIHÀ,)

'llhe Public Service Vüorks on Highways Act applies

to road work only. It does not apply to gas
pipeline relocatíons caused by the need to construct ser^rer or water works, alter drainage
flows and other non-road work. Ttre PSWHA
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provides that, in default of agreement, and
thus where a franc?¡ise agreement is silent on
the matter, the "cost of labour" for the relocation project is to be apportioned equally
between the road auttrority and the operating
corporation, and "a11 other costs" are to be
borne by the latter (subsection 2(2)).
5.7

Ttris has been the accepted practice in the
franchise areas of Consumers' and of Northern.
However, in the franchise area of Union, until
1981 the company paid 100 per cent of the costs
of relocatíon even if the franchise agreement
with the municipality vùas silent on the issue
of relocation costs.

5.8

A franchise agreement may also contain a clause
specifically callíng for the allocation of
relocation costs occasioned by rnunicipal road
work to be done in accordance with the terms of
the PSV,IHA. However, such a specific clause is
not necessary ín order for the Act to app1y.

5.9

The cost of labour is defined in the
paragraph l(b) as:
(

PSVüHA,

i ) the actual wages paid to all

workmen up to and including the foremen for their time actually spent on
the work and in travelling to and from

the work, and the cost of food, lodging and transportation for such work-
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men where necessary for the ProPer

5.10

carrying out of the work,
(ii¡ the cost to the operating corporation of contributions related to
suc?¡ $rages in respect of workmen' s
compensation, vacation PaY, unemployment insurance, pension or insurance
benefits and other similar benefits,
(iii) the cost of using labour-saving
equipment ín the work,
( iv) necessary transportatíon charges
for equipment used in the work, and
(v) the cost of exPlosives.
The gas distributors' interpretation of labour
costs under the PSVüHA is that contractors'
charges, including site-restoration materials,
are íncluded in labour costs. "AlI other
costs" referred to in the Act which are borne
by the gas distributor comprise costs of pipe
and pipé-related items and corporate or general
and engineering overhead.

5. 11

The SWOMC noted ot?rer items which have been
included as labour costs by the gas distributor
which are not apparent from the PSWHA definition, for example, the costs of assuring continuing service during gas pipeline relocation.
In 1983, Union invoiced Chatham for the Lacroix
Street Bridge work and included the cost of the
construction for a temporary service line as
well as for sod, asphalt, abandonment and numerous items described as meter work.
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5.12

ftre Regional Municipality of Ottawa-Carleton
observed that al-though the Legi slature ?ras
attempted to define the cost of labour in the
PSVüHA, the determination of cost distribution
in particular situacontinues to be difficult
tions. The RMOC contended that the cost of
Iabour defined by the PSWHA clearly excludes
sod or pavement
such items as the cost of fill,
used in restoring the excavation conducted by
the gas distributor or its contractor. The
RMOC said the cost of any materials used in
relocation or temporary location works should
be excluded from labour costs unless these
materials are used in place of manual labour
conducted by workmen on the site.
PSIüHA

5. 13

applies including other municipal works:

The PSWHA relocation cost sharing formula applies to municípal works, in addition to roadwork, only when it is specifically addressed in
the franchÍse agreement. There are several
suc?r agreements. However, it is assumed, tlrrless otherwise specified in the franchise agreement, that relocation costs resulting from sel^ter
or water plant construction wilI be borne
entirely by the municipalitY.
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MTC

formula:

5.r4

of Transportation and
Communícations (MTC) has a standard pipeline
agreement form for provincial highways. fhe
form includes the provísion that if ne$r gas
lines have to be relocated within five years of
the date of the original agreement, the entÍre
cost of that relocation is borne by the MTC.
After the five year period, âoY relocation
A
costs are borne entirely by the gas utility.
separate agreement, using the standard MTC
form, is entered by both parties each time a
gas utility proposes to locate a neht pipeline
installation on a King's Highway. All three
gas distribution companies have entered into
this agreement with the MTC.

5.15

At the ?rearing, the municipalities expressed
preference for the use of the MTC formula.

TTre Ontario Ministry

a

Ontario Hydro FormuLa:
5. 16

Ontario Hydro has
users of íts lands
Wtren relocations of
quested by Ontario
allocations apply:
(i)

5/7
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such as gas distributors.
the user's Plant are reHydro, the following cost

if the request is made during the
five-Year period of the
initial
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(

ii

)

agreement, Ontario HYdro pays the
full cost i
if the request is made during the
second five-year Period, Ontario
Hydro pays 50 per cent of the cost of
labour and the gas utilitY PaYs the
balance;

(

5.L7

5. 18

iii

)

if Èhe request is made after
ten-year Period, the
initial
utility pays the full cost.

the
gas

A separate agreement, using a standard Ontario
Hydro form is entered into by the parties each
proposes to use Ontario
time a gas utility
Hydro's right of way.
Both Northern and Consumers', but not Union,
have entered into such agreements with Ontario
Hydro.

5. 19

Special Counsel offered the use of this formula
for the straring of relocation costs as an
additional alternative.

Traditional Practices
5.20

Vlith the advent of western Canadian gas supply
to Ontario in the late 1950s, the three gas
began using almost identical gas
utilities
ptant and pípeline installation practices.
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From L957 onward, pipelines $¡ere laid generally

in standard locations in municipal road allowances. Pipelines which btere coated and cathodically protected htere adopted as the standard
construction material, and technical innovations and net', materials such as plastic pipe
htere utili zeð'.
5.2L

As a resultr gês plant constructed from L957
onward is less likely to require relocation as
it tras usually been laid in standard or municipally-approved locations, and the pípeline
itself is unlikely to deteriorate- This is
generally the case in the Consumers' and
Northern franchise areas. It is less so in the
franchise area of Union, where a significant
proportion of the original pipeline system h,as
instal-led prior to L957. Union's past practice
of paying all relocation costs tended to relax
municipal insÍstence on standard locations.
Ttre Consumers' Gas Franctrise Area:

5.22

The PSltlHA formula has been applied to nearly
all Consumers' franchise agreements for clecades.
Most of the agreements, 134 out of 155, are
sílent on the question of relocation costs
because the company believes to do otherwise
would be redundant and unnecessary-
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5-23

In general, the costs of relocations other than
those resulting from highway improvenent are
borne entirely by the municipalÍty requesting
the relocation. At least one exception is
Consumers' franchise agreement with the City of
Niagara Falls where the PShIHA formula is applied to aII municipal works. Other exceptions
include one agreement ín which Consumers' pays
all the relocation costs, and three other
agreements in which the company pays 90 per
cent of the labour costs.

5.24

WhiIe Consumers' has pre-l957 pipe, the costs
of its relocation has not been an issue in its
franchise arear ês it Ïras been for Union, because of Consumers' continuity of management
over the years and its implementation of a
well-established policy of replacing and relocating obsolete pipeline on an ongoing basis.

5.25

Relocation costs represent about 2 per cent of
Consumers' total capital construction budget.
The evidence indicated that the actual dollars
involved in relocations is not significant and
generally averages about #Z.A rnillion per year
for Consumers' share. The total relocation
costs averaged about $g.Z million per year over
the ttrree years L983/84/85, with an average of
168 annual relocations. Ttris results in an
average annual municipal share per relocation
of about $4,800.

5
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lftre Northern and Central Franctrise Area:
5.26

Virtually all of Northern's gas pipeline system
$ras laid after L957. Nearly alt (134 out of
137) of Northern's franchise agreements are
under the 50 per cent formula of the PSVíHA. Of
these, 133 are silent on Èhe question of relocation costs. In three agreements with counties, Northern pays all relocation costs but
two of these apply only to neb, pipe laid after
a specified date. The policy of Northern is to
bilf the municipality 10O per cent of the costs
of relocation due to non-road works.

.27

Northern's net capital budget for line relocations averages about $rS9,000 per year, after
allowing for an average annual contribution
from municipalities of about $Zø, OOO. The
annual average municipal share per relocation
(Z+ average annual rel-ocations over the 3 year
period L9æ/84/Bs) is about $9, zoo.

5

Ttre Union Gas Franchise Area:

5.28

The distribution system of Union came about in
part from the amalgamation of many small older
each with its or^rn methods
local gas utilities,
of operation and often lacking technical sophisSome of these had been operating
tication.

from as early as the turn of the century. For

s
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this reason, many years prior to 1980, each
time the relocation of a Union pipeline bras
required by a municipality, whether for roadworks or non-road. projects, Union hras replacing
pipe that r^ras obsolete or that had not been
Iaid to any right of $ray location standards.
Union did not consider it appropriate to charge
the munícipality for such relocations. Consequently Union had traditionally paid fOO per
cent of all relocation costs.
5.29

However, a1l lines installed after L957 are
cathodically protected and coated or are plastic and, as a result, have indefinite life.
In
addition, much of the remaining pre-1957 pipe

has been cathodically protected, giving it
longer life as weII. Consequently, relocations
of Union's gas lines have evolved from the
replacement of old and corroded pipes to the
replacement of nehrer protected pipes. Ttre
evidence r¡¡as that 84 percent of all the lines
are nehrer than L957 î L6 percent of the system
is o1d pipe, but only 7 percent is unprotected.
Of pipe relocated ín 1985, 2L percent hras nehrer
than L957.
5. 30

Union has 2AS franchise agreements wiÈh munici-

palities, of which 2L5 stipulate that Union
pays all relocation eosts resulting from municipal roadwork and non-road projects such as
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. Of the remaining 7O agreements,
53 are silent, but Union has usually paid 100
percent of relocation costs before it introduced, in 1981, its neht policy of applying the
sehrer

r^rorks

PShIHA.

5. 31

Because an increasingly large proportion of its
gas pipelines bras of indefinite life, Union in

1981 discontinued its policy of paying 100
percent of relocation costs. A ne$, policy hras
íntroduced of applying the PSVTHA in those
agreements which htere silent on relocations
costs, and requiring its application in neht
agreements.
5.32

This unilateral action on the part of Union has
not sat well with the municipalities in guestion. Union has invoiced twelve municipalities
whose agreements are silent on relocation costs
during the past five years, but only three have
paid.

5. 33

In addition, seventeen agreements specifically
applying the PSWHA have been signed since 1980.
TweIve of these lârere approved by the Ontario
Energy Board but only three of these agreements
are operative whÍle nine are currently under
review by the Board.

5.34

Union currently budgets about $f.g million for
its share of annual relocation costs. Assuming
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the PSWHA applies across Union's franchise area
(and that pre-l957 pipe is eliminated from
consideration as agreed to by Union during the
hearing) the portion of the $f.g million attributable to municipal relocations to be shared
with municipalities is approximately $ZeO, O0O
based on L957 and nebrer pipe comprising 20 per
cent of total line relocations. The municipal
share, based on 50 per cent of the labour costs,
averages out to about 30 pêr cent of the total
relocation costs. 'llhe municipal 30 per cent
share of the $zeo, OOO is about $ZS, oo0 spread
among all municipalities in the Union franchise
area requiring the relocation of post-1956
pipe. On the other hand, should all municipal
relocations in a year be for reasons other than
roadwork, resulting in the municipality paying
100 per cent of relocation costs, the municipalities would be billed a maximum of #ZøO,000.
In this PSI^IHA scenario, the relocation costs
borne by the municipalities range from $ZS, OOO
to $ZeO, OOO. Both figures represent small
percentages of the total annual roadwork costs
for the municipalities in Southwestern Ontario.
Based on 66 average annual relocations over the
past three years and the municipalities paying
lOO per cent of the $200, OOO, the average annual municipal cost per relocation would have
been about $¿, ooo.
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Position of the Utilities
5. 35

fhe position of the three utilities is as expressed in the ONGA brief : the straring of the
costs of relocations for highway improvement
strould be governed by the provisions of the
PSVIHA. Relocations not for the purposes of
highway improvement should be paid for entirely
by the municipality.

5. 36

in
Despite the unanimity of the gas utilities
support of the PSWHA provisions, the municipatities have generally opposed the use of the
PSWHA and in some cases have successfully negotiated more favourable terms even though the
PShIHA tras been the standard provision for sharing relocation costsr âs in the cases of Consumers' and Northern.

5.37

Contrary to Consumers' assertion that relocation
cost sharing is not negotiable, four municipalities in the Consumers' area have negotiated
cost sharing in t?reir agreements: one municipatity bears no costs and three municipalities
pay only 10 per cent of labour costs-

5. 38

Similarly, four municipalities in the Northern
area have negotiated cost sharing in their
agreements. fhree of these bear no costs for
relocations of gas line and one municipality
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bears no costs for relocation on one specific
road, otherwise the PSWHA applíes to any municipal works.
5. 39

The municipalities in the Union franchise area
have been conditioned over many years to expect
that Union would continue to pay all relocation
costs. lilhile this practice gave the municipalities less concern about control over neht pipe-

line works and future relocations, which in
turn eased the process for local approvals, it
did provide an incentive to Union to adhere
more closely to standard locations wherever
possible and thereby minimize the likelihood of
future relocatíons. With the introduction of
the PSVüHA provision, particularly with respect
to the re-interpretation of the silence of
existing agreements on the question of relocation costs (pre-1981 Union pays, 1981 and after
PSVüHA applies), Union has been confronted by
municipal resistance in an ambiance of betrayal
and mistrust.
5.44

Conseguently, while Union subscribes to the
PSWHA provision for all pipe installed within
Union's system subsequent to L957, it has offered to continue to pay 10O per cent of the
cost when pipe laid prior to L957 must be relocated because of road and sel^rer work.

s
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5.4L

Union acknowledges that current relocations are
generally in the downtown core areas where
streets are being reconstructed and where old
pipe is predominantly encountered.

Position of Municipalities - Consumers' Franchise

Area

5.42

Although Consumers' is the largest gas distributor in Ontario, t?re following municipalities
are the only ones in Consumers' franctrise area
which partícipated or subrnitted brief s in the
hearing.

5

.43

fhe Regional Municipality of Ottawa-Carleton
has no existing user agreement with Consumers' .
Relocation costs have been administered pursuant
to the PSVüHA.

5

.44

The

RMOC

contends that the municipal road autho-

has responsibilities that differ little
from those of the Ministry of Transportation and
Communications. The RMOC, on behalf of itself
and the City of Ottawa, proposed the MTC formula, in that it provides greater cost certainty
and more equitable distribution of relocation
rity

costs
5

.45

The City of St. Catharines presently has an
agreement with Consumers' which is silent on
the subject of relocation costs, and ?rence the

5
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applies. However, it contended that the
PShIHA should also apply to non-road works as is
the case in the agreement between Consumers'
and the City of Niagara.
PSWHA

5.46

Consumers' operates in the City of North York
under a number of Private Acts dealing with the
Consumers' Gas Company of Toronto. fhe present
arrangement is silent on relocation costs, and

applies. fhe City of North York
recommends that the Consumers' Gas Acts be
amended to provide that "the Company shall pay
an equal share of any of the costs associated
with the relocation of a gas pipeline at any
time that the municipality performs work within
the municipal road allowances. The cost payable by the Company shall not be restricted to
L/2 of the cost of labour and labour-saving
so the

PSWHA

equipment " .

Positions of
5.47

All the municipal representation ( r'o¡lou, City
of Sudburyr Regional MunicipaliÈy of Sudbury)
support the applícation of the MTC formula for
much the same reasons as RMOC: that municipal
roads are comparable to provincial highways and
each road authority, or municipality or the
Province (¡rrc), should be reimbursed similarly.
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Positions of Municipal-ities - Uní9n Franchise Area
5. 48

The largest municipal representation at the
hearing by f ar l^ras f rom Union' s f ranchi se area
( Town of Blenheim, SV,IOMC, Townships of London
and of Zorra, Counties of Oxford and of Lambton
and city of London). fhe unanimous position of
that group was that Union should continue to
"pay aII ". There htere a variety of qualif ications such as:
at least for pipe laid up to 198I, when
Union ctranged its policy and began applying
the PSIVHA provision;
subject to the municipality paying all
relocation costs during the first five
years of, a neht gas line according to the
MTC

formula;

if the PSV'IHA is to apply, it should be
restricted to the cost of relocation of
pipe laíd in the future and necessitated
by any municipal works. The cost of relocation of pipe already laíd should be
borne entirely by Union ì or
if the PsvüHA is applied, it should be
subject to alt pipeline having a useful
life of 25 years, after expiration of
In this case'
which, Union pays all.
pre-1961 pipe would qualify for the Unionpay-all provision.

s
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5.49

These municipalities $¡ere concerned that the

implementationofthePshlHAanditsresulting
costs would mean that needed roadwork projects
wouldhavetobecurtailed.Itisevidentthat
the municipalities in union's franchise area
areinagreementwiththemunícipalitiesinthe
franchiseareasofConsumers.andNorthernin
favouring the MTC formula, particularly sínce
Union's o1d pipe is automatically excluded by
theS-yearmoratoriumonpayingtherelocation
costs of new PiPe.
Position of ttre
5. 50

Board

The municipality's share of gas pipeline relocatíon costs varies from O to 100 per cent as a
result of franc?rise agreements negotiated at

differenttimesandunderdifferentcircumstances.
5. 51

Many factors influence the terms of the agreements. Some agreements reflect the readíness
of a municipality to concede to a gas distribu-

tor's standard relocation cost provision in
order to get gas service for its impatient
cítizens. Sometimes specific proposals by the
gas distributor Í'ot nebt gas lines can be a
significant influence when nelâ' agreements and,
to a lesser extent, renewals are concurrently
being negotÍated. Other agreements' particularly at the upper tier municipal level where a
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neht f ranchise is being established, s?row a
similar urgency on the part of the gas company
to relax and even dispense with municipal
relocation cost sharing so that a gas pipeline
system expansion, not directly related to new
gas service in a municipality, may proceed'
5

.52

5. 53

5

.54

A municipality does not have the same position
of negotíating strength as do MTC, ontario
Hydror or a private landowner, because, unlike
the latter group' the municipality does not
negotiate a specific agreement each time there
As a
is a neht encroachment by a gas utility'
matter of fact, a franchise negotiation is an
infrequent event for any municípaIity.
The Board has concluded from the evidence that,

generally, the upper-tier municipalities are in
a better negotiating position, particularly
with respect to relocation cost provisions,
than the lower-tier municipalÍties. However,
both upper- and lower-tier municipalities may
find themselves in vulnerable negotiatíng positions with a gas distributor when specific
proposals for gas lines are associated with a
ne$r agreement or a renewal.
provision fot allocating
relocation costs is a l-ast resort: in the
absence of a specific agreement between the
The use of the
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parties, this is how costs will be shared' But
ttrere is a basic onus on the parties to negotiate an agreement that is realistic, relevant and
consistent relative to prevailing condítions and
practices.
5.55

have adopted the PSITtrHA as a given
The utilities
and have presented ít to the municipalíties as
a non-negotiable method "prescribed by the

and ín effect for over 60
years". fhe Board finds it significant that
neither the Ministry of Transportation and
Communications nor Ontario Hydro have generally
adopted thís method but have establistred their
or^rn unique formulae which are standard fot each
organization and to which the gas utilities are
parties.
legi slature

5. 56

Union, in proposing to change from "Union pays"
to the PS$IHA formula, has argued that the latter will make ttre municipalities more responsible and less wasteful by avoiding unnecessary
demands for relocations. Union cited as evidence of this, the significant reduction in
relocation activity beginning in 1981 when it
unilaterally introduced and began applying the
PSVüHA.

5

.57

formula Ïras not discouraged relocations in the Consumers'êrêôr
However, use of the
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the annual number of which has consistently
exceeded that of Union, even during the pre1981 period and despite tt¡e fact that each has
about the same length of pipe in the ground'
It seems to the Board that the reduction of
relocation activity in the Union area may have
resulted more from a reaction of uncertaínty,
confusíon and resentment to this unilateral
imposition by Union of a dramatic change from
Union's traditional Practice.
5. 58

In the last five years, only four out of fourteen municipalities wtrich have been bÍlled in
uníon,s franchise area have paid their share of
relocation costs as interpreted by Union' In
twelve of these fourteen municipal agreements
there is silence on the matter of rel0cation
costs and the PSvtHA is invoked because of that
silence. Despite Union's claim that "ft [ttre
PSWHA formulal is well understood by those who
use ít and provides an incentive t'owards a
cooperative approach in municipal planning, "
there has been strong evidence presented during
the trearing to refute both claims. In particular, t?rere is neittrer a consensus on what does
or should qualify under "cost of labour and
labour-saving eguipment" (City of Ctratham/Union)
nor a rapport conducive to good municipal
planning (nuoc/consumers' ) -
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5. 59

Despite the attempt to defÍne the cost of labour

in the PSWHA, the costs to be distributed continue to be subjects of disagreement between
the municipalities and the gas companies.
5. 60

The municipalities interpret the cost of labour

as set out in the PSWHA to be thosè costs as
incurred directly by the gas company or by its
contractor in performing relocation work.
Contrary to the gas companies, the municipalities do not agree that the cost of labour
strould include such items as the cost of fill,
sod or asphalt used in restoring the excavation
conducted by the gas company or its contractor.
Furt?rer, municipalities disagree that the cost
of labour sÏ¡ou1d include any administrative or
overhead charges or the cost of any materials
unless these materials displace manual labour
conducted by a workman on the site of relocation.
5. 61

It is evident to the Board that a cost sharing
formul-a in which the cost of labour is not the
criterion of relocation cost straring would be a
vast improvement. The municipal share of total
relocation costs has been estimated by Consumers' to vary between 29 and 37 per cent'
Union's evidence shows the actual municipal
share over the past four years to vary from 27
to 34 per cent, with an average of 29 pet cent'
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5.62

5. 63

The evidence also shows that union's material
costs are, on average, 15 per cent of the total
relocation cost. T?ris suggests to the Board
that while the material costs are significant
they are not so large that ít would be greatly
to the municipalities' disadvantage if they
brere included in a formula for total cost straring, as opposed to one which ínvolved only the
cost of labour.
method of relocation cost
allocation has outlived its usefulness and begs
to be allowed to revert to its intended second-

The 60 ]zear old

PSV'IHA

ary role as a back-up provision activated only
in default of an agreement on the method of
allocating relocation costs.

5

.64

fhe Ontarío Hydro formula did not receive any
significant support from anyone' WhiIe it
works well for Hydro because each agreement is
project specific, the task of maíntaining
records of pipeline age $tas not viewed with any
enthusiasm.

5. 65

The use of the MTc formula has been favoured by

The Board acknowledges
the municÍpalitiesthat there is littl-e, if any, dif ference between the responsibilitíes of road authorities,
be they municipalities or a province, except
that the latter has consolidated the responsibility for the King's Highways within one body'
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the Ministry of Transportation and communications. However, the MTC agreements, like the
Ontario Hydro agreements, are specific to
indivídual pipelines, whereas the franchise
agreements between the municipalities and the
gas distibutors refer to an entire developing
pipeline network. Itrus , íf the MTC formula
hrere used, the municipality would have to rely
almost entirely on the gas utility to identify
the age of specific pipe that may be subject to
relocation.
5

.66

5

.67

telephones and elecutilities,
tric pobter, are obliged to use municipal lands'
BeLl canada ( ( f ggO ) 43 vict . , c?rapter 67 and
Railway Act, R.S.C- Lg7O, c?rapter R-2' section
318) and Ontario Hydro (Power Corporation Act'
R.S.O. 1980, chapter 384, subsection 23(2)l
both provide comprehensive services and have
specíal powers to enter any municipal lands'
buttheyarerequiredtoobtainmunicipalconsent as to the location of their works' There
is no franchise agreement oYt in general-, âhY
road-user agreement with a municipality' However, in practice, both normally proceed under
the provisions of the PSüIHA regarding ttre costs
of relocation of telephone and electric plant
when requested bY a municiPalitY'
Two other major

The Board notes with interest that both BelI
canada and ontario Hydro accept the principle
and practíce of cost sharing for relocations'
s/26
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5. 68

The Board views the question of relocation
costs in the following terms' All utilities
natural gâs , elect ric po$,er, telephone slrare
common municipal rights of htay' Ar¡ orderly and
responsible occupancy by eacÏ¡ utility member is
therefore imperative. The privilege is balanced
with duties. That, after all, is what a franchise agreement is all about, namely the granting of a right and the ídentification of the
terms and conditions of occupancy. There is
also an irnplied onus on the utility company to
be a fair and responsible corporate citizen in
the municipal right of htay' ttre growth and
development of municipalities place increasing
and frequent demands on municipal rights of hlay
by its
and their users. Eac}r user utility,
very presence in the right of wê1rr must be
prepared to relocate its plant when necessary
and requested to do so by the municipaliÈy'
Futurerelocationisoneoftherisksassociated
with the right to enter and occupy any municipal
roadway.

5.69

As so aptly stated in FONOM's final submission:
Utilities enjoy the same indulgence
on
of being permitted to place pipes
wh-ether
propertli not owned by the-m
itt"- right is granted by th9 .MTc' a
privatJ landowner or a municipality
grantor of such right should be no
greater.
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5. 70

In the franctrise areas of the ttrree gas utilities, the percentage of the total- costs of relocation which are borne by the municipalities
vary enormously:
O (ttre utilitY PaYs all);
6 (1O per cent of labour costs)
30 (50 per cent of labour costs)
lOO (the municiPalitY PaYs all).

5.71

It is important that any method of allocating
relocation costs be simple, clear and fair.
The Board therefore concludes that a prescribed
or standard method of allocating the costs of
pipeline relocations in ontario ín future franchise agreements should be in accordance with
the following guidelines :
1.

Tlre agreement provision -fot
costs shoultl be negotiable-

2-

Agreements

3.

There should be no dÍstinction made bethreen relocations due to roadwork and non-

relocation

should not be silent
disposition of relocation costs.

on

the

roadwork.
^

5/ 2e

There should be a monetary incentive to
encourage the municipality to consider
alternatives to gas-line relocation.
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5.

6.

Relocation costs should be shared by the
gas utility and the municipalíty, with the
rnajor portion of costs being borne by the
gas utilitY.
lfhe cost sharing method should be símp1e '
preferably a fixed percentage of the total
relocation costs, exclusive of any upgrading costs, to each PartY.

7.

fhere should be an established range of
percentages within which a fixed percentage may be negotiated; the lower limit
would be close to O Per cent' and the
upper limit would reflect the average
upper limits under current cost-sharing
arrangements.

5.72

None of the formulae t'ot relocation cost pay-

Pays, PSWHA, MTc or ontario
ments (utirity
Hydro) díscussed meet these recommended guidelines and, consequentlY¡ none are recommended
by the Board. Rather, the Board recommends
that, for aII pipeline relocations in a municipal right of htay necessitated by any municipal
works, the municipality should bear a share of
the total cost of relocation within the range
of. up to 35 per cent, ttte exact figure to be
negotiated by the municipality and gas utility'
The average municipal share, orl this basis'
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be about 20 per cent of the total relocatÍon cost. The Board recommends that the proposed Municipal Franchise Agreement Committee
established by this Report consider developing
a more precíse formula within this range.
r4rould

5.73

The Board recommends that the negotiated cost
sharing should begin wíth neht franchises and
renewals starting immediately, including existing franchise agreements which have not yet
been approved by the Board or have not yet been
signed.

5.74

Existing agreements with specific relocation
cost provisions and tÏrose agreements which are
silent and to which the PSWHA provision Ïras
been consistently applied should be allowed to
continue unchanged to the end of their terms'
However, the Board would urge both parties to
an agreement to consider renegotiation of that
provision in view of the guidelines listed
above.

5.75

The Board also believes that its recommendation
should apply to existíng agreements which are
silent on the questíon of relocation costs, but

which have been subject to unilateral policy
change by Union ín its interpretation of silence. fhe Board recommends that Union continue to pay lOO per cent of the cost when pÍpe
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laid prior to 198I must be rel-ocated because of
road and se$rer works. Ialhile union's preference
ís to limit thís policy to pre-1957 pipe, the
Board believes that the union policy in effect
up to 198I (Union pays) has a more compelling
ratíonale which reflects the legitimate municipal expectations uP to that time.
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Table l

Relocation Provisions per. Gas Franchise
Aqreements in Ontario

Utility
Pavs
Consumers

1(a)
3

t

Northern

Total

ExPlicit

Silent

r34(b) 3(c)
0
133

t7
1(d)

lss
137(e)

0
50
0
3
s3(S) 0

203

2ts

0
L7
17(f)

2Lg

3s

320

3

577

32
Union: Perpetual
Fixed Term 183
rotal

Other Total

PSVüHA

(a) Mississauga city

(annexed

82

285(h

portion from Town of oakville).

(b) Includes one perpetual agreement, Mississauga city
annexed

)

un-

Part.

(c) Municipality pays 10 per cent of labour costs'
(d) PsvÍHA applies to relocations necessiÈated by constructing or improving any public property in Township of Hope
agreement with exception of one specific road Ìrhere
Northern PaYs 100 Per cent of cost.
(e) LetÈer of Mr. George Laidlaw of
ing total number of franchises.
(f)

November 29r 1985 amend-

since 1980. Twelve of
but 9 of these are
Board
the
by
approved
been
I7 have
only
3 are approved
effect,
In
appeal.
under
currently
years,
Union invoiced
past
5
the
During
and operaLive.
t
has
2 municiPalities,
Paid.
Ner4r

or

renewed agreements signed

(s) Formerlyr union paid 100 per cent in most cases. Because
these agreements are silent, union's new policy since
1981 is that the PsrvHA applies. During Èhe past 5 years'
union has invoiced 12 municipalities, only 3 have paid.
(h) Iêtter of Mr. John Jolley of December L9r 1985 plus attached schedules L-I2.
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6.

6.1

LEGAL ISSUES

fhere $rere a number of issues raised during the
heáring which are naínly legal questions, and
which are discussed in this chapter. fhey ares
Insurance and IndemnitY
o
Definition of SuPPIY
o
Jurisdiction of the Ontario Energy Board
o
Section 30 of the Ontario Energy Boafd Act
o
Compliance with BY-laws
o

Insurance and IndemnÍty

6.2

Very large increases in premiums for insurance
coverage have occurred throughout North America
in the past year and thÍs has included insurance
coverage for gas distribution systems. As a
result, the responsibility for insurance coverage for Iiability relating to gas distribution
in Ontario, and the nature of that coverage has
become a renewed subject of concern between the
municipalities and the gas distribution companies.
6/L
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",
fn general the munícipalities
sought a consíderably broader acceptance
on
the part of the gas companies.of liability
This position
hlas expressed in the FONOM
final submission as
follows:

6.3

The fact

that
an inr,er"niry
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a
utilitv
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-"it¡,"rJ-ilìåï:
on munícipar
pal control proper-ty
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;;I'"r1
-on liabiliiv
arísing ?rorn.

the p"rÉ
of rhe uriliry negrigen*
;r-Ë;;foro""
beyond
the conrror oi
-"-L""iar
urilirv
or
"itr,"ï"'rh:
:ff ,"Ë:lå ;:n"" tt'
.ilå
"óiol''
r ;ä;;;; ;î;;.i::nå,
pality should u. aJi:".å
]f¡e.nio"îit*:l
negarivetv
bY excrudins
lr,;t
riabirití
?r1v
arisins from municié"r îåärisence

jf:

6'4

6.5

T?¡is position is one
of the absolute liabílity
of the gas company for
any damage which may
arise Írrespective of who
caused
can be traced to the negrigence it, unless it
of the munici_
pality, its enployees or
its agents. In short
the prime responsibility is
up; the gas utility
to show that the ínjury was
gence of the munícipalíty,caused by the negli_
its employees or
agents.
Such a provision is sÍmilar
to what is known as
the ,,Miní st ry of Transportatíon

and
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cations Indemnity Clause". The concept underlying that view of indemnification and liability is that gas is a dangerous substance, and
having been brought on to the public right of
hray for the convenience of the gas company, the
company should be absolutely l-iable, except in
the case of the proven negligence of the municipality, its employees or agents.
Position of the Utilities:
6-6

The utilities
generally hold the view that they
should be responsible only for their ohrn negligence and that of their servants and agents.
T'his view is defined in a number of existing
franchise agreements by an indemnity clause as

follows:

The gas company shall at aII times
indemnífy the Corporation from and
against all loss, damage and injury
and expense to which the Corporation
may be put by reason of any damage or
ínjury to persons or property resulting from the inprudence, neglect or
r^rant of ski 11 of the employees or
agents of the gas company in connectÍon with the construction, repair,
maintenance or operation by the gas
company of its system in the municipalíty.
6.7

Ttris is also the clause submitted by ONGA in
íts proposed standard agreement. It is noteworthy that this liability
is limite<i to the
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negligence of employees or agents of the gas
company and only in connection with construction, repair, maintenance or operation.
PosÍtion of the Board:
6.8

By virtue of franchise agreements between gas
distributors and municipalities, the distributors' gas lines occupy land which is owned by
municípalitíes or over which they have control.
fncreasingly, the munícipalities fear that they
may be found liable in an action for damages
relating to these gas lines. Ttrus it is their
opÍnion that they should be fully indemnified
by the gas companies except for the negligence
of theír orâ¡n municipal employees or agents.

6.9

The Board agrees with the posítion of the muni-

cipalities.
The Board cannot anticipate a
court decision on the degree of liability that
a municipality may have in any particular
agreement. Nor does the Board have the jurisdiction to requÍre in advance that a clause in
a franchise agreement relating to liability and
indemnification follow a specific form. However, the Board is concerned that liability and
indemnification be the primary responsíbility
of the gas distributor and it will look at the
provisions dealing wíth insurance and indemnification in first time agreements or renewals
in this light.
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6.10

Moreover, the Board is concerned thatr ês much
as is possible, there should be consistency as

regards liability
and indemnification across
each utility
franchise area. Otherwise, the
ratepayers of different municipalities might be
required to contribute unequal-ly towards the
costs of damages caused by a utility's plant.
6. 1l

The Board recommends that the MFA Committee
proposed in this Report develop a model clause
regarding insurance and indemnification as part
of its model franchise agreement.

Definition of "Supply"
6.L2

Fernlea Flowers Límited is a large commercial
nursery company in southwestern Ontario which
has developed its ohrn local source of natural
gas which it wi shes to transmit to its obrn
premises.

Position of Fernlea Flowers:
6.13

Fernlea Flowers submitted that the word "supply"
as used in the Municipal Franchises Act created
a problem for it as a producer and consumer of
its ohrn gas. Fernlea Flowers requested:
a) that the Board recommend that sectíon I of
the Municipal FranchÍses Act be amended to
remove any doubt that a producer has the
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right to consume íts ohrn natural gas without the need to apply to the Board for a
limited franchise and a certificate of
convenience and necessity;

b)

that the Board recommend that subsection
3(1) of the Municipal Franchises Act and
subsection 210(I12) of the Municipal Act
be amended to remove any doubt that a
producer may enter into an agreement with
a municipality to lay gathering lines for
the purpose of moving its o$rn production
of natural gas to its place of business to
be consumed at that location solely by it.

Position of Union:
6.L4

Union b¡as of the opinion that the Munici-pal
Franchises Act does require a producer such as
Fernlea Flowers to obtain a certifícate of
public convenience and necessity and enter into
a franchise agreement with the municipality.
Ttris means that the onus is oït the producer to
prove to the Board that it is in the public
interest for the producer to have a certificate
of public convenience and necessity and a franchise agreement with a municipality. Such a
franchise agreement may be a second agreement
within the municipality, and the loss of the
nel4r producer as a customer of the original gas
distributor may have an effect on that gas
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distributor.
In this instance, Union submitted
that the loss of Fernlea Flowers as a major
customer could have a significant impact on it.
Position of the Board:
6.15

Although sympathetíc to the position of Fernlea
Flowers, the Board's mandate requires it to act
in the public interest in the broadest sense.
The issue here has imprications beyond the case
in question and is a complex one which goes, in
the opinion of the Board., beyond the scope of
thi s hearing. Ttre Board theref ore did not
examine this issue in detair during this hearing and is not in a position to make the recommendations requested by Fernlea Flowers.

6-]-6

under the Municipar Franchises Act (see chapter
3) the ontarÍo Energy Board must approve fran-

chise agreements between gas distribution companies and municiparities. A distinction is
made in the Act between first-tirne franchise
agreements and renewars for which the parties
have agreed on termsr on the one hand, and
renewals in which the parties cannot agree on
the termsr on the other. Section g of the Act
appries to fírst-time agreements and to renewals
on which the parties have agreed, and gives the
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Board the pohrer to approve or reject a proposed

franchise agreement but not to impose a settlement. Section I0 applies to renewals where the
parties cannot agree on terms and gives the
Board the pohrer to impose a settlement if the
two parties cannot agree. Horn¡ever, subsection
10(6) restricts íts application to agreements
which expired after December 2, 1969.
Position of the Municipalitíes:
6.17

The munícipalities all agreed that the Board
did not hav.e jurisdiction to alter or modify a
proposed by-law placed before it on a section g
applícation. Ttrey hrere also of the opinion
that the Board could not compel a municipality
to enact or amend a franchise by-Iaw. fhe
municipalities did not address this issue so as
to recommend any legislative change.

Position of the Utilities:
6;18

The consensus of the utilities

that section
I of the Municipal Franchíses Act sTrould be
amended to allow either party to apply to the
Board to have the terms and conditions of a
franchise agreement settled. Union also submitted that section 10 should be amended so as
to apply to a franchise agreement which expired
before December 2, 1969.
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Position of the Board:
6.

r9

The Board recognizes that the probable intention

in the Municipal Frànchises Act of distinguishing between first-time agreements and renewals
hras that ín the case of a first-time agreement,
f or the Board to have the pohrer to impose a
settlement would be to' interfere with the contractual ríghts of the parties. fn the case of
a renewal, when the gas plant is in the ground
and service is being supplied and depended
upon, it is essential that an agreement between
the parties be reactred, and íf necessary, be
imposed by the Board.
6.20

fn practice the Board ís nohr able to impose a
first-time agreement by giving a conditional
approval under section g¡ that is, the Board
can indicate to Èhe partïes that the proposed
franctrise agreement is not acceptable, but
would be if certain Èer¡ns or conditions were
met. Although the Board is reluctant to interfere with contractual rights, there may be
instances where it is appropriate for it to
decide terms and conditions of a franchise
agreement.

6.2L

The Board wíll refer this questíon to the proposed MFA Committee to consider whether the
Board's present cond.itional power under section
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9 for first-time agreements ís sufficientr oE
whether nehr legisration shourd be requested
giving the Board the additional poh¡er to impose
a settlement i f a rnunicipali ty seeking gas
distribution and the relevant gas company cannot reach an agreement. In addition, the Board
will ask the proposed MFA Committee to consider
the ímplications of removing subsection 1O( 6)
of the Act and thereby makíng section IO applicable to all franchÍse agreements whenever they
expi red .

Section 30 of the Ontario Energy Board Act
6.22

Section 30 of the Ontario Energy Board Act
provides for the Board to rehear or revíew
matters on which it has previously made an
order and to rescínd or vary an order. Ttre
issue is'wtrettrer section 30 applies to aI1
orders of the Board, including those made under
the Municipal Franchises Act t oE only those
orders of the Board made under the Ontario
Energy Board Act.

Position of the Municipalities:
6.23

Although the issue hras raÍsed during this hearing, counsel for SWOMC and for the Town of
Blenheim and the County of Lambton deferred
taking a position, as the issue was to be argued
in the OEB hearíng E.B.A. 472 in whic?r they
hrere involved.
6/Lo
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6.24

The Regional Municipality of Ottawa-Carleton
submitted that the Board's jurisdiction under
section 30 is not restricted to orders and
applicatíons made under the Ontario Energy
Board Act. However, the Board' s power is restricted in that it cannot amend the terms of
an. existing agreement between a municipali.ty
and a gas utility.
Position of the Utilities:

6.25

The view of the utilities
is that section 30
applies only to the Ontario Energy Board Act
itself, and that the Board does not have the
power to rehear or review or to rescind or vary
orders it has made under the Municipal Franchises Act.

Position of the Board:
6.26

The opinion of the Board is that section 30
should apply to any order of the Board, including those made under the Municipal Franchises
Act. The Boarcl has taken the position that it
presently has that jurisdiction.
However, the
Board will seek an amendment to section 30 of
the Ontario Energy Board Act in order to remove
any ambiguity.
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Compliance

6.27

wÍth By-laws

This íssue was raísed by some municipalities.
While in general terms there is little difference of opinion between the municipalities and
the gas distributors on the question of complíance with by-laws, the Íssue arises when a
municipality wíshes to introduce by-laws which
require the payment of permit fees for undertaking work on municipal roads.
Position of ttre Municipalities:

6.28

OveraII, the municipalities argued that the gas
distributors should comply with by-Iaws of
general application. Some supported this requirement with the added qualification that the
general by-laws be both present and future
by-laws as long as ttrere is no conflict with
provincíal and federal fejislation orr in effectr no amendment to an existing franchise
agreement. Others held the view thát compliance be limited to by-Iaws that exist at the
time of installation of a gas pipeline or any
subsequent works.

6.29

No municipality took the position that a gas
distributor should be required to comply with
any municipal by-law that singled out the gas
distributor in a particular manner or directly
or índirectly amended an existing franchise
agreement.
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6. 30

proposed in its f ínal submission ,,that
the determination of whether a particular muniFONOM

cipal by-law effectively amends an existing
franchise agreement be a matter exclusively
commítted to the jurisdiction of the OEB".
6.31

The collective evidence of the municipalities
shows that they view the ínclusion in the
francTrise agreement of the matter of 'compliance with by-laws' as a desirable reinforcement
of municipal authority and control concerning
municipal road allowances. Municipal by-Iaws
permit the municipality to exercise control
over the continuing quality and servíceability
of the road allowance to ensure free flow of
traffic, orderly occupancy of the road allowance by the gas distributors, prudent financial
management of public property and overall public
convenience.

6.32

Several municipalities insisted that gas distributors should comply with by-laws of general
application requiring the payment of road-cut
permit fees and impost charges, the former to
cover inspection and supervision by the municipality and the latter to assíst the munÍcipal
road maintenance program because road cuts
reduce the quality of the road and shorten its
useful life.
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6.33

The conundrum here is that Ontario Hydro and
BelI Canada are exempted from local by-laws by
provincial and federal statutes respectively.
Hor¿ever, in the one instance cited, both of
them voluntarily compty with municipal by-laws.

Position of the UtíIitíes:
6.34

The gas distributors, in their joint brief and
in individual submissions, stated that they are
willing to continue to comply with municípal
by-laws of general application. Howeverr êxceptions to voluntary compliance exist where
municipalities seek to impose permit fees or
other addítional financial burdens upon the gas
distríbutors t oE seek to pass general by-laws

fixing the location of utility plant. fn these
situations the gas distributors take the position that such by-laws interfere with the
exclusive jurísdíctÍon of the Board over aII
matters relating to natural gas distríbution,
or conflict with the terms and condítions of
the franchise agreement.
Position of ttre Board:
6. 35

In general, â1I gas distributors should comply
with munícipal by-Iaws of general application.
However, where compliance with a by-Iaw would,
in effect, amend a franchise agreement between
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the municipality and the gas distributor, the
Board is of the opinion that the franchise
agreement as approved by the Board would supersede such a by-law. In other words, there is
no requirement on the gas distributor to comply.
The Board is of the view that the interpretation of a by-Iaw or a contract, or the enforceabitity of either should rest with the courts.
As a matter of policy, the Board does not support the introduction of permit fees by municipalities.
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7.

7.I

TTTE NATURE

OF FRAÀTCHISE AGREEI{ENTS

The precedíng chapters have dealt with specific
issues which hrere addressed in this hearing and
which, for the ¡nost part, relate to already
existing or proposed clauses in franctríse agreements. A number of íssues however, were raised
that involve the overall nature of franchise

; these included:
Exclusivíty Ín Franchise

agreements

o
o

Agreements,

Separate Road-User Agreements; Multi-Party
Agreements,

o
o

Duration of Franchise Agreements,
Standardization.

Exclusivity in Franchise Agreenents
7.2

Are franchise agreements exclusive? Are customers who are located within a municipality which
has a franchise agreement with a gas distribution company obliged to buy gas from that com-
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pany, or may they buy Ít from some other source?
This question râras raised at the hearing primarily by the major gas consuming companies that
wanted to ensure that no clause in any franchise agreement would preclude contract carriage ?trd the availability of direct sales to
end-use consumers.

7.3

AIl participants agreed that municipalities do
not have the right to grant exclusive franchises
permitting one gas distributor the sole right to
distribute gas in a franchise area. To support
this position, some arguments relied on section
lfl of the Municipal Act, which prohibits the
creation of exclusive franchises by a municipality for any trade, calling or business.
Position of the Municipalitles:

7.4

The municipalities agreed that franchise agreements are not exclusive. However, FONOM pointed

out that the granting of a franchise or right
to a public utility to operate within a municipality generally makes it uneconomic for another
utility to duplicate a gas distribution system.
Therefore, franchises in practice tend to be
exclusive with two types of exceptions:
a) where a competing supplier of gas
supply a particular
seeks to
unserviced area wÍthin a franchised
municipality ì or

7
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b)

where a cornpetíng supplier seeks to
supply a large volume user withín a
f ranchi sed

7.5

FONOM

municipality.

submitted that such a secondary supply of

gas within a franchised municipality would
require the passage of a by-Iaw by the host
municipality under section 3 of the Municipal
Franchises Act. The competing supplier would
also have to establish to the OEB that public
convenience and necessity required the approval
of the construction of works to supply gas
under section I of the Munícipal Franchises
Act. If approved, dual franchises within a
single municipality could result in the dífferent rate bases and costs of service of each
utility being reflected in different rates for
the same class of consumers in the same municipality.
Position of the Large-Volume
7.6

Gas Users:

IPAC, Nitrochem, IGUA and Inco aIl submitted
briefs solely to address this issue. They submitted that the form of franchise agreements
should in no hray interf ere wÍth contract car:riage or direct purchase arrangements. Inco
added that any impediments to direct purchase
arrangements presently included in any franchise agreements should be deleted or amended.
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7.7

Nitrochem opposed the recommendation of Northern
(outlined below) that exclusivity of franchises
be established through legislation.
Nitrochem

argued that such exclusivity would appear to
prevent direct purchase arrangements between
natural gas producers and users and therefore
would not be in line with recent indications of
publíc policy as expressed by provincial and
federal ministers.
7.8

took the position that the clause granting
the right to supply gas in ONGA's proposed
standard franchise agreement (described in the
following sectíon on Standardizatíon) could be
interpreted to mean that no other party would
have the right to supply gas during the term of
the agreement. IPAC, therefore, recommended
that each franchise agreement should contaín a
clause stating that a corporation or other lega1
entity situate in or an inhabitant of the municipality is not precluded from purchasing gas
from a party other than the gas company, subject
to approval of the OEB.
IPAC

Position of the UtilÍties:
7.9

Union submitted that if a municipality proposes
to grant a second franchise, whether to another
gas distributor, a producer or a consumer, the
Board must determine if the separation, carving
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out or overlapping of an area previously franchised to one gas distributor in favour of
another is to the overall benefit of the public,
and must weigh, for example, the effect on the
remaining distribution system and the customers
of the first franchised utility
against any
benefits accrued by permitting a subsequent
franchi se.
7. 10

Northern r^ras concerned that "fragmentation" of
franchises and certificates, with the attendant
duplication of costs and what lr¡as termed "artificial plant obsolescence", would not be in the
public interest and reco¡nmended that the Board
request an amendment to section I11 of the
Municipal Act (which prohibits the creation of
exclusive franchises by a municipality) to exclude its application to a natural gas distribution franchíse. Northern also recommended
that the Board, ín Íts future franchise and
certificate orders, declare that such grants
are exclusíve and that a general legislative
enactment be recommended for existing franchi ses .

Position of ttre Board:
7.11

The Board accepts that, in the absence of
express legislative authority, a municipal
corporation cannot grant to anyone the
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exclusive privilege to supply natural gas. In
the Board's opinion, the grant of a natural gas
franchise is not an exclusive right, but merely
a right to supply gas according to the franchise
agreement.

7.I2

Accordingly, the Board believes that franchise
agreements do not need to contain a clause
stipulating that direct purchases of gas from a
party other than the gas company are not precluded.

7.13

Howeverr the Board acknowledges that it would
be required to determine if it is in the public
interest to approve the construction of works
for a second. franchise in an already franchised
municipality. Considerations could include the
economic feasibílity of such supply and the
impact on the system and customers of the first

franchised utí1ity.
7.r4

The Board accepts that franchise agreements
should not preclude contract carriage and
dÍrect purchase arrangements and, therefore,
does not agree with Northern that exclusívity
be permitted through a recommended legislative
amendment.
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Separate Road User Agreements; Mul-ti-Party Agreements
7.L5

7

-L6

7.L7

In a franchise agreement between a municipality
and a gas distributor there are two elements:
the franchise rÍghts which refer to the distribution of gas r and the road-user ríghts which
allow the gas distrÍbutor to use the municipalty's road rights of way for gas pipelines.
Should the road-user rights be separated from
gas franchise rights?
hlhen a gas utility

is contemplating service to
an unfranchised municípality, it must enter into
agreements with all municipalities through which
its pipelines pass. These may include, for
exampler ên upper-tier municipalíty and lowertier municipalities within the upper-tier municipality. Shou1d there be multi-party franchíse
agreements between related lower-tier and uppertier municípalities and the gas distributor?

These two questions Ì^rere addressed together by
the parties at the ?rearing.

Position of the Municipalitíes:
7. L8

The Cíty of Sudbury and the Regional Municipality of Sudbury, supported by FONOM, proposed
that 1ocal and regional municipalities negotiate
together with the gas utility in order to reac?r

7
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one multi-party agreement. Ttrey submitted that
this would avoid the present situation of drafting two different types of agreements the
franchise agreement and the road authority
agreement and would result in consistent
application of rules and regulations respecting

the installation of gas services on alI roads
wíthin the regíona1 area. A multi-party agreement could also avoid any problems arising from
transferred. ownership of roads.
7.L9

7

.20

The Regional Municipality of Ottawa-CarIeton,
however, did not support this proposal. It
took the position that local municipalíties and
regional municipalities have separate areas of
jurisdiction and separate concerns to be dealt
with in negotiation of 'any gas f ranchise or
road user agreement. Even among the lower-tier
munícipalities there may be varying ínterests
and concerns depending on whether the municipality is, for instance, urban or rural. It
felt that the increased number of parties could
prolong the negotiations unduly.
The

further maintained that it has the
po$rer to grant to gas distributors the right to
use regional arterial highways but has no por^rer
to grant actual franchises to gas distributors
and that only local rnunicipal corporations
within the Regional MunicÍpality have the por^rer
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to enter into franchise agreements. Nevertheless, the RMOC acknowledge<1 that generally its
concerns in granting a licence to a gas distributor to use the regional road system are very
similar to those of the local or lower-tier
municipalities in granting a franchise and
submitted that the terms and conditions of the
road user and franchise agreements should be
similar in many respects.
7

.2L

The Southwestern Ontario Municipal Committee
submitted that the OEB is authorized to deal
with munícipal franchises with gas distributors
and also the road user aspects of them. For
lower-tier municipalities, both aspects should
be included in the same by-law and in the case
of an upper-tier munícipality where the franchise portion may not be necessary, its inclusion with the road user aspects in the same
by-law does no harm. SVüOMC added that a ¡nultiparty agreement was possible in prínciple but
not a politically feasible option. Even if a
multi-party arrangement brere made, each municipality would be required to enact separate franchise by-laws under the Municipal Franchises
Act.

7

.22

In contrast, the County of Lambton maintained
that as an upper-tíer municipality it would be
more appropriate for it to be party to a road
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user agreement hríth Union, rather than to a
franchise agreement which purports to give
Union distribution rights within Lambton.
7.23

brought to the Board's attention that if
there ís any supply of gas in a munícipality,
whether lower- or upper-tier, the construction
of works to supply such gas would be subject to
section 8 of the Municipal Franchises Act. However, if there is no supply within the municipalíty, the Munícipal Franchises Act does not
apply according to subsection 6(I) of that
Act. Thus, the OEB's jurisdiction over transmission lines in areas where distribution or
supply of gas is restricted to land ohrners
abutting the line is unclear. Accordingly,
FONOM submitted that in order to implement
multi-party agreements, Iegislative amendments
would be necessary to expressly confer jurisdiction on the Board:
i ) to grant certificates of public convenience and necessity in relation to the
construction of transmission lines which
do not supply gas wíthin the municipality;
FONOM

and,

ii)

7
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to set the terms, conditions and period
for the granting of a right to lay transmission lines in a municipality which does
not receive supply of gas.
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Position of the Utilities:
7

.24

Consumers' submitted that the Municipal Fran-

chises Act should be amended in order to make
it clear that it does apply to regional and
county franchise agreements. Union took the
position that under sections 210 and 225 of the
Municipal Act, both lower- and upper-tier municipalities have the right to pass by-laws granting transmission and distribution rights, subject only to the Municipal Franchises Act.
Union suggested that if there is any <ioubt, the
Municipal Franchises Act strould be amended in
the same hray suggested by Consumers' . Northern
submitted that because of subsection 6(1) of
the Municipal Franchises Act, county franchise
agreements are not subject to that Act with the
exception of section 2 and except where otherwise expressly provided.

7.25

None of the utilities

supported the idea of
separate road user agreements. They submitted
that general franchise and user rights should
be contained in one agreement regardless of the
nature of the municipality involved. Union
argued that separate road user agreements could
place the control of pipelines beyond the purvíew of the OEB if municípalities hrere to ínsist
that road user disputes should more properly be
put before the Ontario Municipal Board. The gas

7
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distributors are of the opinion that one franchise agreement can encompass both concerns.
7

.26

hlith regard to multi-party agreements, Union
maintained that any such agreement must involve
all locaI municipalities, the County/Regions,
and the utility,
to be effectíve, and al-l would
have to agree to a common termination date of
existing franchises. Union bras prepared to renegotiate such franchises, but poínted out that,
in practice, negoti.ating one agreement with up
to 24 local municipalities, as in Essex County,
would be very difficult.
Position of the Board:

7.27

There appears to be a great deal of confusíon
as to whether the OEB has jurisdiction in all
instances over regional and county franchise

agreements, especially in those situations
where the municipality is the host to the pipelíne but does not itself receive gas. The Board
agrees that a recommendation should be made to
amend the Munícipa1 Franchises Actr so that it
is clear that the OEB does have such jurisdiction and the Board suggests that the MFA Committee recommended later ín this chapter develop
suctr an amendment. In making this recommendation, the Board confirms that it does not
believe that it is necessary to separate the

7
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road user rights and the franchise rights into
separate agreenents for either lower- or uppertíer municipalities.

7.28

The Board appreciates that some municiparities
are trying to achieve consistency by advocating
multi-party agreements within a region or

county, but also notes that the municipalities
themselves have differing views as to the feasibility and effectiveness of multi-party agreements. The Board is not opposed to the principle of multi-party agreements, but would leave
this to the parties to decide as to whether or
not such an alternative is workable. The Board
is of the opiníon, however, that in the case of
separate agreements, the road user agreements
for the region and the franchise agreements for
the local municipality should, where possible,
generally contain simil-ar provisions.
Duration of Franchise Agreements

7.29

Most franchise agreements between gas distributors and municipalities are for 20 to 30 years
and some franchises are said to be in perpetuity. hrhat is the most appropriate term for a
franchise agreement or renewal? A variety of
views hrere presented at the hearing.

7
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Position of the Municipalities:
7

.30

There bras a wide variance of opinion among the
municipalities. The City of Sudbury recommend-

ed that the term of the franchise agreement be
límited to a five-year period wtrereas the Township of Zorra proposed a term of not less than
20 years.
7

.3L

fhe Regional Municipality of Ottawa-CarIeton
submítted that a separate road user agreement
be created for a proposed term of 10 years.
Additionally, this municipality and others
proposed that terminatíon dates for road user
agreements and gas franchise agreements should
be uníform within a regional area.

7

.32

FONOM dífferentiated

between the initial
franchise agreement and a renewal. In the
first case FONOM advocated a twenty-year term
and for the second, a ten-year period.
Position of the Utilities:

7.33

The gas distributors represented by ONGA r^rere
in support of a twenty-year term for a franchise
agreement and no differentiation hras made bethreen the duration
its renewal.

7
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agreement and
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7

.34

fhe principle of uniform termination dates for
franchise agreements within a regional area rÂras
not opposed by the utilities, but it was pointed
out that there could be a practical problem of
Ïraving to negotiate a great many renewals at
the same time.
Position of the Board:

.35

While some advantage to the municipalities may
result from shorter term franchise agreements,
these may result in more complicated documents,
which in the end, may not decrease the financial
exposure of the municipatities. Vühen a utility
commences distribution in a nebr franchise area,
it expects a return on its investment over
time. If the term of the agreement is too
short, the utitíty's
risk may increase, which
could lead to inereased costs of capital and in
turn might inerease the cost of gas throughout
the franchise area.

7.36

The Board is of the opiníon that a first time
agreement should be of a duration of not less
than fifteen years and no longer than twenty
years. The minimum duration seems adequate to
give security to the utility whereas a maximum
term has been established by the Public Utili-

7

ties Act (sections 24 and 60) which sets the
upper limit of a contract to a twenty-year term.
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7

.37

Ttre duration of a renewal agreement may not
necessarily need to be the same as the initial
agreement; the risk of the utility is substantially lower since the plant has been depreciated to a large extent during the initial term
of the agreement. In the case of renewals a
ten to fifteen-year term would, therefore, seem
to be adequate.

7

.34

There are 83 agreements said to be perpetual in

Ontario, 82 of which are found in the Union
f ranchise area. Ttre Board has no jurisdiction
to declare that perpetual agreements should be
terminated. That is a matter either for the
courts, the Legislature t ot the parties involved. trtre Board's view, hor,rlever, is that in
the future nerâr franchise agreements or renewals
thereof, ought not to be in perpetuity.
7.39

A uniform expiry date within a regional area
could help to achieve two goals. It might
place the local municipalities in a better
negotiating position wíth the utility and it
would contribute to the standardization of
franchise agreements at least within each
regional municipality or county. The Board is
of the opinion that this subject should be
addressed by the MFA Committee in order to
explore the practicality of this concept.

7
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Standardization
7

.40

A large portion of this Report has dealt with
specific issues that have led to difficulties
in negotiating franchise agreements. Underlying
these specific concerns $ras always the question
of whether the Board could or should impose a
standard form of franchise agreement either on
a franchise-wide or province-wide basis.
Posit,ion of the Municipalíties:

7

.4L

SI^IOMC

stated very clearly that:

The OEB has no jurisdiction

to establish a standard form of franctrise to
be required in every case or in every
case involvíng a particular gas utility as otherwise it declines jurisdiction by prejudging the result before
the prescribed public hearing.
7

.42

However,

SVTOMC

added that the OEB may establish

policy by which to test the appropríateness of
specífic franchise provisions. SWOMC submitted
that it would prefer to work within the existing
legislative framework, rather than accede to the
gas utilities'
solution which riras to have a
standard form of franchise agreement legislated.
7

.43

Nevertheless, SWOMC did propose a draft franchise agreement for the Union franchise area in

7
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its original brÍef on the premise that present
"standard" agreements favoured the gas utÍ1ity's interests. fhe suggested clauses included
those whích could form the usual basis of an
agreement and also those which represent SlrlOMC's
proposed solution to outstanding issues. A1though SWOMC's proposals r^rere set forth in the
form of a standard agreement, SVIOMC subnitted
that the agreement provided for additional
negotiated clauses that would pertain to local
concerns and as such would be required to be
approved by the OEB on a case-by-case basis.
7

.44

Other municípalities that addressed the issue
agreed that the OEB has no jurisdiction under
the Municipal Franchises Act to impose a standard agreement on all municipalities, but must
determine each case on its merits after holding
a public hearing. Most municipalities also
submitted, however, that the OEB does have the
jurisdiction to adopt a policy or guidelines
indicating the usual provisions to be included
in franchise agreements. It would be left open
to any municipal-ity or utility to make submissions as to r^rhy suc?r a policy should not be
adopted in its particular case, and the Board
would be able to exercise its discretion in
dealing with specific concerns of particular
municipalities or utilities.

7
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7

.45

Blentreim and Lambton retied upon the I965
Ontario Court of Appeal case Re: Hopedale
Developments Ltd. and Town of Oakville as
support for the proposition that an administrative tribunal has a right to formulate general
principles provided that it gives a full hearing to the parties in every case before it and
decides each case on its merits.

7

.46

was the only munícipa1 representative
that supported the position that gas franchise
agreements be standardized throughout the province at the expiry of current agreements by
means of a standard form agreement adopted by
the Board either by Ìtray of incorporation into
its Rules of Procedure or as a regulation under
the Ontario Energy Board Act. FONOM did agree
with other municipal representatives that
special terms and provisíons to meet particular
local conditions would remaín the subject of
negotiation and be subject to review and approvaI by the Board. FONOM cited a number of advantages to a standardized form of franchise
agreement. A uniform franchise agreement would:
FONOM

1)

simplify the franchise approval processi

2)

eliminate inconsistency in franchise provisions among municipalities within the
market area serviced by a single utility
and between narket areas serviced by different utilities;

7
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3)

redress the imbalance in bargaining poürer
between municipalities of all sizes and a
utility; and

4)

promote certainty in the interpretation
and the parties' understanding of franchise terms to restore confidence and trust
which is presently lackíng between the
parties to franchise agreements.

7

.47

did not, however, support uniformity for
its own sake nor the imposition of standardized
terms on parties who had not had the opportunity to affect their substance. It cited the
Board's decision ín the Lambton case E.B.A. 464
as illustrating the danger of imposing standardized terms on an unwilling party solely for the
sake of standardization.

7

.48

that a special committee be
appointed consísting of representatives of the
gas utilities,
the OEB and the rnunicipalities.
The committee would work wíthin the framework
of definitive policy guidelines established by
the OEB in this Report to develop contractual
language for a uniform franchise agreement.
FONOM suggested that the agreement so generated
should then be circulated to the participants
in this hearing for comments and eventual
approval by the Board.

FONOM

FONOM recommended
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7

.49

also recommended that a standing advisory
committee be established to report on a regular
basis (between two and five years) upon reconmended amendments to the uniform franchise
agreement. Comments on the proposed modifications could then be solicíted and a public
?rearing held íf deemed warranted. FONOM suggested that any such amended form of franchise
agreement could be adopted upon the expiry of
exÍsting franchises.
FONOM

Position of the Utilities:
7

.50

The utilities

agreed that the Board at present
does not have the jurisdiction to impose or

adopt a standard form of franchise agreement.
ONGA submitted a draft standard franchise agreement prepared by the three major gas utilities
to the Board for consideration and recommended
that it should become a legislated agreement to
come into effect for all nehr franchise agreements and all future renewals.
7.5L

Consumers' and Northern suggested that if the
Board hras not prepared to recommend adoption of
a standard agreement through specific amend-

ments to the Municipal Franchises Act because
such a standard agreement would fetter its
discretion, the Board could generally express
its opínion on the various issues discussed in
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the proceeding, making it clear that future
cases would be resolved on their oÌrrn particular
fact situations.
7

.52

In order to accommodate the concern that standardization might not always be appropriate,
Consumers' and Northern proposed that legistâtive amendments could be drafted in such a
htay as to make it clear that the standard terms
and conditions hrere to prevail, unless the
Board hras satisf ied that it hras ín the public
ínterest to vary the terms in the particular
case before it.

7

.53

Union pointed out that historically franchise
agreements have for the most part been uniform,
especially within the Consumers' and Northern
franchise areas and that most participants generally agreed that standardization of franchise
terms b¡as desirable as long as their proposed
terms and conditions were the ones adopted by
the Board.

7

.54

ONGA, however, submitted that

the present

process is no longer suitable because there
will probably be relatively few nehr franchise
agreements proposed in the future, but an
increasing number of renewals. It argued that
it is an expensive and time-consuming process
with Iittle real room for negotiation in víew
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of the Board's past polÍcy in favour of standardization and the utilities'
desire to treat
all municipalities in their franchise area the
same. If the Board hrere to choose an agreement
that is a fair compromise and balance between
the interests of the municipality, the utility
and the public of Ontario, then, in the opinion
of ONGA, there should not be any need for negotiation nor for giving any one particular municipality a "better deal" than others.
7

.55

Union took the position that a major portion of

the franchise could be standardized, since most
terms hrere not in contention, but added that
local issues such as bridges woul-d still be
negotiated. Union suggested that standardization would accomplish:
1)

consistency wíthín each utility's
chise areai

2)

a reduction if not elimination of the
concern of smaller municipalities as to
their bargaÍning pobrer with the utitity
compared to that of larger municipalities,
since they would be all treated the same;

3)

reduction of franchise negotiation time
and costs for all parties involved; and

4)

reduction of the Board's time in approval
of franchises.
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7

.56

Union stated that it was prepared to re-open
any franchise, including those in perpetuity,
if a municípality wished to convert to a neh,
legislated standard form.

7

.57

Northern argued that there is no regulationmaking por,üer in the Munícipal Franchises Act or
the Ontario Energy Board Act that would allow
the Board to adopt a standard form of franchise
agreement through a regulation or Rules of Procedure as suggested by FONOM.

7

.58

Northern did, however, support FONOM's recommendation regarding the appoíntment of a special
committee to consider and develop a recommended
standard franctrise agreement. Northern stipulated though that the OEB would need to indicate specific Auidelines respecting the purpose
of such a special committee, the matters to be
considered and a timetable for deliberations
and reporting in order for it to be effective.
Position of the Board:

7.59

Both the utilities
and the municipalities
listed a number of advantages to uniformity in
agreements and the Board does recognize those
advantages. However, it does not appear to be
possible to achíeve uniformity of agreements
across the province, unless certain municipalities forgo or are forced to forgo rights which
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they no$r enjoy and which do not necessarily
conform to any proposed uniform agreement.
This is especially relevant in the Union franchise area where some agreements, including
some of those in perpetuity, require Union to
pay all costs of relocation of pipeline. Nevertheless, some municipalities might be pleased
to be relieved of other provisíons in exÍsting
agreements.
7

.60

The Board is also a$rare that a large number of
franchise agreements have recently been renewed

for a twenty-year term and it therefore would
take some time before uniformity could be
achieved.
7.6L

The Board acknowledges that in the past ít has
attempted to avoid unnecessary discrimination
between municipalities by tending to standard-

íze the terms and conditions of gas franchise
agreements. In light of the evidence presented
in thís hearing, the Board recognizes that
utilities
and municipalities do see merit in
standardization. However, the terms and conditions of a standard agreement which seem fair
and acceptable to all partÍes have not yet been
establi
7

.62

shed .

The Board agrees that it does not have the
jurisdiction to impose a uniform agreement

7
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either across the province or throughout a franchise area. A completely standard agreement
would be tantamount to a predetermination of
the decisions which this Board is required to
make under the Municipal Franchises Act. Moreover, the Board has some concerns about recommending legislative amendments or regulations
to achieve standardizatíon. Uniformity, if
legís1ated, would tend to impair the concept of
voluntary agreements in that, for example,
predetermined uniform conditions of delivery
would be forced upon a municipalíty where a nehr
agreement is at issue.
7

.63

The Board recommends an ongoing process of
working within the existing legíslative framework to develop a "modeI" agreement based on
the Board's polÍcy and containing the usual
provisions to be included in a franchise agreement. Such a model agreement will, it is anticipated, be developed by the proposed MFA Committee. In accordance with the Hopedale decision, the Board will continue to deal with franchise agreements on a case-by-case basís, considering submissions from municipalities or
utilities
that address specific loca1 concerns
or that argue that the Board's policy or model
agreement should not apply in that particular
case.
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7

.64

In this wêfr the municipalities' main concern
regarding unequal bargaining pohter in negotiations should be al-1evíated once basic cl-auses
that represent a fairer balance between the
parties have been developed.

7

.65

The Board concludes that to ensure that a
balance between the parties to franchise agreements is established and maintained, it will
accept the recommendation of FONOM and establish
a specíaI committee, the Municipal Franchíse
Agreement Co¡nmittee as discussed in the following chapter.
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g.

THE MI'NTCTPAL FRANCHISE AGREEII'ENT
COMMTTTEE

8.1

Many of the questions raísed during this hear-

ing are, in the opinion of the Board, most
constructively answered through discussion and
negotiaÈion rather than by decisions or orders
of the Board. fhe Board therefore will establish a special committee, the Municipal Franchise Agreement Committee to consider the
polícy guidelines establíshed in the Board's
review of specific issues in this Report with a
view to developing the language for a basic
model agreement. Ttre Board wiIl then solicit
comments on the proposed model agreement and
approve a f inal draf t, êittrer with or hrithout
another hearing. The Board also expects the
MFA Committee to consider the legíslative
amendments commented upon by the Board in this
Report and, where necessary, to draft the appropríate legi slation.
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8.2

fhe Board will appoint a Ctrai rman f or the MFA
Committee from the Board's staff.
The Chairman
wiIl, after receiving recommendations from the
utilÍties and the municipalities, determine and
select the membership of the MFA Committee.
The Board suggests that the MFA Committee, ín
addition to the Chairman, be composed of one to
two (perhaps one operating person and one legal
counsel) representatives of each of the three
major utilities and one to two representatives
of municipalities in each of the three major
franchised areas, including representation from
both upper- and lower-tier municipalities. fhe
Ct¡airman of the MFA Committee may wish to consult the AMO and ONGA for suggested nominees
and/or may wish to consult and select members
from among the participants to this proceeding.
The Board is prepared to offer some financial
contribution towards the municipalities' costs
incurred in participating in the MFA Committee.

8.3

In this Report the Board has indicated its
preferred solution to the major issues that
brere brought before it in the hearing. fn most
instances the Board has dealt with an issue by
establishÍng broad policy guidelines and leaving
the specifíc resolution eittrer to be negotiated
between the parties or dealt with by the MFA
Committee. For example, the Board has recommended that the cost of relocating pipelines be
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shared to some degree and ?ras recommended a
range of percentages of the total cost of relocation that should represent a municipality's
share. The Board has left the specific percentage to be fixed by negotiation between a
municipality and utilíty.
The MFA Committee
mâ1rr however, wish to develop this policy and
establish a fixed percentage or percentages
that would apply in specific franchíse areas or
in particular circumstancesr so as to further
reduce inequíty in bargaining pohrer and to
develop consistency where circumstances are
similar.
8.4

In the course of this Report the Board has
specifically referred a number of issues to
the MFA Committee, requesting it to:
o

consíder the means, whether by legislation
oE otherwise, by which the Board could
assume a limited arbitration role for líne
Iocation disputes (a.L9) ¡

o

consider developing a formula for relocation cost sharíng within the range established in this Report (5.72) ¡

o

develop a model clause for franchise
agreements regarding insurance and indemnification (6.11);
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o

consider whettrer the Board's present conditional pohter under section 9 of the
Municipal Franchises Act for first-time
agreements is suf f icient, ot whether ner^t
legislation should be requested giving the
Board the additional pobrer to impose a
settlement (6.2L) t
consider the implications of removing subsection f0(6) from the Municipal Franc?rises Act (6.Ztl ¡
develop a proposed amendment to the Municipal Franchises Act to make it clear that
the Board has jurisdiction over regional
and county franchise agreements in which
the municipality is the Ïrost to the pipe-

line

but does not itself

receive

gas

(2.27) t

explore the practicalíty of establishing a
uniform expiry date for franchise agreements within a regional area (7.39)¡
develop a model agreement based on the
Board's policy and containing the usual
provisions to be included in a franchise
agreement (7.63).
8.5

Although the Board believes that it tras addressed in this Report the issues that were of most
B/4
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concern to the participants, there r^rere some
provisions in agreements, such as force majeure
clauses, that $rere addressed in briefs but were
not the subject of discussion during the hearing. Ttre Board expects the MFA Committee to
consider the positions of all participants on
any outstanding íssues for which the Board has
not offered any polícy guídance, including any
recommended legislative amendments not dealt
with, and recommend provisions to deal with
them in the model franchise agreement and
recommend any legislative
amendments deemed
necessary or appropríate.
8.6

The Board recognizes that, although a general
consensus bras reached on a f ew issues rSuring
the hearing, developing contractual language to
express that consensus or to interpret the

Board's polícy advice on other issues into
specific provisions for a model agreement, may
require considerable time and effort.
8.7

The Board notes, however, that these matters
should be resolved expediently as a number of
franchise agreements remain outstanding because
the negotíation process has broken down. The
Board, therefore, believes that the MFA Committee should report to the Board with a recommended model agreement within síx months of its
formation. The Board expects, ês Northern
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suggested, that the Chairman at the outset
establish an actual timetable for reporting and
terms of reference in accordance with the
Board's advice herein.
8.8

fhe Board agrees with FONOM that any model
agreement should be reviewed periodically to
make sure provisions ?rave not become outdated,
but the Board prefers to leave the process for
that review, whether by advisory committee or
otherwise, to be determined after a model
agreement has been developed.

8.9

As previously stated, the Board accepts that
uniformity will take some time to achieve and
encourages municipalities and utilities
to
consider renegotiating
franchise
existing
agreements whích will not expire for some time,
once a model agreement has been approved. fhe
Board also notes Union's offer to re-open franchise agreements in perpetuity and encourages
those affected municipalities to enter into
negotiations.
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Dated at Toronto this 2lst day of May, 1986.

ONTARIO ENERGRY BOARD

Lt- ry rv l> >
R.W. Macaulay, Q.C.
Chairman and Presiding
Member

M.C.

Round

Member

,/f ,ânylr.P.E. Boisseau
Member
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APPENDIX A

Municipalities and the Provision of

Gas Services

- Adopted by the Board of Directors of the
Association of Municipalities of
ontario on November 30, I9A4

AMO
Association of Municipat¡t¡es of Ontario
suite 902 o 1ü) univer¡ity Avenug Toronto. ontario M5,

lv6 ¡ Telephone

593-taat

Dccenber 10, 1984

llrc Eonourable Claude F. Bennett
Uinister of l{unicipal Affairs and
¡¡ouaing

lTrh Floor

777 Aay Street

lorontor Onteirs
t{5C 285

Dear

llinisters

On behalf of tbe Assoeiation of ltunícÍpalities of ontario enclo¡ed
please find e cogy of s report concerning gas gervices end releted
franchise agreenenGs that ras adopted at Ghe lfovenber 30, 1984 reeting
of the AllO Board of Directors.

tùe cnclosed reporÈ docu¡¡ents oåny of the ounicipel concerna ¡g¡ociated
eg,reeoents end releted legialation and proceduaês.

uith gae franchisc

Îl¡e Acsocistion could appreciate reccivint your coúnentr 8nd thorc of
your colleeguc, the Honourablc nrilip Andreues, Hini¡ter of Energy, uit¡
rcrpcct to thc contcotr of thc report rnd Al{ort requeat for furÈhcr
.tudt of thc uttter.

Iourr truly,
{

ton Eddy
Pre¡ident
BEll1
GoGo3

ltrc ionourablc Phitip Andrcret,
t{inicter of Energy

AlL

r r.t t I
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Resolution
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IIT'NICIPALITIBS AI{D TITB PROVISION OF GAS SERVICES

BackgFound

tn the matter of ges services origineted with a
atudy gession at the annual meeting of the County and Regional Section of AMO in October, 1983, at which time the matter of cost-sharing arrangements for gas line relocations was discussed. Subsequent
to this a resolution was received by AMO from the Regional Municipality of Ottewa-Carleton requesting that AMO, in coniunction with the
Ministry of Energy and the Ministry of Mr¡nicipal Affairs and Housing,
review the extent of municipal control over public utilities, especially
as lt relates to the installation and maintenance of gas distribution
aystems in public rcads aystems and the adequacy of gas utility contributions under the Assessment Aet. This resolution was endorsed
1983 and forrrarded to
by the AMo Board of-ffiffi-Tovember,
the Minister of Municipal Affairs and Housing for consideration.
AMCPs involvement

(Appendix

1)

In illarch, 1984 the Minister responded by suggesting that representatives from AMO meet with steff of the Local Government Onganization
Branch of the Ministry of lllunicipal Affairs a¡¡d Housing to discuss
the nature and extent of the problems being experienced with gas
franchise agreements to allow the Ministry to better assess the need
for an extensive study.
This meeting took pace in August, 198,1 and invotved representatives
fro¡n the Regional Municipality of Ottawa-Carleton, the County of
Kent, AMO and the Ministry. Discussion centered on the need for
AMO to ldentify speclfic concerns rith respect to the present
egreementg, legislation and procedures governing the provision 'to
of gas
gervices, to reeord these @neerns ¿nd to present lhem
the
Minister ea a means of illustrating the need for æ¡ne-6tÍon to be

taken.

A¡ ¡ reer¡lt of this discussion an ad hoc ommittee çag formed with
tepresentation from the Counties of Kent ¡nd Lambton, the. Regional
Munlclpallties of Ottawa-Carleton aria Sudbury ¡nd the City of
Chathe¡¡.

Areæ of Concera

l.

Reloc¡tion Costg

One of the most dgnificant concerna identifTed is the cost-sharing
in the gas franchise agreementg relatlve to gas
line relocations that ere necessitated by municipal ¡oad construction.
At present there ¡re three basic methods used to allocete costs assoclated with relocetion:
earangemehts embodied

o t00t Peid bY gas utilitY company;
A/7

-2ap$ication of the provisions of the Public Servlce tlorks on
Highways Act - ie. the 'bost of laU
tween the noad authority and the utility operating authority;
the rMTC optionn - ie. 100t paid by road authority if relocation required within ñve (5) years of installation and 100t
paid by the utility operhting authority if relocation ls reguired any time after this initial period.

the

problems identified with respect

to ost-sharing include:

o the fact that three different methods are utilized within
Province;

the

o æncerns related to

ehanges in the cost-sharing tcrmulae,
particulary Ín southwestern OntarÍo, from thoee that apptied
when the gas lines were originally installed (ie. instalú[ions
tere permitted besed on the understancling that 8U relocations, when required, would be 100t funded by the utility
operating authority);

o the definition of 'lcost of lsbourr in the Public
on Highways Act.

Service Works

The so-called 'MTC clausen is suggested as a comprrlmise that wor¡ld
satisfy the problems identified above a¡rd pnovide a ressonablei solutbn to the eoncerns expressed by municipalities. The result wor¡ld
be a uniform methodology, applleable acr:osr¡ the province, that would
require municipalities to r¡¡rdertake some medium rìange planning and
Ea¡(e a commitment and that ror¡ld allor the utility companies to recover their æsts.

Another concern expressed by municipalities relativeõ relocation
is the allocation of costs, by ¡ gas company to a municipalÍty,

eoste

for gBs Une ¡eloeation or upgtading which is rpt requÍred as a-result
of ¡oad oonstructbn but One ln-ænjunction rrtth thts roed work.
Future agreements must ensure that gueh costs are borne 100t
by the'
gas æmp8nf . Any disputes tdative'to the reason for the '¡etocltion
or upgrading of a llne should be erbitrated by the Ortario lrtunìcipal
Boerd.

2. løtion of Gag Llnea
The authority to ontrol the vertical end horizontel (froo the eentre
line) location of ges lines within the rrad allowance ls an lssue in
many Jurisdictions. This ecrncern ls related to the relocation cost
iltem¡nrarytr

isgue. often in the past çhat oor¡ld h¡ve been termed

Al8

-3 locations wepe permitted by municipalities on the basis that the line
would be rnoved, at no eost to the municipality, if some future road
alteration oF reconstruetion required it. Any new cost-sharing ar
rangement, such as the applÍcation of the provisions of the Public
Serüce Works on Highways- Ãct, wor¡ld requiri that such "tempõiãff
.rianfemeñtsle-discontinued and that existing cases be rectified.

A
related concern ls for the ogerating authority to provide accurate
naE installedn drawings for all lnstallations. These are absolutely
necessary to prevent serious and costly âccidents due to inaccurate
lnformation oonierning the location of such lines. This should be a
requirement, either in the agreements or in legislation.

3.

Ga¡ Lineg on Bddges

The question of allowing the lnstellation of gas lines on bridges is one
of eonvenience and cost to the operator initialty versus eventual costs
to the munieipality as a result of any new cost sharing srrangement.
Again making reference to southwestern Ontario primarily, gas companies were ellowed to use briclge cnossings for their lines due mairùy.
to the cost sharing arrangements that existed in franchise agreements
requiring the gas companies to psy 100t of all relocation costs.

the

proposed ner agreements 'would alter this situation and require
municipalities to pay 50t of the costs of labour aa defined in the
Pubtic Service Works on Highways Act for any nelocation necessitated
given the following:

'

I

o

municipalities permitted ¡nany lines to be instaned on bridges
lnitl,ally, because of the ûevourable tcost-gharingn errange
uente in sme existing gas-franchise agreemente (agplicable
primarÍly to Unlon Gas)

o

rremany bridges ¡re or nay son be in need of significant
rrelocaof
form
&rme
Peírs ot lõeonstruetion ihus requirÍng
tbnn of any riilities presently cr the bridge.

Municipalities noutd again like to Be€ rnendments to the present franchÍse egreements to include provisiong dmilar to those ln IiITC egreefor
nents, çhich exelude bridges and rcquire e @
each bridge in æder to tnste[ the gaa llne on that bridge.

l.

Jurisdiction

The Association believes that iurisdiction over the right to distribr¡te and sell gas and the terms and conditions governing these actlvities can end rnust be eeparated from jurisdietbn over the right to
locate ln ¡nd use publie ruads and rtghts-of-ray.
^/e

-{ AMO contends that the Ontario Energy Board (OEB) is the approriate
body to deal with matters rrelated þ the establishment of distribution
areas and the selling price for gas, arnong other things, but that the
Ontario Municipal Board shor¡ld nþre appropriately be the body coneerned with metters related to the use of public rcadg and rights-ofwey for the location of gas lines Oand use) and matters related to

mwricipal ñnance.

For this reason the Association would submÍt thet the Onterio Municipal Board (OMB ) ghor¡ld be the erbitrator in a¡f matters nelated to gas
francNse agreements, including the terms ànd conditions of the agreements and the rights and priviledges associated with the use of public
roads and rÍghts-of-way. The Public Service t{orks on Highways Aet

(R.S.O. 1980; Chapter 420) r
OMB es the arbitrator in cases where there is disagreement between a
ræd authority a¡rd an operating ærporation as to the level of compensation to be provided where a road authority incurs a loss as a result
of neglect on the part of the operating authority. This principle
¡hotdd be extended to Grver all matters ¡elated to municipet gss franchise egreements and related disputes.

There is also a need to clarify the difference between nusert and..
trfracnchise' agreements as they relate to the agreements signed by
county and regional governments as compared to those signed by local
municipalities.

ã.

Agreement Bxpiry lletes

The lack of uniform expiry dates for franchise agreements within the
Province and even within mâny qounties or regions createg e @ncern

re|ative to the provision of e consistent level of service at an
equitable cost to all ænsumers within any glven service â!êBo Ae a

I

Eeens of correcting such lnequities it is- rãcommendeû-t-hat all franchise agreements within any given @unty, regionaf or district municipality or eny dmilarl,y defined erea be given uniform expiry d¡tes.

C.

to Uunlcipel By-larg

Adherence

AMO believes

that the operating authority must be required to

adhere

to any municipal by-laws that exist et the time of installation of a gas
line or any eubsequent work8.

7. Utility Co'ordinating

Coonitteeg

The formation of utility æ-ordineting commÍttees et the municipal level
etpuld be encouraged, q8 should participation in sueh .committeee by

A/

\
LO

-5 the private utility c-ompanies. Th¡s would facilitate the co-ordination
of road work and utility work so--as to cause the least disnrption to
those being served.

Participation on a utility co-ordinating committee by atl utilities may
also reduce the incidents of mad deterioration resulting from the instsllation of individuat service lines. lllhere such ser-vice lines are
lnstelled, franchise agreements should include a provision that would
permit the municipality to ler¡y e penalty charge against the utility
requiring the road cut if the cut is reciuired wittrirr a apecified time
efter the completion of the roed work. This would encourage alt operating authorities to co-operate in the planning and co-ordination of
undertakings in a particular right-of-way.
Conelpsion

The above report doeuments of the concerns identified by munícipalities relative to the provision of gas services and the legistation and
egreements governing the use of public highways and rights-ofway by
utility companies. Based on the above the Ãssociation woutd recommend'
that:

nthe Ministry of lrtunicipal Affairs and Housing in co-operation
with the Ministry of Energy and in consultation -witt¡ the Àssociation of ltunicipalities of Ontario undertake an in-depth ¡eview of
the rights end obligations of those eoncerned with supptying and
dÍstributing gas Ín Ontario and the reguletion of the use of public roads and highways for this purpo-e and the costs associrted
with sueh activities.i

Alr.

APPBNDTX

1

ßesolution

GEN{-83
BEQUBSÎ FOR PBOVTNCIAL.UUNICIPAL STUDT UITÍT RBSPECT TO
PUBLTC UTTLITT TßANCNTSES

Be lt ¡esolved thet the ltônistry of Municipal Affairs and Housing and
the Ministr"¡l of Energy, tn consr¡ltatlon with the Association of

Munieipalities of Ontario (AMO), conduct e study reviewing municipal
control of public utilities, the adequac!¡ of municipal eontrol over the
installation end maintenance of gas distribution systems in the public
roads system end the adequacy of c¡ontributions by gas utllitiee under
the Aseesgment Act.

t-"
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APPE\TDIX B

Brief Subnitted on Behalf of The Consumers' Gas
Company Ltd., Union Gas Linited, Northern
and Central Gas Corporation Linited and
The Ontario Natural Gas Association
containing a draft standard forn
franchise agreement

E.B.O.
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ONTARIO ENERGY BOARD

IN THE MATTER OF the Ontario Energy Board Act,
R.S.O. 19t0, Chapter 332, section 13 and 15;

AND IN THE MATTER OF the Municipal Franchises
Act, R.S.O. 1980, Chapter 309;
AND IN THE MATTER OF a public hearing convened by
the Ontario Energy Board to inquire into and review the

form of natural tas franchise agreements and
certificates of public convenience and necessity.

(
BRIEF SUBMITTED ON BEHALF OF
THE CONSUMERS' GAS COMPANY LIMITED,
UNION GAS LIMITED, NORTHERN AND
CENTRAL GAS CORPORATION LIMITED AND
THE ONTARIO NATURAL GAS ASSOCIATION

A.

MUNICIPAL FRANCHISES ACT

l.

The Municipal Franchises Act (the "Act") was

first enacted in t909. It

has remained substantially in its present form since that time.

{
(

2.

The jurisdiction

of the Ontario

Act is broad and all encompassing. In

Energy Board (the "OEB") under the

determining whether or not

franchises or issue certificates of public convenience and necessity

to

approve

it is up to the

Board, after a hearing, to make a determination on the basis of the evidence as to
whether or not

it

is in the public interest to issue the order sought.

Reference to:
Union Gas Companv of Canada Limited v. Sydenham Gas & Petroleum
upr

BlI

-

3.

t-

In renewing a franchise agreement under section l0 of thd Act, the

OEB is not bound by the terms of prior agreements or by the particular provisions
'sought by a municipality.

Reference to:

al, (1980), 28 O.R.
in particular the following passage
from the judgment of Henry, J. (at pp. 575'57612

ofP

In the sections that I

have cited there is no
requirement that the "terms and conditions"
must be reached by agreement. No doubt this

route will frequently be followed

in

circumstances such as these and there will be
agreement between the parties as to the terms
añd conditions that ought to be imposed and it

(

may be that the Board will adopt them. If,

however, there is no agreementr it is obviously a
matter for adjudication by the Board and they
must decide the terms and conditions that the

Act contemplates. This is a matter that is
entirely within the Board's discretion, to be
exercised after a proPer hearing, and in our
opinion that discretion vtas ProPerly exercised.
There is nothing in the statutory provisions to

require that the terms and conditions found in
the expiring agreement must be continued or
that what ii prescribed by the Board as a result
of its adjudication be agreeable to either or both
of the parties. It is for the Board to adjudicate
when ihe matter is set down before them.
Assuming that the hearing has been properly

heldr it is immaterial that the terms and
conditions imposed are not those either in the

(

expiring agreement or in a neu, agreement or are
acceptable to the contending parties

4.
it exercises

The Boards broad jurisdiction under the

Act is similar to that which

Act. Vhile local municipal concerns
are relevant matters for the Boards consideration, in the final analysis it must be
under the Ontario Energv Board

Bl2

-3tuided by what is in the best interests of the residents of Ontario.
Reference to:

v. Township of Dawn
See in particular the

seh Gas

Ltd.

following passages from the judgment of Keith, J. (P. 728

and

p.73Ðt

I

have stressed these points to illustrate firstly
how insignificant are the local problems of the

of Dawn when viewed in the
perspectiye of the need for energy_ to be sr¡Pplied
io those millions of residents of Ontario beyond
the township borders, and to call to mind the
Township

potential not only for chaos but the total
irusfiation of any plan to serve this need if by

t

in each -and every
Act, each
Planninß
the
municipality by
by-laws
ênact
able
to
were
municiþality
what
suit
to
lines
gas
transmission
controll¡ng
reason

of

po\vers vested

might be conceived to be local wishes We were
infõrmed that other township councils have only
delayed enacting their own by-laws pending the
outcome of thiraPPeal.

In my view this statute makes it crystal clear
that all matters relating to or incidental to the
production, distribution, transmission or storage
ôf natural gas, including the setting of rates'

location of
arè tnder

of

lines and

aPPurtenances,

necessary lands and easementst
the exclusive þrisdiction of the

expropriation

Ontario Energy Board and are not subject to
legislative auihority by municipd corncils under
the Plannins AcL

(

These are all matters that are to be considered
not
in the light of the general public interest and
rrin the
The
words
interests.
local or-parochial
public inierest" which aPPearr for otampler in s
40(8)' s. 4l(3) and s. 43(3r, which I have quoted,
would seem to leave no room for doubt that it is
the broad pubtic interest that must be served.
5.

In past decisions respecting applications

to

aPProve the

conditions of franchise atreementsr the Board has
determinations:

Bl3

made

the

terms and
following

-4(a)

Generally speaking, only one gas utility should receive the franchise
rights for any Particular municipality.
Reference to:

for Decision of the OEB, Apptications by Consumersr Gas and
Union Gas for approval of a franchise agreemgtt !o !!PP_!y gas to a
poitlon of Missisiäuga, E.B.A.- 337 and 34-l and E.B.C. ll0r October 23'
igZg. See page 7 of the Boards decision:
Reasons

it appropriate or in the
endorse more than one
iranchise in a specific municipality if it can be

The Board does not think

public interest to
avoided.

(b)

Franchise atreements should not contain any provisions wt¡ich require
a gas

utility to.make franchise fee payments to the municipality. Nor

should such agreements attemPt

to require the gas utility to

Pay

administration fees, road crossing fees or other costs which may be
incurred by the municiPalitY.
Reference to:

for Decision of the OEB, Application by Union Gas to renew
a fianchise in the Township of Moore Pursuant to s l0 of the Actt

Reasons

E.B.A. 304, December 21,1978.

(

Reasons for Decision of the OEB' Applicatiqn by Consumers' Gas to
i.ni* ã franchise in the City of Petèiborough pursuant to $ l0 of the

Act, E.B.A. tl6,

Sune 261 1979.

for Decision of the OEB, Application by Consumers' Gas to
pursuant to s l0 of the
r** the franchise for the City of Ottawa,particular,
the following
See,
in
l9El.
10,
June
iiZ,
nåir--g.É.C.
decision:
the
passage atP.7 of

Reasons

In recent yearsr the Board has consistently

denied municipalities the right to include' as a
term and condition of a franchise agreementt a
requirement of additional Payments . from a
disïributor of natural gas over and above the
normal municiPal taxes.

B/4

-5(c)

Generally speaking, the term

of a franchise

agreement ¡hould be

tf,renty years.
Reference to:

for Decision of the OEB, Application by Northern and
Central to approve a franchise for the Villate of Morrisburg, E.B.A.
Reasons

194, December 3r 1976.

for Decision of the OEB, Application by Union Gas to renew
a franchise in the Township of Moore Pursuant to s l0 of the Actt
Reasons

E.B.A. 304, December 2lr l97E.

Reasons for Decision of the OEB, Application by Consumers' Gas to
renew a franchise in the Township of Westmeath pursuant to s l0 of
the Act, E.B.A. 312, December 22r 1978.
Reasons for Decision of the OEB, Application by Consumers' Gas to
renew a franchise in the City of Ottawa pursuant to s l0 of the Actt
E.B.A. 352, June 10, 1981.
(d)

The Board has determined that the public interest requires that the
costs of operation of a gas system shout! be kept as low as possible.

The Board

will therefore not

apProve a franchise agreement which

contains an indemnity clause which would require the gas utility to

indemnify the municipality

in the event of incidents

caused by the

municipalityrs own negligence.
Reference to¡

(

Reasons for Decision of the OEB, Application by Consumers' Gas to
renew a franchise with the City of Niagara Falls, E.B.A. 3llr June 14,
t979.
Reasons for Decision of the OEB, Application by Consumers' Gas to
renew a franchise with the Town of Midlan{ E.B.A. 33Er November 9,
1979.

(e)

The Board has concluded that frthere is merit

in standardizing

the

terms and conditions of gas franchise agreements in general, and the

B/s

-6indemnity provisions

ensure uniformity

of such agreements in particular, in order to

in the üeatment

accorded

to the

various

municipalities served by (ttre utility) so as to eliminate the crosssubsidization among customers that would result from averaging of
costs

if

the treatment of the municipalities was not uniform".

Reference to:
Reasons for Decision of the OEB, Application by Consumers' Gas to
renew a franchise with the City of Niagara Falls, E.B.A. 3ll, June 14,
1979.

for Decision of the OEB, Applications by Union Gas relating
to Lambton County and a nurnber of related municipalities, E.B.A.

Reasons

(

454, May 17, 1985 (rehearing pending).

(f)

The Board

will not approve a franchise agreement which contains a

provision which would require the gas

utility to be bound by present

and future by-laws of the municipality.

Reference to:
Reasons for Decision of the OEB, Application by Consumers' Gas to
renew a franchise in the City of Ottawa pursuant to s. l0 of the Act,
E.B.A. 352, June 10, 198t. See in particular, the following passage
from p. 9 of the decision:

(

Clearly the Board and not the municipality is the

final arbiter in determining the têrms and
conditions of a franchise agreement under the
Act. If the Board were to approve the by-law
clause proposed by the Cityr it could unwittingly
be abdicating its iurisdiction in favour of the
City if at some future time the City chose to
enact by-laws which would have the effect of
amending the franchise agreement. The board
should not, and indeed cannot, delegate its
statutory iurisdiction to'determine the terms and
conditions of a franchise agreement to another
authority.

B/6

-7 (g)

The Board has determined that the cost of relocations of gas works

for the purposes of highway improvement

should be shared Pursuant

to the provisions of the Public Service Works on Highwavs Act.
Reference to:
Reasons for Decision of the OEB, Application by Consumersr Gas to
renew a franchise atreement with the City of Peterborough Pursuant
to s l0 of the Act, E.B.A. 316, June 261 1979.

for Decision of the OEB' Applications by Union Gas relating
to Lambton County and a number of related municipalities, E.B.A.

Reasons

454, May 17r 1985 (rehearing pendin$-

B.

PROCEDURE FOR THE APPROVAL
OF A FRANCHISE AGREEMENT UNDER
THE MUNICIPAL FRANCHLSES ACT

6.

If

the applicant and municipality have agreed on the proposed terms

and conditions of the franchise agreement, the procedure respecting the approval

of a new franchise âtreement or the renewal of an existing atreement

is

substant¡ally the same. The procedure is generally as follows:
(a)

A

standard form franchise proposal

is prepared by the utility

and

delivered to the municipality in question;

(

(b)

Discussions between the municipatity and the

utility then occur with

respect to the draft franchise agreement;
(c)

In the event the municipality agrees to the proposed franchiset the
municipality is usually asked to Pass a resolution approving the
proposed form of agreement;

(d)

In the event the resolution is passed, an aPPlication must be prepared
by the

utility

and

filed with the Board. In each caser the Board oPens

a docket and issues directions regarding its hearint procedure;

Bl7

-t(e)

Upon receipt

of the directions by the utility, notices of lpplication

and hearing must be sent by registered mail and published

in a local

newsPaPeri

(f)

The hearing is subsequently convened. In most cases the municipality
does not have a representative attend the hearing;

k)

After the Board

approves

the franchise and

issues an order, the

franchise must be sent back to the municipal council, a by-law must

be passed and the agreement signed. A copy of the by-law

and

atreement must be delivered to the Board.

t
7.

In the event the gas utility and municipality

cannot atree on the

terms and conditions of a ne\rr franchise agreement, the Board has no jurisdiction to
impose an agreement, retardless of the wishes of the residents of the municipality.

t.

In the case of a renewal of a franchise agreementr

if the utility and

municipality cannot agree on renewal terms, the Board has iurisdiction under s' l0

of the Act to order that the agreement be extended on such terms

and conditions as

the Board deems to be in the public interest.

c.

PARTICULAR ISSUES

i)

Public Service Vorks on Hiqhwavs Act
(List of Suggested Concerns - No. 16)

9.

The Public Service Vorks on Highways Act (tne ilPSWH Act")

for apportioning the cost of relocating gas works where zuch
relocations become necessary |tin the course of constructintr reconstructing,

establishes the basis

changing, altering or improving a highway" (s. 2(l)).

B/8

-9.0.

The PSWH Act provides that in the absence of an agreement between

the municipality and the utility the "cost of labour" for the project is to

be

apportioned equatly and all other costs are to be borne by the utility (s. 2(2)).

It.

'rCost of labour" is defined in

s

l(b) as follows:

frCost of labourtr means,

(i)

the actual wages paid to all workmen up to and
including the foremen for their time actually
spent on the work and in travelling to and from
the work, and the cost of food, lodging and

transportation for

necessary
work,

I(

0il

'

$Jch workmen where
for the proper carrying out of the

the .çost to the operating corporation of
contributions related to such wates in respect of
workmen's compensation, vacation payr

unemployment insurance, pension
benefits and other similar benefits,

(iii) the cost of using

or

insurance

mechanical labour-saving

equipment in the work,

12.

(iv)

necessary transportation charges
used in the work, and

(v)

the cost of explosives¡

Due to the

fact that for

sr.¡ch

for eguipment

relocations the municipality pays only

the cost of labour defined above, most relocat¡ons for highway

{
\'

improvements

generally resr¡lt in the municipality payiry approximately one-third and the utility

t

two-thirds of the total cost of srch relocations.

13.

Vhere the relocation is requested by the municipality but is not for

the purposes of highway improvement, the relocation must be paid for entirely by
the municipality. As a result, relocations caused by the need to construct a seurer,
alter drainage flows, eto are not covered by the Act.
Reference to:
Consumersr Gas v.

õfõanãã-f
Ble
a;

Citv ol Toronto, l94l S.C.R. 5t4 (Supreme Court

-10Consumers' Gas

v. City of Barrie (1980), 3l O.R. (2ù

247 (County

Consumers' Gas v. Town of Aurora, unreported decision of His Honour
Judge Conant, January 22r l95l

Consumers' Gas v. Borough of Etobicoke, unreported decision of His
Honour Judge Hawkins, April tr 1982.
14.

The practice under the PSWH Act is generally well understood within

the various franchise areas of each of the gas utilities. The Act represents the
Legislature's policy in this area and also operates as an incentive towards a cooperative approach in utility planning. The Boardr as set out above, has approved
t

the application of the Act in cases where

it

has been the subject of debate during

Ir

franchise renewal applications.

It is our respectful

submission

that there is

no

reason to alter this practice and that relocations for highway improvements should
be governed by the provisions of the PSWH Act.

ii)

Svstem Expansion

(List of Suggested Concerns - No. 2)

15.

It is sometimes

all potential

customers within their franchise areas. The franchise agreements

argued that gas utilities have an obligation

to serve

themselves do not contain any such requirement and the Board has concluded that

(

no such requirement exists

Refgrence to:

for Decision of the OEB' Consumers' Gas rate caser EBRO
(1980).
See, in particular, the following extract from p. 44 of
369-l
decision:
the

Reasons

to

whether a ut¡lity has an
its
franchise area s'as dealt
in
obligation to serve
Boards
Reasons
for Decision in EBRO
with in the
From
these it is clear
341-I at pages 28 and 29.
that no such obligation exists under the franchise

The question as

agreements...

B/ r0

-lt_
16.

The Public Utilities

Act requires each utility to

buildings located along the route

supply"

tas to all

of an existing pipeline, provided there

is

sufficient supply of gas available to the utility.

@:
Public Utilities Act, R.S.O. 1980, chapter 423, s. 54:
Where there is a sufficient supply of the public
utility, the corporation shall supply all buildings
within the municipality situate upon land lying
along the line of any supply pipe' wire or rod,
upon the request in writing of the ownert
occupant or other Person in charge of any such
building.

(
Generally speaking,

17.

it is the policy of the Board to discourage system

expansion which is not economicalty feasible. Otherwise, undue cross-subsidization
occurs.

18.

The Board is able to control uneconomic expansions in several ways.

First, it is the standard practice of the Board, during applications for certificates

of public

convenience and necessity

to require the applicant to

Prepare an

economic feasibility analysis of the proposed expansion, This analysis attempts to

project the number of tas customers who will be attracted to the systemr the
(

volume of gas which witl be consumed by them, the cost of extendir€ tas service to

them and the rate of return which can therefore be anticipated as a result of the
expansion.

If the rate of return projected is unacceptable,

the Board will normally

discourage the expansion. Alternatively, capital contributions may be required

from the proposed customers in order to make the rate of return acceptable.

19.

Second, the Board deals with system expansion

cases under the Ontario Energy Board

behalf

in the utilitiesr rate

Act. In these cases it is usually argued' on

of large volume customers, that only cconomically feasible expansions

B/ TL

-12should occur. Otherwise, they argue that their rates will be unreasonábly high

if

they are forced to subsidize uneconomic expansions.

20.

In a number of its decisions, the Board has reiterated its

concerns

that system expansion should only be undertaken when it is economically feasible to
do so.
Reference 1o:

for Decision of the OEB, Consumers' Gas rate case, EBRO
341-I, 1976. See, in particular, the following extracts from that

Reasons
decision.

(

The Board is of the opinion that section 5.1 (of
the Public Utilities Act) requires a tas utility to
supply all buildings located along the route of an
existing pipeline if a sufficient supply of gas is
available over and above the requirements of
existing customers. The section does not, in the
Boards opinion, require or support the expansion
of the distribution system into new areas. (pp.
2E-?9\

...Consumerst should not make extensions

existing system unless the revenue

to its

to

be

generated by the new business provides a return
on the marginal investment at least as great as
that allowed by the Board on the rate case with
full provision for the incremental costs
associated with the new business, This may
reguire capitd contributions ¡n order to ensure
economic feasibility.

for Decision of the OEB, Consumers' Gas rate case, EBRO
36t-1. See, in particular, the following extract from p. 34 of the

Reasons
decision:

As a general rule, existing customers strould not
be called upon to subsidize, through higher rates,
premature or other non-sustaining extensions
Reasons

for Decision of the OEB, Consumers' Gas rate case, EBRO
in particular, the extract from p. 39 of. the

386-l (1982). See,

decision:

The Board notes that large $¡ms continue to be

invested in system expansion The evidence
before it should support the econornics of the
investment and demonstrate that costs are being
minimized.
B/ T2
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2t.

for leave to construct or applications lor a certificate of public convenience and
necessity, economic feasibility should be considered but ffit should not be the'sole
criterion oramined, nor the determining factor in the approval process".
Reference to:
Reasons for Decision of the Ontario Energy Board, applications by
Northern and Central for leave to construct and certificates for the
Town of Valley East and Township of Brighton, EBLO 194 to 197' June
t5, t985.

It

22.

(

to

is respectfully submitted that the policy of the Board with respect

system expansion has been carefully developed and properly balances the

competing interests

of

present customers, who wish

to avoid undue cross-

subsidization and potential customers who wish to obtain a supply of naturål

gas In

some respects this policy was recotnizçd by the federal government in its recent

Distribution System Expansion Program. Through this Program capital
contributions were made by the tovernment in onder to allow system expansion to
areas where, without such grants,

it

would not be economically feasible to extend

gas service.

(
\

r¡u

Franchise Exclusivitv and Flcxibiliw

(List of Suggested Cor¡cerns - No l)
23.

As noted above, it is the Boards general policy to allow only one gas

utility to have franchise rights within any particular municipality.

24.

Vhile this rule sl¡ould be maintained, exceptions may

arise,

particularty in the case of large rural municipalities wherer although one gas
distribution utility may hold the franchise for the municipality, another Bas
distribution utility in a neighbouring municipality may be able to serve a portion of

B/
____
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-14the first municipality on a more economically feasible basis. In such a case the
Board may feel

it

and certificate

would be in the public interest to provide

of public

convenience and necessity

for a limited franchise

to the second utility,

particularly where the first utility does not object to such a procedure.

25.

Under no circumstances should anyone, other than a gas distribution

utility regulated by the Ontario Energy Board be permitted to distribute gas within
a municipality or within an unorganized area.

iv)

Regional and Countv FrancÞises

(List of Suggested Concerns - No. 4)

26.

The

list of

suggested concerns enclosed

hearing sets out this issue as item number

4.

with the Boards notice of

The note to such issue correctly

statess

In most cases, the regional or cõunty franchise relates
to a lransmission line using the regional or county road
or rights of way and is associated with an application
for leave to construct. The local municipal franchise
relates to the distribution system w¡thin the local
municipality and is associated with an application for a
certificate of public convenience and necessary.

27.

(

In the past, it was tenerally not considered

necessary

regional and county franchises to the OEB for approval pursuarit to the

to submit
Act.

This

was due to the fact, atready noted, that such agreements usually relate to
transmission facilities and

it

was considered that the

Act

applied only to

distribution f ranchises

28.
agreements

Recently, some utilities are now submitting regional and county

to the Board for approval and in many such instances, the franchise

procedure as outlined above is being followed. Since "municipal corporation'r is not
defined in the Act, thls is the most prudent course of action to fotlow.

B/ L4
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-¡5ln our submission, regional and county franchise agreementS should be

29.

subject

to the provisions of the Municipal

Franchises

Act.

The Act could

be

amcnded to clarify this requirement.

v)

Compliance by Gas Utilities with Municipal
Bv-Laws of General Aoolication
(List of Suggested Concerns - No.7)

30.

The characterization

speaking,

of this issue is misleading because, generally

tas utilities voluntarily comply with municipal by-laws of

general

application. The exceptions to this are where municipalities seek to impose permit
fees or other additional financial burdens upon the utilities or seek to Pass general
by-laws fixing the location of utility plant. In these situations the utilities take the

position that the municipality is unilaterally seeking to vary the provisions of the
franchise agreement and the utilities refuse to make these Payments or to comply

with such location restrictions.

31.

The Board coirectly characterized the first situation concerning

permit fees in its decision involving Consumers' Gas and the City of Ottawa - EBA
352, June 10, 1981. In that case the Board stated as followsr at PP. 5 and 6 of its
decisior¡

The second matter in contention between the parties
arises out of Consumers' refusal to accept as part of the
terms of the franchise agreement the by-law clause
requiring it to be bound by present and future by-laws
passed by the City. At the first blushr the clause looks
innocent. Consumersr evidence is that it does comply
with City by-l,aws of general application as they aPpty
to it. There was no evidence presented by Ottawa
which refuted or put in question that this was so.
However, as the hearing unfoldedr the real purposes of

the by-law dause became clearer.

Consumers'

reluctance to be bound by existing or future by-laws
passed by the City is based on the fact that Ottawa has
a by-law, (now By-law 362-78 filed as Exhibit t3) which
yould require, amor€ other thit6t, that Consumers'
i

B/ 1s
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-16obtain and pay. for a road-cut permit each time
Consumers' had to do any work on municipal streets.

Mr. Sims confirmed that Consumers' complies with this
detailed road-cut by-law in all other resPects excePt
that ¡t has refused to pay for road-cut permits.

32.

The Board then went on to state as follows at page 7 of its decision:

In recent

years, the Board has consistently denied
municipalities the right to includer as a term and
condition of a franchise agreement, a requirement of
additional payments from a distributor of natural gas
over and âbove the normal municipal taxes. (See
Reasons for Decision E.B.A. 304, re Township of Moore;
and E.B.A. 316, re City of Peterborough.) It appears to
the Board that in this instance the City is attempting to
do indirectly that which the Board has specificatly
refused to allow to be done directly.

But the ramifications of the by-law clause go beyond

just the matter of additional payments to the eity. Mr.
Atkinson has rightly pointed out thatr if the proposed
by-law clause is . approvedr the municipality may
effectively amend the franchise agreement in a manner
not now foreseen and possibly in a manner which would
not be approved by the Board if the specific terms and
conditions were put before it for consideration.
In essence the issue now before the Board boils down to
the question of which author¡ty - the Board or the
municipality - has the jurisdiction to determine for a
specific period of time the terms and conditions which
should constitute a franchise agreement.

(

t3.

The Board therefore corrcluded as followq at Pate 9 of its decision:

Clearly the Board and not the municipality is the final
arbiter in determining the terms and conditions of a
franchise agreement under the Act. If the Board were
to approve the by-law clause proposed by the Cityr it
could unwittingly be abdicatint its iurisdiction in favour
of the City if at some future time the City chose to
enact by-laws which would have the effect of amending
the franchise agreement. The Board should not, and
indeed cannot, delegate its statutory jurisdiction to
determine the terms and conditions of a franchise
atreement to another author¡ty.

B/
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While the municipalities may artue that they ought to,be able to

insist that the gas utilities pay permit fees at any rate specified by

such

municipalities, this artument ignores the substantial taxes paid by the utilities to
each municipality within their franchise area.

35.

The municipal taxes paid by the three major Ontario natural

distributors in

36.

gas

1984 exceeded 525,0001000.

Vith respect to municipal by-laws which purport to fix the location of

ut¡tity plant, the Divisional Court has ruled that such by-laws are beyond the

I\

jurisidiction of local municipalitie*
Reference to:

Union Gas

Ltd. and Tecumseh

Gas Storage

v. Township of

Dawn

As a result, the issue is not whether gas utilities will comply with

37.

rnunicipal by-laws of general application. Gas utilities will do so provided that such

compliance does not impose obligations upon them inconsistent with the provisions

of the franchise agreements or contrary to law.
vi)

Other Issues

38.

Many

of the suttested

concerns set

out in the attachment to the

Boards notice of hearing have already been addressed or

will

be considered in the

section below dealing with our recommendations Howeyer, there are certain
specific issues wtlich will be briefly addressed

(d

lssue 3

-

Obligation

as

of the franchised gas utiliw to

distribute gas produced locallv
obligation upor¡ a tas

B/ T7

follows:

-

purchase and

There should continue to be no

utility to purchase and distribute

gas produced

-ltlocally. This

should continue

to be a matter left 'to utility

manatement as part of their overall obligation to purchase a secure
suppty of gas on the most economical basis possible.
(b)

Issue 6

-

Duration of franchise agreements and uniform expirv dates -

ìVe continue

to

suPPort the position, set out abover

agreements should be

that franchise

for terms of twenty years. Ve do not see any

reason why expiry dates should be uniform.

(c)

Issue 9

- Fil¡ng

\ry,ith

the road authofitv of Dlans and specifications of

all gas distributio.n works before and after construction - The
provision to municipalities of plans and specifications of pipeline

{

works should be as covered by existing and proposed franchise
atreements.
(d)

Issue

l0 - Safetv and other impligations of pipelines crossinR Drivate

- Ve do not see any basis for distinguishing safety issues as
between the use of pipelines for PurPoses of Private or public
proÞertv

property. In both cases existing provincial safety regulations must be
complied

with.

Vherevcr possible, the util¡ties utilize public

as

opposed to private rights-of-way.
(e)

tssue

ll - Abandonment

of pipe -

It is currently dealt with in existing

franchise agreements.

(f)

Issue 12 - Notice bv the ßas

utilitv of all emereencv excavations -

This is covered in our proposed lranchise agreement.

k)

Issue 13 - Service

for line locations - Gas utilities always give prompt

line tocates wl¡en a ruptured water c. tcver PiPe has to be replaced.

B/rs

-t9(h)

Issue l4

Gas

- Required

particiDat¡on on

ü

-

utilities have encourated the formation of utility co-ordinating

committees and have actively participated in such committees.
Issue 15

û)

-

Indemnification and liabilitv insurance

-

The franchise

atreements contain a provision as to indemnification and each utility
maintains liability insurance.
Issue 17 - Need

(j)

gas pipeline

for

separ,ate aEreements

for each bridge on which

a

is installed - The existing franchise agreements include

'rbridge" within the definition

of highways. There is no reason for

this. The use of a bridge may be the most economically
feasible and environmentally effective method of extending tas

changing

service.
(k)

Issues 16. 18. 19 and
highwavs

-

2t - Relocation costs and interference with

Issues t6 and 18 have,

for the most Part, been dealt with

above.
We recognize that relocations and street cuts are sensitive municipal

issues Vherever possible the utilities work with the municipality and

(

-other r¡tilities to avoid future relocations

or to carry out street ctfts

prior to any new municipal road paving Protram$ Vhere street cuts
are necessary, pursuant to the franchise agreements the utilities have

a clear obligation to reinstate to the same condition as prior to the

cut. Vhile there vill

inevitably be tensions in this arear

it

is our

submission that the existing practice works well and should continue.

B/ re
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-20 There is no basis for any municipal involvement in the 'rfnanner of
construction

of utility works under highways and other

municipal

propertyf'. The manner of doing work of this nature is solely the
responsibility

of the gas utility and is subject to

extens¡ve

tovernment regulation
(t)

t

- Location of utilitv installations un-der highwavs and other
municipal prooertv - Under the existing and proposed franchise
relationship, the approval of works must be obtained from the
municipal engineer. For exampler the proposed standard form
franchise agreement provides thatr excePt in the event of an

Issue 20

emertency, the said plans and specifications must be approved by the
Engineer before the commencement of work.

The proposed form of franchise agreement also provides that where

work is done in an emertency situation, the utilities shall use their
best efforts to notify the Engineer immediately of the location and
nature of the emertency and the work being done.
(m)

Issue 23

-

capitd contribution

(

- The requirement of obtaining a
in order to rnake an extension Êconomically

Capital contributions

feasible is an issue between the gas utilities and their prospective

customers.

It is not a matter which

should form any part

of a

franchise agreement between a municipality and the utility.
(n)

Issue 24

- Failure to complv with the terms of franchise agreements -

The failure

of either side to

comply u¡ith the provisions of the

franchise atreement would give rise to all of the usual remedies in
breach oû contract action

B/20
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RECOM¡\,IENDATIONS

t9.

It is our respectful submission that the policy of the Board' in

approving the terms and conditions of franchise agreements has reached the point
where a standard form franchise agreement sl¡ould be adopted. Alternatively, the

Act

should be amended so that the standard terms and conditions

of the franchise

relationship could be specified by the statute itself.

40.

The present process has served all interested parties very well in the

past but some changes are necessary now. ln the future, there will probably be

(

relatively few new franchise agreements proposed but there are hundreds of
franchises which will have to be renewed as they expire. This is an expensive and

time consuming process and there is a certain unreality to
changes

it in that few, if

any,

to the standard franchise agreement can be negotiated due to the Boards

policy in lavour of standardization and the desire on the part of the utilit¡es to
treat all municipalities in their franchise territory the same.
41.

There is no need

for negotiation if the standard form agreement is

considered by the Board to be a fair compromise and balance between the interests

of the municipality, the utility and the public of Ontario. There is simply

(

no room

fon the argument that any one particular municipality deserves a trbetter dealr üran
any other municipality within the utilities'franchise area.

42.

The expense to the gas utilities of franchise renewats is high and, of

course, is eventually paid for by tas company customers. ln addition to the time
involved on the part of company officials, there are legal expenses, the expenses of

advertising the Boards notices of hearing and the expense of the Boards hearing

'costs.

It would certainly

be in the best interests of the public to avoid or minimize

these costs rrherever possible.

B/ 27
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.

In an effort to

seek agreement on

a

standard

form

franchise

agreement, Consumers' Gasr. Union Gas and Northern and Central Gas have
rrAtr to this
prepared the draft franchise atreement which is attached as Schedule

'

brief.

q4.

xAtr'
Each of these r¡tilities has approved Schedule

It is our submission that Schedule rrArr should become the legislated

franchise agreement to come into effect for all new franchise agreements and alt

future renewals. Further, the Board should have jurisdiction to impose a franchise
relationship wherever the Board concludes that such a relationship would be in the
public interest.

/
{
\

4¡..

Finally, the Act should be amended to make

it

clear that

it

applies to

regional and county franchise agreements'
October lE' t9Ej
submitted by:

THE CONSUMERS' GAS COMPANY LTD.
by its counsel
AIRD & BERLIS
145 King Street West, l5th Floor
Toronto, Ontario
M5H 2J3

Attention: Mr. P.Y. Atkinson
UNION GAS LIMITED
50 Keil Drive North
Chatham, Ontario
N7M 5MI
Attention: Mr' J'B' JolleYt Q'C'
Vice President and General Counsel

/Í
\

NORTHERN AND CENTRAL GAS
CORPORATION LIMITED
245 Yorkland Boulevard
North York, Ontario
M23 lRl
Attention: Mr. P.F. ScullYt
General Counsel and Corporate Secretary
ONTARIO NATURAL GAS ASSOCIATION
77 Bloor Street Vest, Suite ll04
Toronto, Ontario
M5S IMz
Attention: Mr. Paul E. Pinningtont
Manqging Director
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SCHEDULE ilA.'

DRAFT STANDARD FORM FRANCHISE AGREEMENT

TIIIS AGREEMENT made

this

day of

,19

BETWEEN:
hereinaf ter called the rrCorporationrl

-and-

hereinafter called the'rGas Company"

WHEREAS the Gas Company desires

to distribute and sell gas in the

Municipality upon the terms and conditions of this Agreement;
AND WHEREAS by by-law passed by the Council of the Corporation

(the t'By-law"),

the

and Clerk have been authorized and directed to

execute this Agreement on behalf of the Corporation;
THEREFORE the Corporation and the Gas Company atree as follows:

In this Agreement:

l.
(a)

(

ttEngineer" means the person designated by the Corporation
purposes

of this

absence

from duty of such

Agreement,

for

the

or failing such designatioq or in

the

of

the

Personr the senior employee

Corporation charged with the administration

of public works and

highways in the Municipality;
(b)

ttgaS'r

includes natural gas, manufactured gas, synthetic gasr liquefied

petroleum gas or propane-air gasr or a mixture of any of them, but
does

not include a liquefied petroleum tas that is distributed

means other tl¡an a Pipelir¡e¡

B/ 23
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-2(c)

fthighway" includes

all common

and public highwaysr any bridget

viaduct or structure forming part of a highway, and any puÚlic square'
road allowance or sidewalk;
(d)

ftMunicipality" means the territorial limits of the Corporation on the
date when this Agreement takes effect, and any territory which may
thereafter be brought within the iurisdiction of the Corporation;

(e)

ilsystem" inCludes suCh mains, plants, pipes, conduitsr serviçesr valves,

regulators, curb boxes, stations, drips or such other equipment as the

Gas Company may require

or deem desirable for the

supply,

transrnission and distribution of gas in or through the Municipality.

I

\

Z.

of the Corporation is hereby given and granted to the
to supply tas in the Municipality to the Corporation and to the

The consent

Gas Company

inhabitants of the Municipality, and to enter upon all highways now or at any time

hereinafter under the jurisdiction

of the Corporation and to lay; construct'

maintain, replace, remove, operate and repair a system for the supplyr distribution
ar¡d transmission of gas in and through the Municipatity.

3.

The rights hereby given and granted shall be

for a term of twenty

years from and after the final passing of the By-law.

I.

Before beginning construction of or any extension or chante

system (except service laterals)r the Gas Company shall
plan showing the highways in which

parts thereof

it

proposes

to

it

proposes to lay

to the

file with the Engineer

a

its system and the particular

occupy together with written specifications

of

the

materials to be used and their dimensions Except in the event of an emertencyt

the location of the work as shown on the said plan must be approved by the
Engineer before the commencement of work. The Engineer's approval shall not be

?¡thhetd r¡neasonably.

B/.2A-

In the evcnt of an Êmertencyr where

approval is normally

-r-

.lu¡red, the Gas Company will proceed with the work and shall use its best efforts

to immediately notify the Engineer of the location and nature of the emertency
and the work being done.

j.

The Gas Company shall well and sufficiently restore' to

reasonable satislaction

of the Engineerr all

highways which

it

the

may excavate or

interfere with in the course of laying, constructing, repairing or removing its

gas

system, and shall make good any settling or subsidence thereafter caused by such
excavation or interference.

tf

the Gas Company fails at any time to do any work

required by this paragraph within a reasonable period of time, the Corporation may

(

have such work done and the Gas Company shall, on demandr PaY any reasonable
account therefor as certified by the Engineer-

6.

The Gas Company shall

at all times indemnify the Corporation from

and against all loss, damage and iniury and expense to which the Corporation may
be put by reason of any damage or iniury to persons or ProPerty resulting from the

imprudence, neglect

or want of skill of the

employees

or agents of the

Gas

Company in connection with the construction, repair, maintenance or operation by

the Gas Company of its system in the Municipality.

7.

The Corporation agrees,

in the event of the sale or closing of any

highway, to give the Gas Company reasonable rþtice oú srch sale or closing and to

provide the Gas Company with easements over that part of the h¡Ehutay sold or
closed sufficient to allow the Gas Company to preserve any part of the system in

its then existing location,

and to enter uPon the highway

to maintain and repair

of its system. If it is impractical to grant such an easement, the
Corporation atrees, at its cost, to acquire for the Gas Company an alternate
such part

easement and, in any event, to pay the cost of new facilities for such system.

E.

The Corporation will not knowingly build or permit anyone to build

any structure over or encasint any part of the system.

9.

Upon the expiration of. this Agreement or any renewal thereof, the

Gas Company shall deactivate

its system in the Municipality. Thereafter, the

Company shall have the right, but nothing herein contained shall require

remove

Gas

it,

to

its system. If the Gas Company fails to remove its system and the

Corporation

at any time after a lapse of

one year from the expiration

Agreement requires the removal of all or any

of

this

of the system for the purpose of

altering or improving a highway or in order to facilitate the construction of utility
or other works in any highway, the Corporation may remove and dispose of so much

of the system as the Corporation

..
(
\

may require

for

such purposes and neither party

shall have recourse against the other for any loss, costr expense or

damage

occasioned thereby.

lO.

Notices may Èb sufficiently given

to the Gas Company at its

head office

if

mailed by prepaid registered post

or to the Clerk of the Corporation at its

municipal officesr as the case may be.

ll.

This Agreement shall extend to, benefit and bind the parties thereto,

their successors and assigns, respectively.

IN VITNESS VHEREOF the parties hereto have duly executed these
presents with effect from tùe date

first

above written

THE CORPORATTON OF

Clerk
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APPENDIX

C

Franchise Agreement Proposed by the
Southwestern OntarÍo Municipal Committee

THIS

AGREEMENT

rnade

this

day of

r19

BETÍ{EEN:

THE CORPORATION OF TEE

Hereinafter called Èhe nCorporation'
OF TITE FIRST PART

and

-

LIIIITED, a corporation incorporated
under the laws of Èhe province of Ontaiio and

UNION GAS

having Íts Bead Office in the City of
Hereinafter called the nGas Companyn

Chatharn,

OF THE SECO¡ID PART
wgEREAs the Gas cornpany

desires to distribute and sell gas
in the MunicÍpality upon the terms and conditions hereinafter
seÈ

forth;
AlüD WHEREAS

by By-law No.

passed

the

day of

19

by the CouncÍl of the Corporation
(the trBy-law") r the corporation agreed to these presents;
rN coNsrDERATroN of the undertakings and agreement

hereinafter expressed and upon the terms hereinafter set forth,
the Corporation and the Gas Company rnutually covenant and agree
as follows:

C/L

2l.

fn this
(a)

Agreenent:

trBoardn neans

the Ont,ario Energy Board or its

successors i

(b)

nGasn means

natural 9âsr substÍtute natural 9âsr
synthetic natural 9âsr manufact,ured 9âsr propane-air
9êsr or any nixture of the¡ni
(c) oGas system¡ means such nains, pipes, conduits,
services, valves, regulators, curb boxes, stations and
drips (with other necessary or incidental
appurtenances, arrangenents

for cathodic proÈection,

structures, apparatus, equipnent, appl.iances and works)
situate in the Municipality as the Gas Company may from
time to time require or deem desirable for the supply,
transmission and distribution of gas ín or through the

Municipality;

(cl) nnighwayo means all common and public highways and
shall include any bridge, viaduct or structure forming
part of a highway, and any public square, road
allowance or sÍdewalk and shall include not only the
travelled portion of such highway, but also ditches,
driveways, sidewalks, and sodded areas forrning part, of

or at any time during the term
hereof under the jurisdiction of the Corporation;
(e) nMunicipality" means and includes the territorial
IimiÈs under and subject to the jurisdiction of the
Èhe road allowance now

c/2

3Corporation on the date when thts Agreenent takes

effect¡

(f)

oEngineer,/Road Superintendento n¡eans
most senior

índividual employed by the Corporation with
responsibilities for highways within the !.tunicipality,
such as the City EngÍneer, the County Engineer, the
commissioner

of lilorks or the

Road superintendentr or

the person designated by such senior employee or such
other person as may from tÍ¡ne to tine be desígnated by
the Councll of the Corporation.

2.

The consent, perrnission and

3.

The consent, permission and authoriÈy

authority of the
corporation are hereby'given and granted to the Gas company
to suppLy gas in the MunicipalÍty to the corporation and to
the inhabitants of the Municipality.

of the

corporation is hereby given and granted Èo the Gas company
to enter upon all highways now or at any ti¡ne hereafter
under the

jurÍsdlctÍon of the corporation to lay, construct,

maintain, replace, remove, operate and repair a gas systen
for the supply, distribution and transmission of gas in and
through the lttunicipality. The consen!, permission and
authority hereby given extends only to the right-of-way of
híghways and the Corporatíon need

right-of-way for the gas system.

c/3

not provide any other

4

4.

The

5.

The consent, permfssion and

rights hereby given and granted sharl be for a term
endÍng December 31st, 1999.
authority hereby given and
granted shall be subject to the right of free use of all
highways and road allowances by all persons entítled to it,
and subject t,o the rights of the owners of the propetty
adjoining highways of fulr access to and from the highyrays
and road allowances and of constructing crossings and
approaches fron their properties, and subject to the rights
and privileges that the corporation may grant to other
persons on highways and road alrowances, all of which rights
are expressly reserved.

6.

save as hereinafter provided, the consent, permissÍon

authority hereby given and granted to the Gas company to
enter upon a1l highways under the jurisdiction of the
corporaÈion shall be at all times under the direction and
control of and with the approval of the Engineer,/Road
superintendent. All rrork done under this Agreement is
subject to the approval and direction of the Engineer/Road
superintendent who has full polrer and authority to give
dlrections and orders that he considers Ín the best interest
of the corporation, and the Gas company rvirl forlow the
directions and orders that the Engineer,/Road Superintendent
and

gives.

c/4
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7. Before commencing any work the Gas Cornpany will deposit
wlth the Engineer/Road Superintendent a plan, drawn to
Ecaler showing the highway or road where the work is
proposed and the location, including its depth, of the
proposed gas system or part thereof, together with
specÍfications relating to the proposed gas system or part
thereof . For Èhe purposes of thís paragraph, works -of t,he
Gas Conpany include not only original installations,
including Lateral service lines, but also any and all repair
or relocaÈion work or additions to or replacements of any
part of the gas sysÈem.
8.

The Engineer,/Road Superintendent

shall review and

consider the plans and specifications submitted by the Gas
Conpany and nay not approve the work or may approve the work
with such, if êDyr modífications to Èhe plans and

specifications and upon such terms and condítions as he
considers in the best interest of the Corporation. No work,
including any excavatíon, opening or other work which may
disturb or interfere with the road or highway or iÈs
travelled surface, shall be undertakJlOt the Gas Company
until the plans and specification therefor have been
approved in writing by the Engineer/noad Superintendent and
then the work shaIl be undertaken and conpleted in
accordance with the approved plans and specifications with

cls
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nodÍfications, if âDy, as may have been nade by the
Engineer/Road superintendent and in accordance with any
terms and conditions that nay have been included by the
Engineer,/Road Superintendent.

9.

rn connection with work underÈaken by the Gas cornpany,

(a)

The Gas Company will

not cut, Ërin or interfere
with any trees on the road allowance without the
specific written approval of the Engineer/Road
Superintendent;

(b) Iilherever a gas LÍne is carried across any open
drainage dítch, it shall be carried either who1ly
under the botto¡n thereof or above Èhe top thereof,
so as not to interfere with Èhe carrying capacity
of such ditch;
(c) rn general, all crossings of the travelled portion
of roads shall be constructed by boring and
jacking

methods;

(d) rn placing its

gas

system, t,he Gas

shaIl
use those parts of the road allowance adjaèent to
the fence lines or oÈher boundaries of the road

aLlohrance.

c/6
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10. Notwithstanding the foregoing, in the event of

an

energency invorving the gas systen, the Gas cornpany

shall

all that is necessary and desirable to control

do

Èhe

elnergencyr including such excavaÈion, opening and other work
in and to the highways in the ltunicípality as may be

required for the purpose. rf traffic is or is likely to be
affecÈed by the emergency, the Gas conpany sharl not-ify the
responsible police force immediaÈely upon becomlng aware of

the situatÍon. As soon as it is convenient after the
emergency is discovered, the Gas company shalt advise the
Engineer/noad superintendent by terephone and shalr keep him
advised throughout the energency. The Gas company sharl
re-imburse the corporation for any and all costs incurred in
connection with the emergency. Forthwith after it has

of the Gas Company to exercise its
emergency powers under this paragraph, the Gas company shall
make a written report to the Engineer/Road Superintenderit of
what work was done and the further work to be undertaken, if
âny, and seek the approval of the Engineer,/Road
superintendent for the further work as contemplated in the
become necessary

preceding paragraphs.

11. Notwithstanding the requirenents of the preceding
paragraphs regarding Èhe approvals of the Engineer,/Road
superintendent and his control of work by the Gas conpany in
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highways or roads, the parties recognize that ín the event
of a disagreernent as to the approval or non-approval of
plans or as to the terms and conditions upon which they nay
be approved, either party may apply to the Board. It is
recognízed that the Board may authorize the works of the Gas
conpany Ín the highvray on such Èerms and conditÍons as the
Board nay impose; and it is also recognized that thê Board
has the authority to authorize the acquisition of an
easement over private properÈy if such an easement is more
appropriate.

12. The Gas conpany shall well and sufficiently restore, to
the reasonable satisfaction of the Engineer,/Road
Superintendent,, all highways which it uray excavate or
interfere with in the course of laying, constructíng¡
repairing or removing its gas system, and shal.l make good
any set,tling or subsídence thereafter caused by such
excavatÍon or interference. such restoration shall be to
the sane standardr âs nearly as nay be possible, as was in
existence on the highway when the excavation or interference
commenced. rf the Gas company fails at any tine to do any
work required by this paragraph within a reasonable time,
the corporatÍon nay do or may cause such work to be done and
the Gas company shall on demand pay any reasonable account
therefor as certified by the Engineer,/noad Superintendent.

c/8
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13. In

placing, naintaining, operating and repairing
the gas system or any part Èhereof the Gas conpany will use
care and diligence to ensure that there will be no
unnecessary interference with any hightray or any draÍn,
sewer, nain, ditch, culvert, brldge or any other munÍcipal
works or ímprovements. rf any addltional urunicipal works or
improvements are made necessary by reason of any work done
or onitted to be done by the Gas Company they wilt be
constructed and maintained by the Gas conpany at its otrn
expense during the tern of t,his Agreernent.

14.

Èhe

will indemnify and save harmless the
corporatíon fro¡n and against all claims, riabilities, loss,
costs, danages or other expenses of every kind that the
corporation may incur or suffer as a consequence of or in
connection with the placing, maintenance, operatÍon or
repair of the gas systen or any part thereof.
The Gas company

15. If either party is prevented from carrying out its
obligatíons under Èhis Agreement by reason of any cause,
beyond its control, such party shall be relieved fro¡n such
obligations while such disability continues; provided,
however, that this Paragraph W shall not relieve the Gas
Company from any of iÈs obligations to indemnify the
Corporation as contemplaÈed in the preceding paragraph, and

c/s
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provided further that nothing herein shall require either
party to settle any labour or slnilar dispute unless it is

in the best interests of
16.

such

party to do so.

in the event of closing of any
highway, Èo give the Gas conpany reasonabre notice of such
closing and to províde, if it Ís practícal, the Gas tornpany
with easements over that part of the highway closed
sufficient to allow Èhe Gas company to preserve any part of
the gas systen in its Èhen existíng rocation, and to enter
upon the closed highway to maintain and repair such part of
The corporation agrees,

the gas

systern.

17. rf the corporation, in pursuance of its statutory
powers, decides to alter the construction of any highway or
of any municipal works or inprovenentsr of, to construct, lay
down t ot establish any municipal works or improvements, and.
if the Location of any part of the gas systen interferes
with the location of construction of such alteration, work
or improvenrent, in a substantial manner, then upon receipt
of reasonable notice in writing fron the corporation
specifying the point where such part of the gas system
interferes with the plans of the corporation the Gas company
shall alÈer or relocate such part of the gas systen at the
point specified to a location designated by the

cl
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Engineer/noad Superintendent wÍthin a reasonable period of
time and, in default of the Gas Cornpany complying with the
notice, the Corporation nay remover relocate or alter the
part of the gas system described in the notice and recover
the cost of so doing from the Gas Company regardless of the
provisions hereafter concerning the party responsíble for
the costs of the alteration or relocation. If any p_arÈ of
the gas system is relocated in accordance with this
paragraph within five years of the date when approval was
given by the Corporatíon of the location of such part of the
gas system, the Corporation shall reimburse the Gas Company
for the cost of the alteration or relocation, but if the
notice specifying t,he alteration or relocation is given
after the said fíve year period, the Gas Cornpany shall alter
or relocate, ât its expense, such part of the gas systen at
the point specified to the location designated by the
Corporation.

18. At any tirne within two (21 years prior to the
Èer¡nination of this Franchise Agreenent, either party to
this Agreenent may by notice given to the other request that
the other enter into negotiations for new terms and
conditions. Until terms of a new franchise agreemenÈ have
been settled and approved by the Board, the terms and

C/
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L2_
conditions of thÍs Agreenent shall continue ín full force
and effect notwithstanding the termination date previously
¡nentioned

L9.

in this

Agreenent.

the expiration of this franchise or any renewal
thereof the Gas conpany shall have the right, but nothing
herein contained shall require it, to renrove its gas systen
Lald in the highways. upon the expiratíon of this franchise
or any renewal thereof t,he Gas company shall deactivate the
gas system in the ltunicipality. rf the Gas conpany should
leave its gas systen in the highways and Èhe corporation at
any time aft,er a lapse of one year from terrnination requires
the removal of all or any of the gas systen for the purpose
of altering or inproving the highway or. in order to
facilitate the construction of utiLity or oËher. works in any
highway the corporation may renove and dispose of so much of
the gas system as the corporation nay requíre for such
purposes and neither party shall have recourse against the
other for any loss, cosÈ, expense or danages occasioned
Upon

thereby.

20. This Agreement and the respective rights and
obligations hereunto of the parties hereto are hereby
declared to be subject to the provisions of all regulating
statutes and to all orders and regulatíons made thereunder
and from time to time renaining in effect.

c/
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21. Any notice to be given under any of the provisions
hereof may be effectually given to the Corporation by
delivering the same to the Clerk of the Corporation or by
sending the same by registered mail, postage prepaid,
addressed to Èhe attention of the clerk of the corporation,
and to the Gas Company by delivering the sane to its head
officer or by sending the same to its head office by_
regÍstered rnail, postage prepaid, addressed to the attention
of the Corporate Secretary. ff any noÈice is sent by mail,
the same shall be deemed to have been given on the fourth
day nexÈ following the posting thereof, provided that in the
event of a disruption in postal service, by reason of a
strike or work slowdown or other eLenent of labour dispute,
either at the point of mailing or the point of delÍveryr âny
notice sent by mail shall be deemed to have been given on
the day when it is actually received by the addressee of
such notice.

22.

part of this
Agreement unless the assígnee covenants Ín favour of thç
corporation to assume full responsibility for this Agreement
and such assignment shall be effective only upon the
delivery of such Assumption Agreement to the Corporation.
The Gas Company may not assign any

c/ 13
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23.

OÈher

or special conditÍons, if applicable:

24. This Agreement shalr extend to, benefit and bind the
parties thereto, their successors and assignsr respecÈively.
the parties hereto have duly executed
these presents wÍth effect from the day.first above written.
rN IÍrrNEss

WHEREOF

THE CORPORATION OF THE

Per:
Per:

UNTON GAS LI}TITED

Per:
Per:

c/ L4
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Municipal Franchises Act

Sec. 3 (3)

CHAPTER
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Chap. 309
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309

Municipal Franchises Act
1. In this Act,

ef#--

(ø) "franchise" includes any right or privilege to which
this Act applies;
(ð) "gas" means natural gas, manufactured gas or any
liquefied ¡ætroleum gas, and includes any mixture of
natural gas, manufactured gas.or liquefed petroleum
gas, but does not include a liquefred petroleum gas that
- is distributed by a means other than a pipe line;
(c) "highway" includes a street and a lane;

utility" includes waterworks, natural and
other gas works, electric light, heat or po$'er works,
steam heating works, and distributing works of every
kind. R.S.O. 1970, c.289, s. l.

(d) "public

2. A municipal corporation shall not enter into or lenerü ffi*"?
any contract for the supply of electrical Power or energy to fgreumtv
itrË .orpot"tion or to túó ínhabitants theiiof until a bilt"* 3åSh'*"
setting forth the terms and conditions of the contract has been
ñrst submitted to, and has received the assent of the munici'
pal electors in the manner provided by the Munìci¡øl ,{¿¿. R's o' reEo'
R.S.O. 1970, c. 289, s. 2.
corporation-shafl-not grant to any$ifi&oot
right to use or occuPy
àny of the highwap of the municipality except as provided
in the Municì¡ol Act, or to construct or operat€ any part
of a transportation s¡¡stem or public utility in the municipality,
or to supply to the corporation or to the inhabitants of the muni-

S.-(l) A mlnicipal

person nor shall any person acguire the

cipality or any of them, gas, steam orelectric light, heat orpower,
unless a byJaw setting forth the terms and conditions upon
which and the period for which such right is to be gtanted or
acquired has been assented to by the municipal electors.
R.S.O. 1970, c. !89, s. 3 (1).
(2) Subsection (l) does not apply to Onta¡io
t970, c.289, s. 3 (21:.1973, c. 57, s. 19.

Hydro.

R.S.O. 9""äÍ"
'¡empt

(3) lVhere the trustees of a police villagg reguest the council *tH¿*

of the township in which the village is situate to grant any
such right with respect to the village, or where the board of
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Sec. 3 (3)

trustees of a police village desire to grant such a right, it is a
sufficient compliance with subsection (l) if the byJaw receives
the assent of the municipal electors of the village.

*u"3r#r'o-,tn|[oä"i"iTlJ"fi:J]ã.'i,;ä:":îö,i.î,5ilii""'"'""
S#:ff..".t 4.-{l) The council of a local municipality shall not Erant a
91";,*" franchisc upon any highway of the municipality within aradius of
cight Lilometres of tbe boundary of any city without notice in
writing to the council of the city, and if the council of the city,
w¡thin four weeks after tl¡e receipt of the notice, gives a notice in
writing to the council of tle local municipality that it objects to the
granting of the franchise the approval of tbe Onta¡io Municipal
Board shall be obtained, ¡r¡d if the council of the city does not give
such notice within such time, it shall be deemed to have no
objection and tùe coundil of the local municipality may g¡ant the
franchise with the $sent of the municipal electors of the local
municipality as provided by section 3. R.S.O. 1970, c. 2E9, s. 4
(l); 197t, c. 87, s. 41.

8ä*""

(2) Where the franchise ¡eferred to in subsection (l) is a gas
franchise, the Ontario Energy Board shall take the place of
the Ontario Municipal Board for the purposes of this section.
R.S.O. 1970, c. 28i, s. 4 (2)..

a by-law granting a franchise or right in
Fgffjf"" õ.-(1) Where
y
rrspect
o{
at
of
the
works or se¡vices mentioned in subsection
3$"'fff .
Ë-ÊËË" 3 (1), that has not beeri assented to by the municipal
electors as provided by that subsection, was passed before ihe
ËïSt
16th day of April, 1912, no êxtension of or addition to the
works or services constructed, established or operated under
the authority of such by-law as they existed and were in
operation at that date shall be made except under the authority
of a by-}rw hereafter passed with the assent of the municipal
electors, as provided by subsection 3 (l) or (3), and such consent is
necessary, notwithst¿nding that sucb last-mentioned byJaw is
expressly limited in its operation to a period not exceeding one
yea¡.

$gruoar (2) Subscction (1) does not apply to a franchise or right
$of$;* granted by or under the authority of any general or special

of the Legislature before the l6th day of March, 1909,
SIgRi.tS.
u¡'cD'tse Act
but no such frächise or right shall be reniwed, nor shall the
term thereof be extended by a municipal corporation except
by by-law passed with the assent of the municipal electors as
provided in section

3.

R-S.O. 1970, c. 289, s. 5.

D¡ocptlo¡¡: 6.-(1) Subject to section 2 and

except as therein provided
and except where otherwise expressly provided, this Act does
not apply to a by-law,
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(a) granting the right of passing through the munici'orl!
pality fãr the pirpose ät
ä r¡nu, ;;;i; ;; f$iîftr
be operited in or for the Þ¡dclD¡utv
llstem that is-inténded to"oniiooitg
beneñt of another municipality and is not used or
operated in tle municipdity for any other purpose
except tbat of supplying gas in a township to-perions
whose land abuts on a highway along or ácrosi which
the same is c¿rried or conveyed, or io persons whose

land lies within such limits ás ttre councit bv bv-law
pgsgd from time to time determines should bJ.up
plied with any of such services;
(ö) granting-

¡ighttoof passing through the- munici- ff"SÍîr;""
pality withlhea line
transmit-gas not-intended to be

distributed from such line in the municipality or oniy
intended to be distributed from such UnÉ in tt¡ä
municipality to a person engaged in the transmission
or distribution of gas;

(c) conferring the_right
_to construct, use and operategur!¡ß¡r!
t¡t rçorrt
*o*. required fór the
transmission of oit, ä;;;
water not intended for sale or use in the rñunici_
pality; or

(d) that is exp-ressly.limited in its.operation to-a_pe¡g¿
not exceeding th¡e_e years and is approved by the'HF"o"p*
Ontario Municipal Boa¡d.
(2) tVhere the by-law within tbe meaning of clause (l) (d) is a g¡¡
ùrûcù'tG'

ïú;d J¡ì-íri;á th;
iôr the purposes of æ

gas franchise bv-law, rhe onrario Enersr

place of the Ontario Municipal Boa¡d

clause. R.S.O. t9?0, c. 299, s. ó.

?.-(l)

IVhere a by-law to whicb cla¡¡se 6 (t) (ð aoplies is E¡_-r.D!roD
orñr¡cùút€
passed, that clause does not apply to
,uur"qíJ:"í
respect of the same works or any part of them or to an extension of
gr $a!$o1 to tìem, altbough tåe subsequent by-law is expressly
limited- in its operation to a period not eiceedinã

-y

uí:r"î.

Ar.rl""irl*á

no such subsequent byJaw has any force or éffect únless-it is
assented to by the municipal electors as provided by subsection 3

(t).

(2) Notwithstanding subsection (t), clause 6 (l) (d) applies to r.ton
a
subseqnent by-law or by-laws inrespect of tbe sa¡ne work o, aoy
part of them or to an extension of or addition to them if the perioá
9Í operation of such subsequent byJaw or by-laws is e$;sstt
limited so that tåe total period of operation of 'the originJ _¡";
-three

t

and the subsequent byJaw or byJaws does ¡ot elceed
years. R.S.O. 1970, c. ZBg, s.7.
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Ayprov¡l
fofÈo¡rtn¡ctloD of
3¡l rolts
or¡qDDly of

Notwithstanding any other provision in this Act or
any.other general or special Aci, no p"rson shall consiru;;;ry
works to supply or supply,

trlt¡

D.;rOl¡r¡Uty
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t.-(t)

(a) natural gas in any municipality in which such oerson
was not on the lst day of April, 1933, supplying
ias; or
(å) gas

in any municipality_in which such person was not
on the lst day gf Ap.l, 1933, supptyirg
¿; ;d'i;
which gas was'then being supp[&i, - e e--

without.the
lfRrovA of the Onta¡io Energy Board, and such
approval shall not be given unless public
necessity eppear to require that such äpproval
"on;e-ni;;;;ä
b"ã;;;. -.'ÎorDof

(2) the
..
fpproval of the Onta¡io Energy Board shall be in
the form of a certificate.

aDforr¡
.tu¡ùdlc6o!

gß;*"

G¡¡
ù¡¡chl¡¿
by.¡¡r to bo
rDrov.d by

t¡cræ
Ao¡rìt-

(3) the Ontario Energy Bogd has and may exercise juris_
_.
diclio¡ and power necess-ary for the purposeí of this r"tiion
and to. grant or refuse to
dy ¿"rtiã""t;-; p;;ii"
convenience and necessity, .grant
but no súct certificate irrãll-ü"
granted or refused until âfter the Boa¡d has held
;;blt;
l-earilg to deal with the matter
"potnóíi_ä.ri"U
therefor, a¡¡d of whicl¡ bearing soêU
"pptiot¡åî-."¿íiã-iì
b. gil.;r"
such persons and mu:ricipaliti'es as the Board o,"v Ëlr.iaåi
to be interested or affectõd and otherwise as the ií";d;;;
direct. R.S.O. 1970, c.289, s. g.

e.-(l)
(o)

No by-law'granting,

riçht tg construct or o¡rerate norks for the
th.g
tribution of gas;

dis_

(å) the right to supply gas to a municipal corooration or
to the inhabitants of a municipality; ¡ - --- -(c) tle right to extend or add to the works mentioned in
_-_
clause (¿) or the services mentjoned in clause
t¿I oi
(d)

¡ renewal of or an extension of tbe term of any right
mentioned in cl¡¡use (c)'or (å),

shall be submitted to the municipar electors for their assent
untess the terms and co-nditions upon which
ir,"Ë¡rJiäi
yh:}, such right is to be granted, renewed "r¿
o, .*t"niuã-f,"".
nrst þeen approved by the Onta¡io Energy Board.
Ju¡l¡illctúo¡
ofErcrsv
Do¡¡rt --

(2) The Ontario Energy Bogd has a¡¡d may exercise juris_.
diction and power necesiâry for the purposes of this section
and may give or refuse its
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(3) The Ontario Energy
lgard shall not make an order{çr¡sto
granting its approval under this section until after the Board'
has held a-public hearing to deal with the matter upon application therefor and of which hearing such notice sträl be þven
in such manner and to such persons and municipalities as tt¡e
Board may direct.
(4) The Board, after holding a public hearing upon such !¡.cton'

noi¡óe as the Board may direct"and'if satisfieã itãt t'uã
of the municipal electors can properly under all the circumstances be dispensed with, may in any order made under this
section declale and direct that the assent of the electors is not
necessaÐ¡. R.S.O. 1970, c. 289, s. 9.

"*"i

l0.-(l)
6 ( l)

t$HlLiE

lVbere the tenn of a risht referred to in clause lrnlrc¡$o!

(o), (ä) or (c) that is related to gas or-óf a right to operate works

BffiF

for the distribution of gas or to suñpty gas to imunicipal corpora- t!üst' 'tc"
tion or to tåe inhabitants of a municþality bas expired oi will È¡¡cùr!ó
expire within oDe year, eitler the municipality or tbe party baving
the right may apply to the Ontario Energy Board for an order for a
renewal of or an extension of tlre term of the
c. ?89, s. l0 (1); l9?4, c.59, s. l.

right.

R.S.O. lgZO,

(2) The Ontario Energy Board has and may exercise juris-$orcnor
dicìíon and power o."eåäry forth; p"rp*ãoi irrir
";'.tiortrlll"
and, if public convenience and necessity âppear to require
it,
may make an order renewing or extending the term of the right
for such period of time and upon such terms a¡¡d conditionJas
may be prescribed by the Board, or if public convenience and
necessity do not appear to require a renewal or extension of
the term of the right, may make an order refusing a renewal
or extension of the right.
(3) Tbe Board shall not mahe an order under subsection

(2)

Brs!¡g

until after the Board has held a public hearing upon application therefor and of which hearing such notice shall be given
in such manner and to such ¡rersons and municipalities as tt¡e
Board may direct.
(4) Notwithstanding subsection (3), where an application has t¡tætm
*

been ma.de under suùsection

(l) aná'tbe ærm oi-tl" ãguì

h;

expired or is likely to expire before the Board disposes of the
application, theSoard, on the written reguest of the applicant,
and without holding a public hearing, may make such order
as mey be necessary to continue the right until an order is
made under subsection (2). R.S.O. 1970, c. 289, s. lO (24).

ffir decmcd
t¡. tc". J tt. tl.¡1"îä llJ#¿,"
by clcctors

(5) An order of the Board beretofore or hereafter made under
suúsection (2) renewing or extending
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order of the Boa¡d under subsectíon (4) shall be deemed to be a

v¿lid by-law of the municipality concerned assented to by the
5 7 of

municipal electors for tbe purposes of this Act ar¡d of section
n.s3. re8o, the Pablíc AtìUtíes Act. 1979, c. 83, s. l.

c.12O

.
Î:äi"

(6) An application may not be made under this section in
ttspect of a right tùat has cxpired before the 2nd day of
December, 1969. R.S.O. 1970, c. 289, s. l0 (6).
I-1P:P"'¡rcDt
ol
nisþt

¡¿ction

aDDê¡r 11. \ryith leave of a iudge thereof, an appeal lies upon any
question of law or fact to tbe Divisional Court from any certificate granted under section I or any order made under sec-

tion 9 or l0 if application for leave to apped is made within
ûfteen daln from the date of the certificate or order, as the
case may be, and the rules of practice of the Supreme Court
apply to any such appell. R.S.O. 1970, c. 289, s. 11.
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APPENDIX

Exhibit 29.6 -

E

Example of as-built drawing
provided by Union Gas Linited
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APPENDIX F
Maps

1)

The Province of ontario - counties, districts,
regional and district
munic

2)

Gas

Distribution

Systems

(a) Consumers'
b) Nortt¡ern
(c) union
(

3)

Gas Franchise

Areas *

(a) Consumers'
(b) Northern
(c) union
*
Located in pocket.
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